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School opens Wednesday, September 17. 
Entrance and Deficiency Examinations, September 17-19. 
Registration and Payment of Fees, September 17-20. 
Recitations begin Monday, September 22. 
National Holiday, Thanksgiving, November 27. 
First Semester Examinations, January 14, 15, 16. 
Christmas Holiday, December 25. 
New Year's Holiday, January 1, 1925. 
Second Semester 
Second Semester begins January 19. 
Cadet Officers' Annual Hop, February 2. 
Holiday, Washington's Birthday, February 22. 
Holiday, San Jacinto Day, April 21. 
Junior-Senior Reception, April 25. 
Final Payment of Fees, May 10. 
Final Examinations, May 13, 14, 15. 
Alumni Reunions, Saturday, May 23. 
Commencement Day, May 25. 
Summer Session—1925 
Summer Session opens, June 10; Ends, August 7. 
Farmers Congress and Training Course, August 5, 6, 7. 
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ORDER OF REGISTRATION 
(Registration Days September 17-20) 
1 Report to Registrar, first floor Administration Building, and 
obtain registration card. 
2 Present Card to Local Treasurer, first floor Administration 
Building and pay your fees. 
3. Return to Registrar and complete registration and obtain 
Assignment Card. 
4. To the Dean of Men or Dean of Women for assignment to 
room. 
r Present Assignment Card to Teachers of Departments in 
which work is to be taken for assignment to classes. 
6. To the Dean of the College for schedule. 
7. Report promptly to all classes as per schedule. 
i 
h 
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
W. B. BIZZELL, Ph. D., LL. D., 
President 
J. K. WALKER, B. S., 
Supervising Engineer 
B. F. HARRISON, 
Supervising Accountant and Auditor 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
L. J. HART, President San Antonio 
F. M. LAW, Vice-President Houston 
S. G. BAILEY, Secretary College Station 
TERMS EXPIRE 1925 
L. J. HART San Antonio 
R. L. YOUNG Houston 
W. S. ROWLAND Temple 
TERMS EXPIRE 1927 
MRS. J. C. GEORGE Brownsville 
WALTER L. BOOTH Sweetwater 
P. L. DOWNS, JR Temple 
TERM EXPIRES 1929 
F. M. LAW Houston 
WALTER LACY Waco 
BYRD E. WHITE Lancaster 
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ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL 
J. G. OSBORNE, B. S., M. D., 
Principal. 
P. E. BLEDSOE, B. S., Ph. B., 
Faculty Representative. 
MARY L. JONES, 
Registrar and Secretary of the Faculty. 
J. H. ROWE, 
Dean of Men. 
GERTRUDE W. COLLINS, 
Dean of Women. 
C. W. LEWIS, 
Local Treasurer. 
J. J. ABERNATHY, B. S. in M. E., 
Director of Mechanic Arts. 
R. B. ATWOOD, A. B., B. S. in A. 
Director of Agricultui e. 
ELIZABETH C. MAY, B. S. in H. E., 
Supervisor of Home Economics. 
J. M. FRANKLIN, M. D., 
Resident Physician. 
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FACULTY 
J. G. OSBORNE, 
(B. S., Bishop College; M. D., Shaw University, Raleigh, N. C.; Graduate 
Student Chicago University.) 
Principal. 
P. E. BLEDSOE, 
(B. S., Talladega College, Ala.; Ph. B., Central University.) 
Assistant Professor of Physical Science. 
M. P. CARMICHAEL, 
(A. B., Samuel Huston College; Graduate Student, Columbia University 
and Chicago University.) 
Professor of Social Sciences. 
J. J. ABERNATHY, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College; B. S. in M. E., Kansas 
State Agricultural College. 
Director of Mechanic Arts. 
R. B. ATWOOD, 
(A. B., Fisk University; B. S. in Agriculture, Iowa State College.) 
Director of Agriculture. 
E. C. MAY, 
(B. S. in Home Economics, Kansas State Agricultural College; Graduate 
Student, Columbia University.) 
Supervisor of Home Economics. 
G. O. SANDERS, 
(Tillotson College, Austin, Texas; B. S., Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Professor of Modern Languages. 
E. B. EVANS, 
(D. V. M„ Iowa State College.) 
Professor of Veterinary Science. 
A. W. RANDALL, 
(B. S., Alcorn A. and M. College; Graduate Student University of 
California.) 
Professor of Mathematics. 
P. W. McCree, 
(B. A., Fisk University; Graduate Student University of Iowa.) 
Professor of Natural Sciences. 
J. W. BEVERLY, 
(State Normal, Montgomery, Ala.; Ph. B., Brown University; Litt. D., 
Selma University.) 
Professor of English. 
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*M. C. COLVIN, 
(A. B., Wiley College; A. B„ State University of Iowa.) 
Professor of Biological Science. 
I. S. LANE, 
(A. B. Wilberforce University; B. S. in Agriculture, Ohio State 
' University.) 
Professor of Animal Husbandry. 
J L LOCKETT, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College; B. S. in Agronomy, 
Iowa State College.) 
Professor of Agronomy. 
MABEL L. EASON, 
(New England Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass.) 
Director of Music. 
B. H. MILLS, 
Professor of Military Science. 
J. M. FRANKLIN, 
(M. D., Meharry Medical College, Nashville, Tenn.) 
Resident Physician. 
ELLA P. BAKER, 
(A. B. Atlanta University; R. N„ Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College.) 
Superintendent of Nurses. 
MARIE L. SLACK, 
(R. N., Flint-Goodridge Hospital, New Orleans, La.) 
Assistant Superintendent of Nurses. 
H. G. DICKERSON, 
(B S in Agriculture, Ohio State University; Morristown Normal.) 
Professor of Rural Education and Itinerant Teacher Trainer. 
INEZ C. SCOTT, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Associate Professor of English.) 
J. R. GRIGSBY, 
(B. S., Bishop College, Marshall, Texas.) 
Associate Professor of Mathematics. 
*BIRNEISIS I. MOTTE, 
(A. B„ Howard University; Graduate Student, Columbia University.) 
Associate Professor of Education 
i 
*Part. year. 
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WILLIAM H. ROBINSON, 
(B. S. in E. E., University of Pittsburg, Pa.) 
Associate Professor of Mechanic Arts. 
JAMES W. PRYOR, 
(B. S. in M. E., Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan Kans.) 
Associate Professor of Mechanic Arts. 
*MATTIE V. FRAZIER, 
(Kansas Education and Industrial Institute; B. S., Wilberforce University, 
Wilberforce, Ohio.) 
Associate Professor of Vocational Home Economics. 
DIANA S. DENT, 
(Scotia Woman's College; Teachers College, Columbia University.) 
Associate Professor of Domestic Art. 
MAE BELL ARRINGTON, 
(Western University, Kansas City, Kansas; Kansas State Agricultural 
College, Manhattan, Kansas. 
Associate Professor of Domestic Science. 
THOMAS L. HOLLEY, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College; Student Dunwoody 
College, Minnesota.) 
Teacher Trainer in Trades and Industries. 
ETHEL C. ELLISON, 
(B. S., Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, Graduate Stu­
dent, Chicago University and University of Colorado.) 
Supervisor of Training School and Critic Teacher. 
MATTIE E. BEVERLY, 
(State Normal, Montgomery, Ala.; A. B., Hartshorn Memorial College, 
Richmond, Va.) 
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and History. 
JULIA A. GREEN, 
Assistant Professor of English. 
EMMA E. BYAIS, 
(B. S., Bishop College, Marshall, Texas.) 
Associate Professor of Chemistry. 
NELLIE B. DILLON, 
(Tuskegee Institute, Ala.; Chautauqua Institute, New York.) 
Associate Professor of Domestic Science. 
P. B. JOHNSON, 
(A. B., Clark University, Atlanta, Ga.) 
Assistant Professor of English. 
*Part. year. 
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EVELYN L. JOHNSON, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in Education. 
MARIE J. DAVIS, 
(B. S., Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in History. 
J. M. ALEXANDER, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in Vocational Agriculture. 
C. C. CARRINGTON, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in Vocational Agriculture. 
AMANDA E. JOHNSON, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College; Student Chicago Uni­
versity, Chicago, 111.) 
Instructor in Millinery. 
ELSENA F. MARTIN, 
(Samuel Huston College, Austin, Texas; Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College; Hampton Institute, Va.) 
Instructor in Domestic Art. 
GOLDIE E. MITCHELL, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, Chicago University.) 
Instructor in Domestic Science. 
BESSIE H. COLEMAN, 
(Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.; American Conservatory of Music, 
Chicago, 111.) 
Instructor in Music. 
WELDON WILLIAMS, 
Foreman and Instructor in Laundering. 
HENRIETTA FARRELL, 
Assistant Instructor in Laundering. 
MILLIE WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Instructor in Laundering. 
N. A. JONES, 
(Langston University, Langston, Okla.) 
Instructor in Stationary Engineering. 
DAN MARTIN, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in Stationary Engineering. 
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*WARNER KENNEDY, 
(Langston University, Langston, Okla.) 
Instructor in Stationary Engineering. 
ALONZA WALLACE, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in Tailoring. 
A. T. RUCKER, 
Assistant Instructor in Tailoring. 
ALICE V. MUCKLEROY, 
Assistant Instructor in Tailoring. 
D. L. WAYNE, 
Storekeeper and Instructor in Electricity. 
R. F. JOHNSON, 
(St. Louis Trades School, St. Louis, Mo.) 
Instructor in Shoemaking. 
M. H. BLACKSHEAR, 
Assistant Instructor in Shoemaking. 
WILLIAM COOK, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Instructor in Printing. 
SADIE ALLEN JOHNSON, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College.) 
Assistant Instructor in Printing. 
ROMEO HENDERSON, 
Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
F. G. RHONE, 
Assistant Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
JAMES R. TAPSCOTT, 
Instructor in Driving. 
G. B. MILLER, 
Instructor in Carpentry. 
A. J. WALLACE, 
Instructor in Construction Carpentry. 
D. F. DAILY, 
Instructor in Wheel-Wrighting and Blacksmithing. 
*Part. year. 
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ANNIE H. BLEDSOE, 
Elementary Instructor Federal Trainees. 
CLARA E. MCMILLAN, 
Elementary Instructor Federal Trainees. 
*F. G. FRY, 
Instructor in Stationary Engineering. 
fW. H. BURNETT, A. B., 
Instructor in Education. 
fP. H. HOLDEN, B. S., 
Instructor in History. 
fH. J. LONG, B. S„ 
Instructor in Biology. 
fPEARL W. SANDERS, B. S., 
Instructor in Domestic Science. 
fE. L. MELLON, A. B„ 
Instructor in Mathematics. 
fA. S. TERRELL, 
Instructor in English. 
tB. K. ARMSTRONG, M. A., 
Professor of Education. 
• Part. year. 
•j-Summer School Additions. 
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OTHER OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE 
J. G. OSBORNE, B. S., M. D., 
Principal. 
J. F. ELLISON, A. B„ 
Secretary to the Principal. 
MARY L. JONES, 
Registrar and Secretary of the Faculty. 
J. H. ROWE, 
Dean of Men and Superintendent of Sunday School. 
GERTRUDE W. COLLINS, A. B., 
Dean of Women. 
C. W. LEWIS, 
Local Treasurer. 
I. A. REESE, 
Cashier. 
H. R. TURNER, B. S., 
Assistant Treasurer. 
HARRY NELSON, A. B., 
Bookkeeper. 
G. W. BUCHANAN, 
Manager of College Exchange. 
B. A. HOLLAND, 
Steward. 
MARIE L. SLACK, R. N., 
Assistant Superintendent of Nurses and Operating Room Supervisor. 
PRINCESS M. ALEXANDER, R. N., 
Head Nurse and Night Supervisor. 




E. M. GREEN, 
Head Matron. 
L. M. GRAY, 
Band Master. 
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INEZ C. SCOTT, 
Faculty Supervisor of Y. W. C. A. 
S. N. BROWN, 
Nightwatchman. 
W. H. EVANS, 
Co-ordinator Veterans' Bureau. 
*N. B. EDWARDS, 
Publicity Agent and Editor. 
*A. O. BRANCH, 
Publicity Agent and Editor. 
ALVERETTA SPEAKER, 
Stenographer, Principal's Office. 
*RUBIE J. DEAN, 
Stenographer-Clerk, Registrar's Office 
MITTIE PHEONIX, 
Stenographer, Treasurer's Office. 
LILLIE M. FREDERICK, 
Stenographer-Clerk, Office of Mechanic Arts. 
ETHEL M. PHILLIPS, 
Stenographer, Office of Mechanic Arts. 
KATHLYN THOMAS, 
Stenographer-Clerk, Agricultural Department. 
ALICE SHIELDS, 
Telephone Operator. 
J. P. BROWN, 
Clerk, College Exchange. 
R. B. BRIDGEMAN, 
Landscape Gardner and Farm Superintendent. 
fRUBY M. MONTGOMERY, B. S., 
Assistant Registrar. 
fROHELIA SPEARS, 
Clerk, Registrar's Office. 
fE. T. MINTON, B. S„ 
Clerk, College Exchange. 
*Part year. 
•j-Summer School Additions. 
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THE EXTENSION SERVICE 
J. G. OSBORNE, B. S„ M. D., 
Principal 
T. O. WALTON, 
Director 
C. H. WALLER, 
State Leader 
LEOLA B. RICHARDSON, 
Secretary 
District Agents: 
R. H. Hines, Waco. 
H. S. Estelle, Brenham. 
County Agents: 
G. W. Sanders, Palestine. 
L. A. Nash, Bryan. 
S. M. Merrimeather, Kingsbury. 
Jesse Bradford, Alto. 
W. H. Isaacs, Oakland. 
E. T. Williams, 2420 Clark St., Dallas. 
R. G. Johnson, Longview. 
L. G. Luper, 419% Milam St., Houston. 
J. M. Benton, Marshall. 
H. C. Langrum, Crockett. 
G. M. Roligan, 1080 Gladys St., Beaumont. 
J. W. Smith, Giddings, 
J. V. Smith, Waco. 
W. H. Phillips, Jefferson. 
A. M. Smith, Cameron. 
H. M. Brown, Carthage. 
G. W. Crouch, Tyler. 
Jesse Wilson, Hempstead. 
J. M. Lusk, Brenham. 
J. E. Mayo, Hallestville. 
Home Demonstration Agents: 
M. E. V. Hunter, Director, Prairie View. 
L. W. Ragsdale, Jacksonville. 
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Maggie Lee, Navasota. 
L. V. Blackshear, 2101 Dowling St., Houston. 
Clara Benton, Marshall. 
L. E. Harrison, Jefferson. 
Pinkie J. Harris, Bay City. 
Jeffie Conner, 617 South 12th St., Waco. 
Mittie J. Campbell, Conroe. 
Mary E. Jamison, Clarksville. 
Hana Dirden, Shepherd. 
Lucile Jackson, Victoria. 
L. B. Wilson, Hempstead. 
L. E. Lusk, Brenham. 
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STANDING COMMITTEES 
Council of Administration—The Council of Administration is composed 
of the Principal (Chairman), the Deans, Heads of Divisions, the Registrar, 
the Treasurer, Health Officer, Faculty Representative. It has jurisdic­
tion over the external policy of the school. Its meetings are bi-weekly. 
Faculty—The Faculty is composed of the Principal (Chairman), Heads 
of Divisions, Heads of. Departments, Associate and Assistant Professors, 
and the Registrar (ex-officio secretary). It has charge of matters relat­
ing to class room work and general instruction and meets weekly. 
Catalogue Committee—Prof. M. P. Carmichael (Chairman), Prof. P. 
E. Bledsoe, Miss Mary L. Jones (Secretary), Prof. J. J. Abernethy, Prof. 
R. B. Atwood, Miss Elizabeth C. May, Prof. A. W. Randall, Prof. P. W. 
McChree, Prof. J. W. Beverly. 
Entertainment Committee—J. G. Osborne, Principal, M. P. Carmichael, 
P. E. Bledsoe. The purpose of this committee is to look after matters per­
taining to lectures, public entertainments, moving pictures, commence­
ment speakers, etc. 
Religious Committee—M. P. Carmichael, Chaplain, J. H. Rowe, Supre-
intendent of Sunday School, Inez C. Scott, Supervisor Y. W. C. A., H. G. 
Dickerson, Supervisor Y. M. C. A. The duty of this committee is to look 
after the religious activities of the school and see to it that the atmos­
phere is wholesome and in keeping with the policies of the school. 
Discipline—(Men) Dean J. H. Rowe, Prof. P. E. Bledsoe, Commandant 
B. H. Mills; (Women) Dean G. W. Gollins, Mrs. E. M. Green, Mrs. J. M. 
Johnson. 
Athletic Committee—J. F. Ellison, Chairman, E. B. Evans, C. H. 
Waller, J. W. Pryor, J. R. Grigsby, H. B. Hucles (Coach). All matters 
pertaining to athletics involving the school's interest are under the direct 
management of this committee. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
( 1 9 )  
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College was 
organized under an act to provide for the organization and sup­
port of a normal school at Prairie View, Waller County, Texas, 
for the preparation and training of colored teachers. 1 his act 
was approved by Governor Oran M. Roberts, April 19, 187J. 
This institution is given recognition in an act of Congress 
passed in 1890 for the further endowment of Agricultural Col­
leges and known as a Second Morrill Act. The provision of 
that act under which the Prairie View State Normal and In-
dustrial College receives financial benefit reads as follows: 
Provided, That no money shall be paid out under this act 
to any State or Territory for the support and maintenance of 
a college where a distinction of race or color is made in the ad­
mission of students, but the establishment and maintenance of 
such colleges separately for white and colored students shall 
be held to be in compliance with the provisions of this act if 
the funds received in such State or Territory be equitably di­
vided as hereinafter set forth: Provided, That m any State 
in which there has been one college established m pursuance of 
the Act of July 2, 1862, and also in which an educational insti­
tution of like character has been established, or may be hereafter 
established, and is now aided by such State from its own iev-
enue for the education of colored students in agriculture and 
the mechanic arts, however named or styled, or whether or not 
it has received money heretofore under the act to which this 
act is an amendment, the Legislature of such State may pro­
pose and report to the Secretary of the Interior a just and equit­
able division of the fund to be received under this act, between 
one college for white students and one institution for colored 
students, established as aforesaid, which shall be divided into 
two parts, and paid accordingly, and thereupon such institution 
for colored students shall be entitled to the benefits of this act 
and subject to its provisions, as much as it would have been if 
it had been included under the Act of 1862, and the fulfillment 
of the foregoing provisions shall be taken as a compliance wun 
the provision in reference to separate colleges for white and 
colored students. 
OBJECT OF THE COLLEGE 
The object of the College is set forth in Article 2722 of the 
Revised Civil Statutes (Edition of 1911) as follows: 
( 2 1 )  
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"Art. 2722. Four years' course of studies to be maintained. 
—There shall be maintained a four-year college course of class­
ical and scientific studies at said college, to which graduates of 
the normal course shall be admitted without examination and 
to which the others may be admitted after having passed a sat­
isfactory examination in the branches comprised in the normal 
course. (Act 1901, p. 35.) 
GOVERNMENT 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is a 
branch of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas and 
is under the control of the Board of Directors and President of 
that College. The Board of Directors elect a Principal and Fac­
ulty, to whom are entrusted the work of administration and in­
struction. It is the duty of the Principal to exercise immediate 
supervision and direction subject to the regulations and res­
trictions imposed by the Board of Directors. 
Articles 2781 and 2720 of the Revised Civil Statutes (Edi­
tion of 1911) define the government of the institution as fol­
lows: 
"The normal school for colored teachers at Prairie View 
shall be under control and supervision of the Board of Directors 
of the Agricultural and Mechanical College, and said Board of 
Directors shall in all respects have the same powers and per­
form the same duties in reference to this College as they are 
clothed with in reference to the Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, located in Brazos county. 
Said Board shall appoint a principal, teacher and such as­
sistant teacher or teachers of said school and such other officers 
of said school as may be necessary, and shall make such rules, 
by-laws and regulations for the government of said school as 
they may deem necessary and proper, and shall regulate the 
course of study and the manner of performing labor to be pel-
formed by the students, and shall provide for the board and 
lodging and instruction to the students, without pecuniary charge 
to them other than that each student shall be required to pay 
cost of said board, lodging and instruction, monthly, in ad­
vance; and said Board of Directors shall regulate the course of 
discipline necessary to enforce the faithful discharge of the 
duties of all officers, teachers, students and employes of said 
school, and shall have the same printed and circulated for the 
benefit of the people of the State and officers, teachers, students 
and employes of said school." 
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IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS 
The attention of prospective students is directed to the fol­
lowing important matters contained in this catalogue: 
1. Please read carefully "Requirements for Admission." 
2. See the College Calendar. 
3. An estimate of the expenses may be found under general 
expenses. The prospective student should read this carefully. 
4. A student will find under the Courses of Study an out­
line of the work required for graduation. 
5. To be admitted to any examination, each student is re-
quired to present a receipt from the Treasurer showing that all 
fees have been paid up to date. 
6. No student is permitted to make a deposit for certificate 
or diploma until all other fees have been paid. 
7. Old and new students planning to enroll should first 
write the Registrar requesting an application blank to make ap­
plication for entrance before coming to the College. 
8. Students are required to use the same edition of text­
books as adopted by the Committee on Text-Books. These text­
books should be purchased after arrival at the College. 
9. All students are required to present health certificate 
on entrance to the sanitary officer of the College. 
10. On registering all students are required to present rec­
ommendation from school last attended or substantial citizens. 
11 Any students applying for admission after the semes­
ter's work has begun may be admitted conditionally, and if his 
class work after two week's trial shows that he is unable to keep 
up with the work, he may be assigned to a lower grade. All 
back work must be made up before any certificate or diploma is 
granted. 
12. To obtain a certificate of any grade, a student must 
have attended a minimum time of one semester and satisfac­
torily completed the required courses. 
13. To obtain a diploma a student must satisfactorily com­
plete the course of study undertaken and shall have attended at 
least two semesters in the Senior year. 
14 Parents are earnestly requested to send money for stu­
dents' accounts directly to C. W. Lewis, Treasurer, Prairie View, 
Waller County, Texas. Money should be sent by registered mail 
or express money order, or by bank money order or dratt. Pei-
sonal checks will not be accepted. 
15 Students should come to the College with sufficient 
funds to pay all fees for one month in advance and with sut-
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ficient additional money to cover the cost of books, stationery 
and incidentals. The Board of Directors have established a 
College Exchange on the west side of the campus where stu­
dents can purchase books, stationery and supplies at reasonable 
prices. 
HOW TO REACH PRAIRIE VIEW 
Several days before leaving home students should inform 
their nearest railroad ticket agent that Prairie View Station is in 
Waller county, on the main line of the Houston & Texas Cen­
tral Railway, and find out from him the best route to reach it. 
Find out also what day and on what train you will arrive and 
notify the Principal of the school of your coming. 
New students should, in all cases where possible, file ap­
plication blank properly filled or diploma or State certificate with 
THE REGISTRAR before coming to the College in order to ob­
tain their status and ascertain whether or not they will be ad­
mitted. 
WARNING 
Students coming to Prairie View on trains are warned 
against giving up baggage checks to persons on the train pur­
porting to be representatives of the school. Checks should be 
held until arrival on the campus when they can be placed in 
the hands of responsible persons. 
DAILY ROUTINE 
Students arise at 6 a. m. Breakfast at from 7 to 7:45 a. 
m. Clean rooms from 7.30 to 8:00 a. m. Pass to class rooms at 
8:15 a. m. Chapel from 11:45 a. m. to 12:15 p. m. 
The morning is divided into four recitation periods of fifty 
minutes each, which is included two industrial periods of a hun­
dred minutes for industrial students. 
Dinner 12:30 p. m. 
The afternoon is divided into four recitation periods of 
sixty minutes each, and includes two industrial periods of one 
hundred twenty minutes each for the industrial students. 
Supper at 5:30 p. m. 
Study hour from 7 to 9:45 p. m. Retiring bell at 10 p. m. 
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GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 
SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS 
The College is located one mile north of Prairie View in Wal­
ler county on a beautiful hill that gives a commanding view of the 
surrounding country. The Houston and Texas Central Railroad 
passes within one mile of the College campus. The town of 
Hempstead is five miles away, but students and visitors are ad­
vised to purchase their tickets to Prairie View which is the near­
est station to the College. The College property comprises 
1435 acres, including the campus of 75 acres. The grounds are 
tastefully laid out with a variety of flowers and shrubbery. Out­
side of the campus all the land is devoted to agricultural work. 
The College possesses twenty-one main buildings, thirty-seven 
cottages and four barns constructed of wood and brick. The main 
buildings are listed below: 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
This is a stately stucco and brick building of three stories, 
erected in 1889 at a cost of $35,000.00. This building contains 
offices of the Principal, Dean of the College, Dean of Men? Treas­
urer, Registrar, Commandant, Post Office, Library, and class 
rooms, rooms for the Departments of Mathematics, Economics 
and Education. 
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM 
This is a three story brick building erected in 1911 at a 
cost of $20,000. The first floor houses the offices of the Steward, 
Commissary, Kitchen, and three Dining Halls whose combined 
capacity is 1,500. Above the Dining Hall is a large and modern 
Auditorium where all assemblies are held. 
SPENCE HALL 
This is a modern, three story, fireproof brick building erected 
in 1918 at a cost of $60,000.00. It houses the Departments of 
Agriculture, Natural Science and Extension Service. In addi­
tion it contains 15 modern class rooms and five laboratories. 
MECHANICAL BUILDING 
This is a two story brick building erected in 1916 at an ap­
proximate cost of $15,000.00. It houses the following Depart­
ments: Machine Shop, Blacksmithing, Shoemaking, Tailoring, 
Carpentry, Plumbing, Stationary Engineering, Mechanical Draw­
ing and Printing. In addition it contains the offices of the Di­
rector, Co-ordinator of the Veterans' Bureau, Editor of the "Stan­
dard," Telephone Exchange and Mechanical Storeroom. 
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS BUILDING 
This is a three story modern brick building erected in 1916 
at a cost of $55,000.00. It is devoted largely to girls' industries. 
The first floor contains two class rooms used by the Department 
of English, Music Studio, Supervisor's Office, Music Theory Room 
and Y. W. C. A. Parlor. On the second floor is located two sew­
ing laboratories, fitting and drafting room, and millinery parlor. 
The third floor contains two cooking laboratories, theory room, 
model bed room, dining room and office. 
POWER PLANT 
This is a one story brick building with concrete floor and 
roof, 105x80 feet, erected in 1916 at a cost of $85,000.00. It 
houses the boilers, engines, generators and turbines that furnish 
power, light, heat and water for the College. 
LAUNDRY 
This is a two story brick fireproof building erected in 1916 
at a cost of $30,000.00. This building is used exclusively as a 
student's laundry. It is well equipped with the very best laundry 
machinery. 
CANNING PLANT 
This is a one story brick building erected in 1923 at an ap­
proximate cost of $2,500.00. This building is used exclusively for 
the teaching of modern canning and is equipped with modern 
canning machinery. 
COLLEGE EXCHANGE 
This is a two story modern brick building erected in 1924 at 
a cost of $14,000.00. The first floor is devoted to the College 
Store and Book Exchange. The second floor contains quarters 
for the Board of Directors, officials and visitors. 
THE HOSPITAL 
This is a three story frame building erected in 1922 at an 
approximate cost of $16,000.00. This building serves the double 
purpose of a demonstration laboratory for the classes in nursing 
and care of the sick. The first floor contains the College Physi­
cian's office, Dispensary, Rest Rooms for Nurses, Kitchens for 
Invalids, Cookery and Male ward. The second floor contains the 
Female Wards, Dental Parlor, Sterilizing and Operating Rooms. 
The third floor furnishes living quarters for the nurses. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S DORMITORIES 
There are six girls' dormitories. Three of them are three 
story brick buildings, one a thirty-six-room building and one 
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a thirty-nine-room building; the third, a fireproof building, con­
taining fifty-four rooms. 
The other three are frame buildings of two stories, each 
containing a total of sixty-two bedrooms. All these buildings 
are lighted by electricity, heated by steam, and have water and 
bathroom connections. 
YOUNG MEN'S DORMITORIES 
There are four young men's dormitories. Two are three 
story brick buildings and two are frame buildings of two stories 
each. Together they contain 102 rooms. These buildings are 
furnished with electric lights, shower baths, and water con­
nections. The problem of housing has long been a matter of 
serious concern at this institution, is about to be solved in view 
of the fact that new buildings are being erected from year to 
year to relieve the congested conditions. 
SCIENCE BUILDING 
This is a modern, three story, fireproof, brick building 
erected in 1924 at a cost of $70,000.00. Its dimensions are 98x55 
feet and it contains eight class rooms, five laboratories, three 
offices, seven storerooms, and one large lecture room with a 
seating capacity of two hundred. The east half of the first floor 
is occupied by the college library; the west half of the first floor 
is given over to physics; the entire second floor is devoted to 
chemistry and the entire third floor to biology. 
EQUIPMENT 
( 2 9 )  
( 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
LIVESTOCK 
For the study of the different breeds and types of animals 
this department maintains the following breeds of livestock: 
Beef cattle; Aberdeen-Angus and Shorthorn; Dairy cattle; Hol-
stein-Friesian and Jersey; Swine: Tamworth, Poland-China, Dur-
oc-Jersey and Hampshire; Horses: Percheron. 
POULTRY 
This department maintains an eight-acre semi-community 
poultry plant equipped with twelve 10x10 shed roof poultry 
houses and representatives of the following breeds: Plymouth 
Rocks, Leghorns, Wyandottes and Rhode Island Reds. The 
poultry laboratory is located in Spence Hall and is equipped with 
three brooder stoves, four incubators and suitable coops for the 
judging of poultry. 
DAIRYING 
One large room, in Spence Hall is used for instructional pur­
poses in farm dairying. This room is equipped with modern 
conveniences and machinery for handling market milk. The 
equipment includes six Babcock Testers, three belle Churns, four 
ice cream freezers, one large butter worker, one Perfection Junior 
Churn Butter Worker, capacity 57 gallons, test bottles, etc. 
CROPS AND SOILS 
FIELD CROPS 
This department is equipped with a well lighted laboratory 
on the second floor of Spence Hall. Use is made of a large col­
lection of seeds and dried specimens of field crops, especially 
those common to Texas and the Southwest. As many crops as 
possible are kept growing on the College farm so that the stu­
dent can study them through the process of development from 
seed to harvest. This department also maintains seed testing 
apparatus, grass charts, illustrative charts and the latest types 
of farm machinery, including plows, harrows, cultivators, plant­
ers, mowers, binders, tractor and manure spreader. 
SOILS 
This department has a large well lighted, well ventilated lab­
oratory about 30x60 feet and equipped to accommodate thirty 
students. The equipment in apparatus includes besides general 
apparatus, a complete outfit for the chemical analysis of soils 
including digesting and distilling apparatus, torsion balance 
scales, steam bath and colimeter for nitrate determination. 
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HORTICULTRE 
A thriving school vegetable garden is maintained and the 
student has ample opportunity to study the growth and habits 
of vegetables. Marketing and grading are taught by having the 
student prepare the vegetables for marketing in the school dining 
hall and the College Exchange. A small orchard is maintained 
for the study of fruits. A canning plant equipped with all mod­
ern machinery makes it possible to teach the student what to 
do with his surplus and to avoid wastage. The canning plant is 
equipped with two retorts, one blanching kettle, one cooling vat, 
four Burpee can sealers, four scalding baskets, scales, tables and 
other general apparatus necessary for canning vegetables. 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
This department maintains two rooms especially equipped 
for the teaching of Vocational Agriculture, one being equipped 
for teaching animal husbandry and the other for plant produc­
tion. These rooms are equipped with seed testers, incubators, 
Babcock testers, feed samples, pictures, illustrative charts, books', 
bulletins, and a complete outfit of farm shop tools. For the pro­
ject work the department maintains thirty acres for plants and 
eleven two-third acre plots for swine projects. In addition the 
department sets aside houses and lots for the carrying on of 
dairy cattle and beef cattle projects. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
The Department of Veterinary Science has an excellent 
equipment for instructional purposes. The department occupies 
the entire east half of the first floor of Spence Hall and has of­
fices, dispensary, laboratory and operating room. The equip­
ment consists of the most modern surgical and obstetrical in­
struments, sanitary steel cages for experimental animals, large 
and small animal operating tables. The department also pos­
sesses a very valuable collection of pathological and normal 
specimens, and plaster cast models of various organs all of which 
are used in class room work. 
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY 
The agricultural library occupies two large well lighted, well 
ventilated rooms on the third floor of Spence Hall and is equipped 
for seating fifty students. It is equipped with sectional book 
cases and contains about 500 books and 3000 bulletins on agri­
cultural subjects. The department also maintains subscriptions 
to a dozen or more of the leading farm periodicals. 
THE SCHOOL FARM 
The school farm comprises 1,435 acres of which the pre-
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vailing type of soil is a sandy loam. About 400 acres are under 
cultivation in field crops, orchards, and garden crops; the immedi­
ate campus and residences occupy about 75 acres, and the re­
mainder is devoted to pasture with small woodlots here and there. 
The farm also possesses two large barns, four silos, a number of 
sheds and twelve head of mules. 
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE 
PHYSICS 
The first floor of the Science building houses the Physics 
Laboratory and the College Library. The Physics laboratory is 
well equipped with modern apparatus such as galvanometers, 
resistance boxes, electric motors, dynamos, and other equipment 
for experiments in mechanics, heat, light and sound. 
CHEMISTRY 
The second floor of the Science building is devoted to Chem­
istry. It contains one general laboratory, one special laboratory 
and one balance room; a lecture room seating about two hun­
dred persons, four class rooms and two supply rooms. The lab­
oratories provide individual accommodation and equipment for 
the instruction of one hundred students in General Chemistry 
and Qualitative Analysis, fifty students in Quantitative Analysis, 
seventy-five students in Organic Chemistry and thirty in House­
hold Chemistry. Other apparatus provided are analytical bal­
ances, electrolytic and photographic supplies. 
BIOLOGY 
Biology occupies the third floor of the Science building. 
There are two laboratories, four class rooms and two store rooms, 
together with two office rooms. The equipment is of a modern 
type and is ample for the line of work undertaken by the de­
partment. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
The following equipment is maintained by the department: 
210 Cartridge Belts, 210 Bayonets, 210 Bayonet Scabbards, 210 
Gun Slings, 210 Rifles (U. S. Calibre 30), 10 Rifles (Gallery, (Cal­
ibre 22). 
DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS 
FOODS 
There are three laboratories equipped for the teaching of 
foods. Two are used exclusively for College food classes, and 
one for High School work. Each laboratory is supplied with 
3 4  
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working space and equipment for from twelve to sixteen persons 
There is group equipment an dindividual equipment, such as 
knives, forks, spoons, bowls, and cups of the best types and ma­
terials! Each kitchen is equipped with late model oil stoves and 
coal ranges, and up-to-date closets and pantries. 
DINING ROOM 
The model dining room is equipped with oak dining table, 
buffet china-closet, and chairs to match, and all necessary glass, 
china 'silver and linen for serving at least twelve persons. 
CLOTHING 
There are two clothing laboratories and one large and com­
modious fitting room, equipped with large mirrors. There is a 
Singer sewing machine for every three girls, and cutting 
space for each girl. Electric irons, of the best type, locker space, 
comfortable chairs, ironing boards, etc., are all included m the 
equipment. There is a large show case, facing on the hall for 
finished products. A reading room, recently started, is the latest 
addition to the department. 
MILLINERY 
We are also equipped to teach Millinery in a very desirable 
way, to those who elect to take it. We have a room fitted with 
necessary equipment for teaching Millinery, such as irons, mir­
rors and such small equipment as is needed. 
HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT 
A part of a dormitory has been remodeled, and is being 
used as a practice apartment. There is furniture for two bed 
rooms, a living room, dining room, kitchen and bath. 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANIC ARTS 
MACHINE SHOP AND FOUNDRY 
The Macine Shop and Foundry are combined and are lo­
cated in the east side rear section of the Mechanical building. 
The Machine Shop is equipped with four 13 inch lathes, one 
16 inch lathe, power hack saw, drill press, two emery stands, 
arber press, 24 inch shaper, and such tools as are needed with LUG 
above listed machines. 
The Foundry which was installed during the past years is 
equipped with a one ton Lewis Tilting Cupola, brass furnace, iron 
and brass moulding sand, flasks both snap and wood for floor 
molding, bull ladles and shanks, hand ladles and shanks, blast 
gauge, crucibles and small tools for molding. ji 
All the patterns for Foundry are made either m the Car­
penter Shop or Machine Shop by the students in Machine Shop 
and Foundry Practice on suitable wood working machinery. 
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PRINTING DEPARTMENT 
The Print Shop is located on the second floor, northwest 
corner, of the Mechanical Building and occupies floor space of 
about 30 feet by 60 feet. 
The Print Shop is equipped with six double type stands 
with news and job cases, one cabinet containing 23 cases of job 
and display type, two large imposing stones, one case wood 
furniture, one case metal furniture, one Chandler & Price 23-
inch paper cutter, one punch and round cornering machine, one 
201/->-inch Rosback Perforator, one 10x15 Chandler & Price job 
press, one 12x18 Chandler & Price job press, one 5-column quarto 
cylinder press with motor equipment, one Model 1 Linotype 
equipped with electric drive and electric heating system, one 
Model 14 Linotype equipped with electric drive and electric 
heating system. All machines are equipped with individual 
motors. 
DRAWING, CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION 
The drafting room is located in the Mechanical building, 
northeast corner, occupying a space of about 30x40 and is equip­
ped with the following: rolls of various kinds of drawing paper 
and profile paper, drawing instruments and different kinds of Hig-
gins American drawing ink, drawing scales with white edges, 
transparent crystalloid protractors, different kinds of crystalloid 
transparent triangles, wooden "T" squares, one adjustable curve 
rule, two irregular curves of transparent type, one Ajax Drawing 
table, twelve Essex drawing tables with a corresponding number 
of draftsman's stools, one sectional filing cabinet and a com­
plete blue printing outfit. 
The Civil Engineering Department is equipped as follows: 
one K and E transit and one K and E Dumpy level, both mounted 
on tripods, three flag poles and the required number of pins, one 
100-foot steel tape and two Philadelphia rods. 
The Construction Department consists of Rex S concrete 
mixer equipped with power loader, automatic water two cylinder 
Le Roi gasolene engine on trucks ready to operate, No. 15 C. H. 
& E. single acting hoist, equipped with 15 H. P. Le Roi gasoline 
engine, 2,000 pounds single line pull, speed 175 feet per min­
ute, two house builders saw rigs with Le Roi gas engines at­
tached, one concrete mixer equipped with gasoline engine on 
wheels so that it is easy to move about. 
RADIO SHOP 
The Radio Shop is located on the second floor of the Mechan­
ical building. The equipment includes a rebuilt Crosley Model 
X Receiving Set having one stage of radio and two stages of 
audio frequency amplification, and a type R-2 Magnavox Loud-
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speaker A large number of extra parts and instruments are 
available for experimental work with various hook-ups for both 
transmission and reception. . . , . 
Material is furnished by the Department at nominal cost to 
students who wish to construct receiving sets for their own use. 
LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 
The Laundry is a two story brick building located west of 
the Mechanical building, occupying a space of approximately 10,-
•000 sq. ft. of floor space and fully equipped as follows: two 
large mangles, five pressing machines, six washing machines, 
two extractors, one large dry room, one set of sox and stocking 
ironers one shirt machine, one collar starching machine, one 
collar ironing machine, one collar dampening machine,, one elec­
tric marking machine, about eighty ironing boards one large 
starch kettle, two shirt cuff ironers, one shirt neck band ironer 
and one sewing machine. . 
In connection with our Laundry there is a hat making cle— 
Dartment equipped with the following: one hatter s blocking ma-
chine, one finishing bench, and one hatter's sewing machine. 
DIVISION OF PLUMBING AND HEATING 
The Division of Plumbing and Heating is located on the 
first floor in the north central section of the Mechanical building. 
The division is equipped with machines for^ cutting and. 
threading pipe from one inch to one-eighth on an inch, all tools 
of a gold medal type, wrenches for every type of plumbing and 
heating work, full sets of lead working tools, and one-halt set of 
sheet metal working tools. , _ 
In this division more than ten thousand dollars worth of 
practice work is done each year, enabling any young man to be­
come well trained in this line of ever growing industry. 
STORAGE BATTERY BUILDING AND REPAIR 
The Battery Shop is located on the ground floor in the north­
west corner of the Mechanical building and occupies a space ap­
proximately of 700 square feet. 
The department is well equipped for giving instruction m 
all phases of battery work. The shop has the following ap­
paratus : one 1 K. V . motor generator set, one electric lead burn— 
ing outfit, (made in Prairie View), two plate burning racks, one 
switchboard, one Cadmium test outfit, one high rate test instru­
ment, hydrometers, etc. Our stock contains about 1000 mis­
cellaneous battery plates, jars, separator cases, 80 gallons acid., 
etc 
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY REPAIR 
This department has the following equipment for doing-
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high grade electrical repair work: six high voltage transformers, 
one armature testing transformer, three armature (D-C) for 
practice and experimental work. A number of single and poly­
phase motors are available for testing and practice work. The 
deparatment is well equipped to do direct and alternating cur­
rent armature winding and does much of this work for the school 
and individuals. 
CARPENTRY SHOP DEPARTMENT 
The Carpentry Shop is located on the bottom floor of the 
Mechanical building, consisting of a cabinet work room 40 feet 
by 90 feet, and a milling devision 30 feet by 90 feet. 
The cabinet department is equipped with 24 work benches, 
having ample sets of tools to accommodate classes. 
The milling section is equipped with a 20 H. P. motor, band 
saw, rip saw, four turning lathes, jointing machine, planer, 
shaper and trimmer. 
The Carpentry Shop offers a two-year course in cabinet 
work and a two-year course in house building. 
POWER PLANT DEMPARTMENT 
The Power Plant is located just north of the Mechanical 
building and is a modren fire proof brick structure with ap­
proximately 10,000 feet of floor space. It comprises the steam 
and water works plant which furnish steam for power, heating 
the buildings, laundry purposes, cooking, etc. All the water 
used by the school is furnished by this plant. The electric plant 
furnishes electricity for lighting of buildings, campus lights and 
motor power for the laundry and the various other shops. The 
ice plant has a capacity of two and one-half tons ice and two and 
one-half tons refrigeration. 
Aside from the purposes mentioned above the power plant 
serves as a practical laboratory for the students in the Engineer­
ing Department. The following is a list of equipment in the 
steam and water works plant: one 125 H. P. Murray Water Tube 
Boiler, one 125 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox Water Tube Boiler, one 
250 H. P. O'Brien Water Tube Boiler, 2 125 H. P. Atlas Fire 
Tube Boilers, one 500 H. P. Cocrane feed water heater, one 
714" x 41/2" x 10" Worthington feed water pump, one 6" x 
4"x6" Worthington feed water pump, one 6"x4"x6" Deane feed 
water pump, two 6"x5%"x6" Worthington service pumps, two 
14"x71/4"xl2" Worthington fire pumps, one 9"xl0"xl2" Worth­
ington Air Compressor, one ll"xl4" Erie Ball high speed steam 
engine directly connected to 72 killowatt General Electric Alter­
nator, one 9"xl0" Erie Ball high speed steam engine belt con­
nected to 30 killowatt Electric Machinery Alternator, one 94 
killo-volt-ampere Turbo Generator set, one 6 pannel switch-
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board complete, one 5 ton Frick Ammonia Compressor, one 
5000 lb. freezing tank complete with condensers, coils, etc. 
SHOE MAKING DEPARTMENT 
The Shoe Department is located on the southwest corner of 
the Mechanical building on the second floor, plenty of light and 
ventilation at all times of the year. The shop has modern equip­
ment and space enough to accomodate fifty or more students. 
We have three sole stitchers, two landis No. 12 and one 
Peerless Champion, ine Universal feed Singer machines, one 
cylinder head Singer vamping or upper making machine, one tap 
moulder, one Progressive sole cutter, two eyelet and hook ma­
chines, two lasting jocks, three sets of men's wood lasts, one set 
of ladies' wood lasts, one tip perforator, six pattern drafting 
tables, two 22 feet finishing machines, two magazines that have 
all the new styles of shoes, boots, and how to make them is 
explained in them. We also have one stitch impression machine, 
a plenty of hammers, iron stands, iron lasts, nail dishes, shoe 
knives, awls, heel removers, tape measures, size sticks, shoe 
makers benches, two last shelves, one pattern shelf and other 
necessary small tools and equipment enabling students to re­
ceive the very best training along the shoe making and repair­
ing line. The power is driven by two 5 H. P. electric motors. 
There is also one American foot power finisher six feet long. 
BLACKSMITH AND WHEELWRIGHT SHOP 
The Blacksmith and Wheelwrighting Shop is located on the 
first floor of the east section of the Mechanical building. In the 
shop are eight Buffalo down draft forges with anvils and nec­
essary tools, draft is furnished by a No. 6 Canedy and Otto blower 
and the smoke is carried away by a No. 8 Buffalo exhauster. The 
shop is further equipped with five large benches and vices, and 
one No. 200 Champion hand drill, one power hack saw, one tire 
bender, one emory stand, two swedge blocks, two mandrels, one 
hand forge, and the necessary wood working tools. The power is 
furnished by a iy% horse power electric motor overhead shafting 
and belting. 
The equipment in this department is excellent and sufficient 
in quantity to meet the needs of the classes at the presetn time. 
Additions are being made to it each year. 
TAILORING DEPARTMENT 
The Tailoring Department is located on the second floor, 
southeast corner of the Mechanical building. It is so arranged 
as to give plenty of light and ventilation. The shop is spacious 
and modern in its equipment with one large mirror, eight motor 
driven and eleven foot power Singer sewing machines, six neat 
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work tables, four 20 lb. electric irons, one Hoffman Steam Press, 
four adjustable forms for fitting garments, and minor tailoring 
implements (such as shears, squares, yard sticks, rules and tape 
measures), to well take care of as many as fifty students. 
The very late fashion cuts and monthly journals from the 
Mitchell School of Tailoring, New York City, in connection with 
their Standard System of Cutting (ninth edition), used by the 
competent instructors in this department enables the students to 
receive the very best training along the tailoring line. 
HOSPITAL 
The Prairie View College Hospital, steam heated and elec­
trically lighted, a two .and a half story frame structure, was 
erected in 1921 for the training of colored nurses. It has a dis­
pensary, nurses' and physicians' offices, four large general wards, 
and two private wards. 
Adjacent to the nurses' office is the hospital dispensary, 
the shelves of which are stocked with the drugs necessary to fill 
the ordinary prescription. This part of the work is done by the 
resident Physician with the assistance of the nurses. 
The nurses' office is equipped with desk and library table. 
Here the greater part of the records are supervised before being 
placed permanently in the hospital files. The clerical work of the 
hospital is done in this office. Entering patients are enrolled 
and classified and the foundation for all future records is begun. 
Opposite the nurses' office on the left is the physician's of­
fice fitted with necessary desk and files, where private consul­
tations are held. This is also the real office of the hospital where 
all records both for the Hospital and Training School are filed. 
Adjoining this is the stationery room, furnishing a convenient 
place for the various kinds of stationery to be arranged for im­
mediate use. 
WARDS 
The four general wards are located two on the first floor and 
two on the second floor. The first floor wards are reserved for 
male patients and the second floor for female patients. The 
wards contain an average of eight beds of the regulation hos­
pital type, bedside tables, serving tables, chairs. The rooms are 
large, airy, with a southern exposure and each has a solarium 
whereon the patients may bask when convalescing, securely 
screened from mosquitoes and flies. 
The private wards are on the second floor and are furnished 
with regular hospital beds, bedside tables, serving tables, chairs, 
These wards are used for recovery wards following surgical ope­
rations ; or as the occasion may warrant. 
STERILIZING ROOM 
The sterilizing room on the second floor is equipped with 
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Modern American Sterilizers, complete, assuring sterile dress­
ings, instruments arid water necessary for operative success. 
OPERATING ROOM 
The operating room is located on the north side of the 
building, has a story and a half of light on the entire northern 
side, while Sanitos wall paper covers the wall eliminating all 
cracks and crevices, well floored, has an adjustable operating 
table, carriage, tables, instrument cabinet for surgical instru­
ments and dressings. The dressing rooms lead out of this and 
are furnished with lavatories operated by pedal faucets. 
NURSES' QUARTERS 
At present the third floor of the hospital is used for sleep­
ing quarters for two-thirds of our nurses. The Nurses' Home 
in front of the hospital furnishes sleeping quarters for the one-
third of the nurses. As soon as additions can be made to this 
home all nurses will be housed in the Home and the hospital 
used altogether for the purpose for which it was designed. 
DENTAL PARLOR 
The dental office, on the second floor, is fitted with modern 
dental equipment, hydraulic adjustable chair, electrically driven 
dental motor, sterilizer and dental supply cabinet. 
DEMONSTRATION ROOM 
The Demonstration Room of the Hospital is well equipped 
in the way approved by the Standard Requirements for Schools 
of Nursing, issued by the national authorities on the subject. 
There are the chairs with the arm rest, the table, blackboard, 
Forhse Anotomical Charts, the Chase Doll, hospital utensils, two 
beds, large and small, linen, medicines and other equipment nec­
essary for giving demonstrations in hospital work. 
EXPENSES 
Tuition is free to all students; the following fees are re­
quired of all students, subject to change: 
Women—To be paid on entrance: 
Registration Fee $ 5.00 
Incidental Fee 2.50 
Medical and Sanitation 6.00 
Lecture and Entertainment 5.00 
Uniform 16.00 
First Month's Board 16.00 
Subscription to Standard (College Paper) 50 
Total $51.00 
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Men—To be paid on entrance: 
Registration Fee $ 5.00 
Incidental Fee 2.50 
Medical and Sanitation . 6.00 
Lecture and Entertainment 5.00 
U. S. Army Uniform (complete) 30.00 
First Month's Board 16.00 
Subscription to Standard (College Paper) 50 
Total $65.00 
N. B.—Personal checks will not be accepted. 
The above items do not include books and incidentals. 
About $15.00 may be counted on for this expense for the year. 
NO REFUND 
Registration, incidental, medical and sanitation, lecture and 
entertainment fees will in no case be refunded. 
INCIDENTAL FEE 
Each student is required to pay the incidental fee to take 
care of use of school property and such wear and damage as he 
may be responsible for during the year. No student is ex­
empted from this fee. 
BOARD 
Board for each successive month, payable strictly in ad­
vance, is $16.00. This amount falls due on the first of each 
month and those who do not meet their dues promptly are sub­
ject to suspension. The following regulation is rigidly en­
forced : "All students who fail to settle their obligations to the 
College by the 10th of each month and whose names appear 
on the delinquent list will be assessed a DELINQUENT FEE 
of $1.00. In addition to the fee he will be dropped from his 
classes and will be required to withdraw if settlement is not 
made by the close of business of the 15th of month." 
DAY STUDENTS 
All persons who do not board in the Mess Hall or sleep in 
the dormitory are classed as Day Students. Those who sleep 
only are required to pay room rent each month. Day Stu­
dents are not assessed Board or Medical and Sanitation Fee. 
They are subject to all other requirements and fees. 
FORFEITURE ON WITHDRAWAL 
A student once entering for a term, and having paid for 
that term or the balance of it, forfeits all claims to said pay-
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ment in case of voluntary withdrawal from the College before 
the expiration of said term, except in case of sickness disqual­
ifying him for the discharge of his duties for the rest of the 
term When such sickness takes place at the College, it must 
be attested by the College Surgeon before the student can re­
ceive the balance of his maintenance fund. 
DEDUCTIONS 
No deductions will be made for entrance within seven days 
after the opening of a term, nor will there be any refunds for 
the last seven days of a term or the last seven days paid for. 
Students who come to enter school with the expectation of 
securing student labor positions to pay their board, or part of 
their board, must come prepared to pay all of their entrance 
fees and one month's board in advance. This will be one of the 
prerequisites for students to secure work to aid them through 
LIBRARY AND READING ROOM 
The general library and reading room occupies a space on 
the first floor of Academic Hall. It contains about 2,500 vol­
umes of reference books, history, biology, poetry, and general 
literature. Most of these books are selected with special ref­
erence to the tastes of students and young people—and are 
classified according to the latest methods. They are all cata­
logued on cards, and drawn by all pupils without cost. A set 
of new Encyclopedia Britanica has been purchased, and more 
that $200 worth of books treating on important phases of ed­
ucation added to the collection of library books. It is the ex­
press purpose of the authorities to build up an expensive library 
here by constantly adding new books each year. 
The reading room receives regularly some of the leading 
newspapers and periodicals, and is open seven hours on each, 
week day, two hours on Sunday, and three hours on holidays. 
A reading room for girls with equal accommodations is located 
in their brick dormitory. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
Under the direction of a trained officer the cadets and young 
women of the institution will be given such physical training as 
drilling, exercises, and sports of various kinds, as will aid in 
their physical development and contribute to healthy bodies. 
The major sports as baseball, basketball, football, tennis, vol­
ley ball, croquet, etc., are encouraged in a large measure. 
During the school year hikes are taken and other out-door 
sports which together with the healthful conditions surrounding 
the College insure strong bodies and alert minds. 
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SCHOOL PUBLICATION 
The Prairie View Standard is the official organ of the Col­
lege and makes its appearance bi-weekly. While the Editor-
in-Chief is a member of the Faculty, members of the student 
body comprise its editorial staff and make regular contribu­
tions. This publication is devoted to the activities of the stu­
dent body and the interest of the school in general. In the ab­
sence of an alumni bulletin certain sections of The Standard 
are reserved for the alumni for articles and such information as 
they may see fit to publish and circulate. 
SURVEYS 
During the school year various classes in the Agricultural, 
Mechanical, and Home Economics divisions make surveys in the 
interest of their work in near-by towns and cities. This is 
done to the end that they might have an opportunity to ob­
serve the manner in which things in their particular line should 
be done on a large scale. Such trips may cover from one day 
to a week. 
During the second semester the Senior Class makes a So­
ciological and Education survey which is counted as credit to­
ward graduation. In choosing a suitable place for making the 
survey the particular needs of the several divisions are taken 
into consideration and an effort made to select that place that 
will best serve along this line. Expenses for such surveys are 
defrayed by the individual members of the class or from the 
class treasury which has been built up from financial drives 
sponsored by the class as a whole. 
TIME OF ENTERING SCHOOL 
To receive full credit for the year's work students must 
enter not later than ten days from the opening of school or 
semester. Those entering later will only be given credit for 
part of semester. All students are expected to remain in school 
the whole year. 
THE COLLEGE UNIT 
The semester hour is the standard unit of measurement 
of American colleges and is equivalent to ONE RECITATION 
PER WEEK FOR ONE SEMESTER (18 WEEKS) embracing 
a one-hour class room period based upon two hours' study of the 
lesson. 
Following are the units of requirement for graduation in 
the various divisions of the College: Division of Agriculture, 
140 units; Division of Education, 186 units; Division of Home 
Economics, 140 units; Division of Mechanic Arts, 140 units. 
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DIVISION OF COLLEGE YEAR—SYSTEM OF GRADING 
The college year is divided into two semesters, four and 
one-half months each, and students are graded according to their 
work during a particular semester. 
During the semester teachers give monthly tests to assist 
in determining the proficiency of the student. The monthly 
standing of the pupil is found by taking an average of his daily 
recitation and combining it with the monthly test in the ratio of 
three to one. Final examinations are held at the close of each 
semester. 
For the semester standing the average monthly standing 
is combined with the mark of the semester examination in the 
ratio of two to one. Grading system: A, 90-100; B, 80-89; C, 
70-79; D, 60-69; E, below 60. C is the passing mark; D is a 
condition and may be removed by examination before the close 
of the succeeding scholastic year; if not removed by this time 
it automatically becomes a failure and work must be repeated in 
class. E is a failure and work must be repeated in class. An 
E may not be removed by examination under any circumstances. 
"A" students may be exempted from the semester exami­
nations according to the discretion of the teacher. 
SEMESTER REPORTS 
At the close of each semester in January and May a com­
plete report of the student's work during the semester is sent 
to the parents from the Registrar's office. This report includes 
a record of his conduct as reported from the Dean of Men or 
Dean of Women. This is done that the parent might keep 
authentically informed of his child's status in school. 
At the close of the first semester in January all students who 
fail to pass in 60 per cent of their work are asked to withdraw 
from school for the remainder of the school year. They may-
return at the opening of a succeeding session and begin their 
work again. This action is based upon the reports of teachers 
to the Registrar's office. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACADEMY 
(1) How Admitted.—All students are admitted on the 
standard high school unit as far as possible. 
(2) A Unit.—A unit is considered a year's work; 144 rec­
itations of 40 or 45 minutes each in an accredited high school. 
(3) Accredited High Schools.—Accredited higfh schools 
are those approved by the Department of Education at Austin. 
(4) Credits.—These credits must be properly certified to 
by the principals, superintendents or presidents. Only completed 
work will be considered. 
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1. Admission to the Junior Academy. 
(a) A student bringing credits showing the completion of 
the ninth grade of an approved high school, or 7 units, may be 
admitted to the Junior Academy without examination. 
(b) By Certificate.—A person with credentials or a valid 
State second grade certificate may be admitted to the Junior 
Academy. 
(c) By Examination.—A person without credentials may 
be admitted to the Junior Academy by passing an examination 
in the following seven high school units: Algebra 1 or 2, Eng­
lish 2, History 1 or 2, and electives enough to make seven. 
2. Admission to Senior Academy. 
(a) Any person presenting credentials showing that he 
has satisfactorily completed the tenth grade of an accredited 
high school, or 11 units, may be admitted to the Senior Academy 
class without examination. 
(b) By Certificate.—A First Grade State Certificate, a 
Three-year Elementary Certificate or a High School Certificate, 
admits to Senior Academy. 
(c) By Examination.—Applicants without credentials 
must pass examination in the following high school units: Alge­
bra 2; Geometry 1/2 or 1; History 2; and electives to make 
eleven. 
ADMISSION TO THE FOUR-YEAR PREPARATORY 
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE 
In order that graduates from the rural schools be able to 
enter this institution, a four-year high school course is being of­
fered Any student who has completed a seventh grade educa­
tion will be admitted to this course. Students who are able to 
present high school units, of an approved type, will be given ad­
vanced classification according to the number of units that they 
are able to present. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COLLEGE 
Persons from other colleges applying for advanced standing 
based on the work done in another college must bring a tran­
script of their secondary or preparatory work as well as work 
d°n6(a)COlAimiicants for admission to the freshman class must 
bring 15 units for full admission; for conditional admittance 
121/, units must be offered, the other two and a half must be 
made up by class work or examination. 
Following is the way these units may be obtained: 
(1) By certificate of graduation from an accredited high 
school 
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(2) By examination. 
(3) By completing the work of the Senior Academy. 
(4) By permanent State Certificate. 
(b) There are seven of these units which are required or 
specified and eight elective. 
The eight elective units may be selected from the following: 
Ancient History 1 Physice 1 
M. & M. History 1 Mechanics 1 
Solid Geometry 1 Physiology % 
Sewing Latin 1 or 2 
Biology ! 1 French 1-2-3 
Botany 1 German .V 1-2 
Spanish 1-2-3 Government % 
Drawing 1 Music 1 
Cooking 1 Physiology and Hygiene 
Zoology 1 English History </2 
Agriculture 1 or 2 Trigonometry Vz 
Chemistry 1 
The following admission credits are allowed on State cer­
tificates : 
(a) Second Grade Certificates 
English 1 Agriculture Vi 
History Vz Unspecified 1 
Physiology and Hygiene Vz Two or more years teaching 1 
Management Vz Total units 5 
(b) First Grade Certificates: 
English 3 American History 1 
Algebra 2 M. & M. History 1 
Geometry 1 Physical Geography Vz 
Ancient History Vz Physiology and Hygiene Vz 
Civics Vz Agriculture Vz 
Management Vz 
PERMANENT CERTIFICATE 
English 4 Agriculture Vz 
History 2% Management Vz 
Mathematics 4 Psychology Vz 
Civics Vz Unspecified Vz 
Bookkeeping Vz Teaching 1 
Physiology and Hygiene Vz Total 15 
Permanent Primary Certificate.—Built on first, 131/2; built 
on second, 91/2. 
Built Upon a Second Grade.—The 5 units allowed on the 
Second Grade Certificate and the following units: 
English 3 Civics Vz 
Psychology i/2 Total 9% units 
Physical Geography y2 
Built Upon a First Grade Certificate.—The 12 units allowed 
on the First Grade and the following: 
English 1 Psychology Vz 
Total 13% units 
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CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS UNDER THE NEW CER­
TIFICATE LAW 
Under the new certificate law there are three kinds of cer­
tificates issued by the State of Texas: 
1 Elementary certificates. 
2 High school certificates. 
3 Special certificates. 
Elementary certificates are of three classes: 
1 Elementary certificates of the second class. 
2 Elementary certificates of the first class. 
3. Elementary permanent certificates. 
High School certificates are of three classes: 
1 High school certificates of the second class. 
2 High school certificates of the first class. 
3 High school permanent certificates. 
Special certificates granted to teachers of kindergarten and 
special branches of study are of two classes: 
1 Temporary. 
2 Permanent. 
An elementary certificate of the second class and a high 
school certificate of the second class may be secured by examina­
tion only. All other certificates are granted on college credits. 
CERTIFICATES GRANTED ON COLLEGE CREDIT 
1. A person finishing one year of college work may be 
granted an elementary school certificate good for four years, or 
a high school certificate good for two years, provided six sem­
ester hours in English be taken and that six semester hours in 
Education dealing especially with elementary education be taken. 
2. A person finishing two years of college work may be 
granted an elementary certificate good for six years or a high 
school certificate good for four years, provided twelve semester 
hours in Education is taken and that for a high school certificate 
six semester hours of the above Education must bear upon high 
school teaching. The six year elementary certificate may be 
made permanent upon the completion of five years of successful 
teaching. 
3. A person finishing three years of college work may be 
granted a high school certificate good for six years, provided 
eighteen semester hours in Education are taken and that six 
semester hours of this include a minimum of thirty-six recita­
tion hours of practice teaching and six semester hours of this 
shall bear upon training for high school teaching. 
4. A person who satisfactorily completes a four-year col­
lege course leading to a degree may be granted a permanent high 
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school certificate, provided that this work shall include twenty-
four semester hours in Education, six semester hours of which 
shall consist of studying methods, observation methods and prac­
tice in teaching, and six semester hours of which shall bear upon 
high school teaching. 
5. Any person finishing a four-year college course and who 
receives the Bachelor's degree in this course and includes in the 
work twelve semester hours in Education, six semester hours 
of which shall bear upon high school teaching, may be granted 
a temporary high school certificate good for four years, which 
certificate may be made permanent after three years of success­
ful experience in teaching subsequent to the taking of the degree. 
TRADE CERTIFICATES OF PROFICIENCY 
Trade certificates of proficiency will be awarded persons 
completing satisfactorily any of the Trade courses. The min­
imum time required to complete any such course is three sum­
mers or one scholastic year. 
DIPLOMAS GRANTED 
Upon the satisfactory completion of the work of the Sen­
ior Academy class (which is equivalent to fourth year high 
school) a high school diploma will be awarded. At least one 
semester's attendance is required for this honor. 
All persons completing in a satisfactory manner the work of 
the Senior College class and having shown good behavior during 
attendance shall be entitled to receive a diploma and conferred 
the Bachelor of Science degree in course pursued. One year's 
residence attendance is required of all seeking this honor. 
Degrees are conferred by the President of the College and 
the Principal, whose action is based on recommendations from 
the Heads of Divisions presenting graduates. 
FEES FOR CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS 
Trade certificates are issued upon the payment of $1.00. 
Fee for High School diplomas is $1.00. 
Cost of diploma from Senior College and degree is $5.00. 
No charges are made for State certificates. 
CANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS 
The Faculty reserves the right to cancel or have cancelled 
either the certificate or diploma, or both, of any holder, whether 
graduate or undergraduate, upon misbehavior or misconduct of 
such gravity as to warrant the same. 
For further information concerning entrance requirements, 
credit given on affiliation, reciprocation from other colleges, cer­
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tification, recognition given secondary work, applications, cat­
alogues, certificates, transcripts, etc., address, 
THE REGISTRAR, 
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, 
Prairie View, Texas 
UNIFORM 
YOUNG WOMEN 
Clothing should be neat, sensible and suitable for gchool 
wear. The use of silks, chiffons, georgettes, and velvets, will 
not be permitted. The regulation NAVY BLUE COAT SUIT 
with PLAIN WHITE BLOUSE is required to be a part of each 
girl's wardrobe. Each young woman should have at least four 
white blouses for changing wear. Middies are especially de­
sirable. Dark underskirts and sensible underwear of durable 
material should constitute the wardrobe rather than those made 
of lingeries and soft materials. 
All are required to dress as the season demands, especially 
in the matter of underwear and wraps. Parents can help in this 
matter by supplying clothing appropriate to the season. An 
umbrella, raincoat and rubbers are important accessories as well 
as a heavy overcoat. Avoid bright colors and plaids in coats. 
Small black hat is desirable, no feathers, colors, or ribbons. 
Only shoes of COMMON SENSE HEELS will be allowed. 
No objection is made to plain silk hose, but flashy, openwork 
hose with clocks, etc., are prohibited. 
Parents should have all requests for extra clothing approved 
by Dean of Women before supplying the same. 
YOUNG MEN (Cadets) 
Cadets may furnish their own uniforms but they must be of 
the regular U. S. Army pattern. Each student should have four 
pairs of breeches (khaki); four coats (khaki) ; four shirts, cotton 
or woolen O. D.; two pairs of shoes, army regulation; two pairs 
of leggings, spiral; two hats, army regulation. The student may 
have a serge uniform for dress wear but it must be of the reg­
ular U. S. Army regulation. 
NURSE TRAINING SCHOOL 
When not on duty nurses may wear simple clothing in 
keeping with the regulation of the school. 
APPOINTMENTS FOR ROOMS 
All students are required to furnish all appointments for 
their rooms as nothing is provided other than such furniture as 
is necessary for the comfort of students. Sheets, pillow cases, 
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towels, bedspreads, dresser scarfs, etc., should all be brought 
in sufficient amount to supply one's needs. Sash curtains are 
important accessories which should be made a part of each 
student's effects. 
DISCIPLINE 
The isolation of the College enables the authorities to ex­
ercise effective oversight over the student body. The object 
of discpline is to secure the best conditions for scholarship, and 
moral conduct-and no more restraint is exercised than is required 
to meet these ends. 
The immediate supervision of the young women of the in­
stitution is intrusted to a Dean of Women, whose duty it is to 
see that the conduct of the young women, and personal habits, 
manners, modes of dress and habits of study conform to cor­
rect standards. 
The discipline of the male students shall be in the hands of 
the Discipline Committee, consisting of the Dean of Men as chair­
man, and three other male teachers who shall have entire juris­
diction in all matters of discipline. The committee shall report 
all its findings and actions to the Principal, who shall have the 
power to approve or disapprove the findings and actions of the 
committee in whole, or in part, and remit or mitigate the pun­
ishment assessed. In minor matters, the committee may dele­
gate exclusive authority to the Principal and Dean. In most 
cases not requiring suspension, the Dean may exercise authority. 
In like manner the discipline of the young women is in the 
hands of the Women's Discipline Committee of which the Dean 
of Women is chairman with three female teachers appointed 
by the Principal. 
No student is allowed to leave the campus without first se­
curing a permit. This permit must be addressed to the Prin­
cipal through either the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men, and 
when recommended by the Dean of Women or Dean of Men, it 
must be finally approved by the Principal of the College. The 
permit must state the reason for absence and the date and hour 
of departure and return. 
For improper conduct or failure to attend classes, a stu­
dent may at any time be required to withdraw from the College. 
Cases of discipline will be considered by the Discipline Com­
mittee, but no student will be required to withdraw from the 
College until a written report of the Discipline Committee, rec­
ommending dismissal is approved by the Principal. 
STUDENT LABOR 
The Legislature provides a sum by which a limited number 
of young men and young women may defray a part of their ex­
penses by doing work in various departments during the hours 
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they are not in class. There are usually a large number of such 
jobs but no assignments are made until the students reach the 
campus. Such jobs are available at the opening of the session 
and while it is desired that those on hand first and those in 
greatest need receive first consideration, preference is shown to 
qualifications, skill, dexterity and preparation for work sought. 
REHABILITATION OF DISABLED SOLDIERS 
Special elementary courses in various phases of agriculture, 
poultry, mechanic arts, and other trades and industries, have 
been organized for disabled soldiers being trained under the su­
pervision of the Federal Board of Vocational Education. 
These courses in general are similar to those provided for 
other students but are modified to suit the needs of the trainee. 
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 
While no particular denomination influence is exerted here 
at Prairie View the authorities of the institution are thoroughly 
committeed to the benefits of religious training, a chaplain is 
regularly elected from the Faculty who has charge of religious 
activities of the College community. Sunday School is held each 
Sunday morning from 9 a. m. to 10:30 a. m., and at 11 a. m. a 
sermon by the Chaplain or a religious lecture by a member of 
the Faculty or invited clergyman is given in the College audi­
torium, attendance upon which is required of all students. In 
the regular session vesper service is held at 6:30. 
These are required services. 
Among the voluntary organizations maintained in full ef­
fectiveness are a Bible training class, Young Men's Christian 
Association, Young Women's Christian Association, reading clubs 
and choral societies. There is no doubt that here at Prairie 
View, where no particular sectarian tenets are advocated, is the 
finest opportunity for voluntary and therefore effective Christian 
activity. Among the recent acts of Christian service were gifts 
of $100.00 each to Wiley and Bishop Colleges during their suf­
ferings from the loss of buildings by fire, $105.00 for sufferers 
at Corpus Christi when that city was inundated by floods, also 
several hundred dollars given for religious work among the sol­
diers. 
Y. W. C. A. 
The purpose of the Y. W. C. A. shall be to unite the women 
of the institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ. It shall thus asso­
ciate them with students of the world for the advancement of 
the Kingdom of God. 
A rest room has been fitted up in the handsome Household 
Arts building and a piano, victrola, seats and other necessary 
equipment have been purchased from the profits of the girls' 
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canteen which is operated by the members under the direction of 
the director-teacher. . 
Bible training classes are conducted under the auspices of 
the association for the training of teachers for Sunday School 
work . r Every afternoon the Y. W. C. A. reading room is open for 
all girls, there being daily papers and magazines of the best 
type for their information in matters curient. 
The Blue Triangle is a popular sign and serves a great pur­
pose in the lives of the girls in binding them in a bond of Chris­
tian sympothy. . . . 
The Young Men's Christian Association is a very vital fac­
tor in the life of the young men who attend this institution. Dur­
ing the past year a large room was equipped with a piano, vic-
trola tables for games where the young men could have a place 
for harmless recreation. A reading room of curren literature, 
where one can find most of the best magazines and periodicals 
published, is conducted by the Y. M. C. A. Devotional meetings 
are held each week. Frequently lectures are given to the young 
men by experts in their line. 
New students may write the secretary stating the time of 
their arrival so that arrangements can be made for members of 
the new student committee to meet them. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES 
Literary societies are organized for the purpose of giving 
the students an opportunity to have ample practice in debating 
and forensic art. There are usually sixteen sections made of 
the entire student body, each supervised by a member of the 
Faculty, whose duty it is to be present at each meeting and di­
rect their activities along the line of parliamentary usages, pub­
lic delivery and other kindred phases. The meetings are bi­
weekly. ^ 
THE SUMMER SCHOOL 
A regular bulletin describes the work of the Summer School 
and only the following need be said now concerning it: 
SCOPE OF WORK 
1. All the work of the regular college course including the 
industries of the College is taught in the summer session. 
2. Special courses, such as typewriting, stenography, bus­
iness course, languages, higher mathematics, vocal and instru­
mental music, etc., are taught by competent instructors to those 
who desire to make a specialty of the subjects, or any of them. 
CREDIT FOR WORK DONE 
1. Four summer sessions are required as credit for one full 
year's work. 
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2. An entire summer attendance will be credited as one-
fourth of a school year. Students who attended less than the 
entire summer session will be given credit for the actual time at­
tended. Shortage in attendance must be made up by actual at­
tendance and not by examination. 
3. The actual time attended and satisfactory work done 
will be credited the same for the attainment of a certificate or 
diploma during the summer sessions as during the regular ses­
sion. 
4. The minimum resident attendance for a diploma is 
thirty-two weeks of work in the Senior year; and a student may 
graduate and receive a college diploma or certificate by attend­
ing the summer session alone. The minimum resident atten­
dance for a certificate is two quarters. 
5. Students who do not take any regular course but make 
a specialty of some particular branch or branches may be granted 
a statement of proficiency in the work satisfactorily accom­
plished. 
Courses of study same as regular session. 
THE ALUMNI 
The old list of the alumni had become so misleading on ac­
count of changes which had taken place that it was felt to be an 
injustice to them to have it published without change. The 
catalogue, however, could not be held back until a perfected list 
could be obtained, for this would entail an enormous amount of 
correspondence which would consume time which could not be 
taken. It is hoped that we shall soon have a list which will give 
correct information concerning the large host of alumni who so 
valiantly carry the. banner of Prairie View. 
The Prairie View Alumni have become a great body of 
teachers throughout Texas and adjacent States, numbering sev­
eral thousand. Obviously a record of them could not be pub­
lished each year in the small compass of an annual catalogue. 
However, the interest of their Alma Mater is in no measure les­
sened on account of numbers but on the other hand is much in­
creased. A committee has been appointed who will correspond 
with the various graduates, securing their addresses, class of 
occupation and year of graduation. This will be compiled in a 
bulletin and sent to each member. Eighteen hundred letters 
have already been sent out to which 1400 replies have been re­
ceived. Carefully the work is being done and at no distant date 
the Alumni bulletin will make its appearance. 
All alumni who may see this notice and have not sent in 
their names and addresses, pleas do so at once, and also send the 
names of any other graduates whose work you know of with the 
addresses of the same. 
Address, The Registrar, Prairie View, Texas. 
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CONCLUSION 
In compiling this catalogue an attempt has been made to 
give essential information to those who may be prospective stu­
dents of the school. However, if after carefully reading its con­
tents the reader should desire additional information concerning 
the school, he is instructed to address, 
THE REGISTRAR, 
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, 
Prairie View, Texas. 
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COURSES OF STUDY 
There are four regular courses of the College extending 
through four years each, all of which lead to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, the particular course pursued being specified 
in the diploma; also a standard three-year Nurse Training 
course, the completion of which admits one to the State Board 
for examination for Registered Nurse; and a number of short 
Trade Courses in the various industries. 
They all follow on the succeeding pages in the order named: 
I. Course in Agriculture. 
II. Course in Education. 
III. Course in Home Economics. . 
IV. Course in Mechanic Arts. 
V. Course in Nurse Training. 






Laundering and Dry Cleaning. 











In the curricula shown on the following pages the time de­
voted each week to the several subjects is expressed in clock-
hours. The hours devoted to "Theory" (which includes reci­
tations and lectures) are indicated in the column headed "Th."; 
the hours devoted to "Practice" (which includes work in the 
laboratory, shop, drawing room or field) are indicated in the col­
umn headed "Pr." 
A "semester-hour" is one clock-hour of "theory" or two 
clock-hours of "practice" once a week for one semester . 
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I. AGRICULTURE COURSE 
COLLEGE 
FRESHMAN 
Hours per Hours per 
First Semester week Second Semester week 
Th. Pr. Th. Pr. 
English 101 3 0 English 102 3 0 
Rhetoric-Composition Rhetoric-Composition 
Science 101 3 4 Science 102 3 4 
General Chemistry Gen. Chem. & Qual. Analysis 
Animal Husbandry 101 2 2 Animal Husbandry 102 .... 3 0 
Types and Breeds Feeds and Feeding 
Science 102 3 4 Science 104 3 4 
Zoology Botany 
Veterinary Science 101 1 4 Veterinary Science 102 1 4 




English 201 3 
English Literature 
Science 201 3 
Organic Chemistry 
History 201 3 
American History 
Agronomy 201 2 
Field Crops 
Horticulture 201 2 
Fruit Growing 
13 
Animal Husbandry 301 .... 2 
Farm Dairying 
Science 303 2 
Plant Physiology 
Science 307 2 
Entomology 
Rural Engineering 301 .... 1 
Farm Mechanics 
Education 301 3 
Principles of Education 
* Elective 3 
13 
0 English 202 3 0 
English Literature 
4 Science 202 3 4 
Quantitative Analysis 
0 History 202 3 0 
American History 
4 Agronomy 202 2 4 
Soils 
2 Horticulture 202 2 2 
Vegetable Gardening 
10 13 10 
JUNIOR 
2 Animal Husbandry 302 2 2 
Poultry 
2 Science 304 3 0 
Genetics 
4 Science 302 2 2 
Geology 
3 Economics 302 3 0 
Political Economy 
0 Education 302 3 0 
Educational Psychology 
0 *Elective 3 0 
11 16 ~4 
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SENIOR 
Hours per Hours per 
First Semester week Second Semester week 
Th. Pr. Th. Pr. 
Science 401 2 2 Science 402 2 2 
General Bacteriology Plant Pathology 
Rural Sociology 401 3 0 Rural Economics 402 4 0 
Rural Economics 401 3 0 Farm Management 
Marketing Agricultural Education 402. 3 0 
Education 401 3 0 Methods of Teaching Voc. 
High School Administration & Extenslon Serv" 
Education 405 3 0 Animal Husbandry 402 .... 2 2 
Practice Teach.ng Livestock Management 
"Elective 3 0 *Eiective 4 0 
*Electives:— 
17 15 
203 Agronomy (Soil Management). 
403 Animal Husbandry (Breeding). 
302 Veterinary Science (Parasitology). 
402 Veterinary Science (Obstetrics). 
*Those students who wish to secure permanent certificates upon grad­
uation should elect Education 101 and 102 or 103 and 104 in Freshman 
year and Education 201 and 202 or 203 and 204; others are free to elect 





















English 32 5 
Composition 
Mathematics 32 5 
Plane Geometry 
Science 32 5 
Elementary Biology 
Vocational Agriculture 32.. 5 
Plant Production 












5 0 English 42 5 0 
Composition 
5 0 Mathematics 44 5 0 
Farm Mathematics 
5 0 Science 42 . 5 0 
Physics 
5 5 Vocational Agriculture 42 .. . 5 5 
Animal Production 
Education 42 5 0 
Elementary Education 
NOTE: The first and second years of the High School or Academy 
are the same for all students. For outline of subjects taught see Academy. 
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II. GENERAL EDUCATION COURSE 
COLLEGE 
FRESHMAN 
First Semester Th. Pr. 
English 101 3 0 
Rhetoric and Composition 
Science 101 3 2 
General Chemistry 
Education 101 3 0 
Elementary 
or 
Education 103 3 0 
High School 
•"History 101 3 0 
Western Europe 
•"Language 101 -.. . 3 0 
Foreign 
"'Mathematics 101 3 0 
Trigonometry 
"'Science 103 3 2 
General Zoology 
Second Semester Th. Pr. 
English 102 3 0 
Rhetoric and Composition 
Science 102 3 2 
General Cmehistry 
Education 102 3 0 
Elementary 
or 
Education 104 3 0 
High School 
*History 102 3 0 
Western Europe 
•"Language 102 3 0 
Foreign 
•"Mathematics 102 3 0 
Trigonometry 
•"Science 104 3 2 
General Botany 
•English 104 3 0 
Business English 
SOPHOMORE 
English 201 3 0 
English Literature 
Science 201 . . 3 2 
Organic Chemistry 
Education 201 3 0 
Elementary 
or 
Education 203 3 0 
High School 
•"History 201 3 0 
American History 
"Language 201 3 0 
Foreign 
•"Mathematics 201 3 0 
College Algebra 
•"Science 205 3 2 
College Physics 
"'English 204 3 0 
Argumentation and Debating 
English 202 3 0 
English Literature 
Science 202 3 2 
Quan. Analysis 
Education 202 3 0 
Elementary 
or 
Education 204 3 0 
High School 
"'History 3 O 
American History 
""Language 202 3 0 
Foreign 
•"Mathematics 202 3 O 
Analysis 
•"Science 206 3 2 
College Physics 
"'English 205 3 O 
Argumentation and Debating 
JUNIOR 
English 301 3 0 
Public Speaking 
Education 301 3 0 
Principles of Education 
Science 301 3 2 
Human Physiology 
"'Mathematics 301 3 0 
Differ. Calculus 
"'Language 301 3 0 
Foreign 
"English 303 3 o 
Expos, and Argumentation 
English 302 3 O 
Public Speaking 
Education 302 3 o 
Educational Psychology 
Science 302 3 2 
Geology 
'"Mathematics 302 3 o 
Integral Calculus 
•"Language 302 3 q 
Foreign 
"English 304 3 Q 
Expo, and Argumentation 
"Indicates electives. 
Two electives required. 
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SENIOR 
First Semester Th. Pr. 
English 401 3 0 
Reviews 
•English 403 3 0 
Shakespeare 
History 401 3 0 
Sociology 
Education 401 3 0 
High School Administration 
•"History 407 3 0 
Ethics 
•"Science 401 2 2 
Bacteriology 
" Language 401 3 0 
Foreign 
" Science 403 1 4 v 
Plant Pathology 
NOTE- In the Senior College class the following electives are also 
available: Genetics, Personal Hygiene, Home Nursing, Child Care, Rural 
Education, and Plant Pathology. 
Second Semester Th. Pr. 
•"English 402 3 0 
American Literature 
Education 406 3 0 
Practice Teaching 
History 402 3 0 
Sociology 
Education 402 3 0 
High School Administration 
Education 402S- 0 2 
Survey 
"Science 307 2 2 
Entomology 
•"Language 402 3 0 
Foreign 
•"Indicates electives. 
Two electives required. 
ACADEMY 
FIRST YEAR 
First Semester Th. 
English 11 5 
Composition 
Mathematics 11 5 
Algebra 
Science 11 6 
General Science 
History 11 5 
World 
Industry 11 0 
•Domestic Science 
• Domestic Art 
• Mechanic Arts 
•Agriculture 
Pr. Second Semester 
0 English 12 
Composition 
0 Mathematics 12 ... . 
Algebra 
0 Science 12 
General Science 
0 History 12 
World 
6 Industry 12 
• Domestic Science 
• Domestic Art 





English 21 5 
Composition 
Mathematics 21 5 
Algebra 
Science 21 5 
Physical Geography 
History 21 5 
Community Life 
Industry 21 0 
• Domestic Science 
•Domestic Art 
• Mechanic Arts 
•Agriculture 
'"Indicates electives. 
English 22 5 
Composition 
Mathematics 22 5 
Algebra 
Science 22 5 
Agriculture 
History 22 5 
Community Life 
Industry 22 0 
Domestic Science 
• Domestic Art 
•Mechanic Arts 
•Agriculture 













• Domestic Art 
* Mechanic Arts 
•Agriculture 
Th. Pr. Second Semester Th. Pr. 
. 5 0 English 32 5 0 
Composition 
. 5 0 Mathematics 32 5 0 
Plane Geometry 
. 5 0 Science 32 5 0 
Ele. Biology 
. 5 0 History 32 5 0 
English History 
. 0 6 Industry 32 0 6 
* Domestic Science 
•Domestic Art 
* Mechanic Arts 
* Agriculture 
'•'Education 32 5 0 
Elementary Education 
FOURTH YEAR 
English 41 5 
Composition 
Mathematics 41 5 
iSolid Geometry 
Science 41 5 
Physics 
*History 41 5 
American History 
"•Language 41 5 
Spanish 
Industry 41 0 
•Domestic Science 
• Domestic Art 
• Mechanic Arts 
• Agriculture 
0 English 42 4 
Composition 
0 Mathematics 42 4 
Farm Arithmetic 
0 Science 42 4 
Physics 
0 ""History 42 4 
Civil Government 
0 ""Language 42 4 
Spanish 
6 Industry 42 0 
•Domestic Science 
"Education 42 5 
• Domestic Art 




NOTE: In the High School each student is required to elect a trade 
or industry in connection with his subjects. In the third and fourth years 
girls electing Agriculture may choose between Canning and Vegetable 
Gardening. 
""Indicates electives. 
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English 101 3 
Rhetoric and Composition 
Clothing 101 1 
Clothing for the Family 
Science 101 3 
General Chemistry 
Foods 101 1 
Elementary Nutrition and Meal 
Preparation 
Science 103 3 
Zoology 





Second Semester Th. Pr. 
English 102 3 0 
Rhetoric and Composition 
Clothing 102 1 4 
Clothing for the Family 
Science 102 3 4 
General Chemistry 
Foods 102 1 4 
Elementary Nutrition and 
Meal Preparation 
Science 104 3 4 
Botany 
11 16 
Those students who wish a certificate at the end of the Freshman year 
may postpone Clothing 101 and 102 and take Education 101 and 102 or 103 
and 104. 
SOPHOMORE 
English 201 3 
English Literature 
Science 201 3 
Organic Chemistry 
.Clothing 201 1 
Dressmaking 
Clothing 203 0 
Designing 
Foods 201 1 
Food Suply 
Foods 203 2 
Household Management 
10 16 
English 202 3 0 
English Literature 
Science 204 1 4 
Household Chemistry 
Clothing 202 2 2 
Dressmaking 
Foods 202 1 4 
Food Study 
Foods 204 2 0 
Home Nursing 
Home Econ. Edu. 202 3 0 
Special Methods and Ob­
servation 
12 10 
Those students who wish a certificate at the end of the Sophomore 













3 0 English 202 3 
Public Speaking 
3 0 History 302 3 
Economics 
2 2 Education 302 3 
Educational Psychology 
1 4 Foods 302 1 
Dietetics 
1 4 Clothing 302 1 
Advanced Dressmaking 
3 4 Science 302 1 
Household Physics 
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SENIOR 
First Semester Th. Pr. Second Semester Th. Pr. 
Sociology 401 3 0 Foods 402 2 0 
Rural Sociology Child Care 
Science 401 3 0 Clothing 402 .. . 2 4 
Physiology and Hygiene Millinery 
Foods 401 3 0 Animal Husbandry 302 2 2 
Practice House Poultry 
Education 401 . . 3 0 Home Eco. Education 402. .. 3 0 
High School Administration Special Methods 
*Elec.tives 5 0 Home Eco. Education 406. .. 3 0 
Practice Teaching 
17 0 12 6 
*Electives to be chosen from the following: 
History 201 3 0 Foods 403 3 0 
American History Human Nutrition 
Drawing 301 2 0 
Freehand 
NOTE: Those students who wish a permanent certificate will need a 
total credit of 24 semester hours in education. 
TRADE COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS 
These courses are planned for those persons who wish to specialize 
in one phase of the work in order to follow it as a vocation, or to pursue 
the trade in making a living. Thee course is very intensive and can be 
finished in one year. 
A Trade certificate is given on the satisfactory completion of the 
course. 
TRADE COURSE IN DRESSMAKING 
First Semester Th. Pr. 
English 3 0 
Dressmaking 0 1.0 
Budgets and Accounts 3 0 
Design 2 0 
English 3 0 
Milinery 0 10 
Budgets and Accounts 3 0 
Color and Design 2 0 
Second Semester Th. Pr. 
English 3 0 
Dressmaking 0 10 
Budgets and Accounts 3 O 
Textiles 2 0 
English 3 O 
Millinery 0 12 
Budgets and Accounts 3 O 
TRADE COURSE IN MILLINERY 
TRADE COURSE IN COOKING 
English 3 0 
Cookery 0 10 
Serving 2 0 
Marketing 2 0 
English 3 0 
Cookery 0 10 
Serving 2 0 
Institutional Furnishings and 
Equipment 3 0 
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IV. DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS 
COLLEGE 
FRESHMAN 
Hours per Hours per 
First Semester week Second Semester week 
Th. Pr. Th. Pr. 
3 0 English 102 3 0 
Rhetoric Rhetoric 
3 0 Mathematics 102 3 0 
Plane Trigonometry College Algebra 
3 0 Mechanic Arts 110 . . . . 3 0 
Elementary Education Material Construction 
3 2 Mechanic Arts 108 . . . . 3 0 
Inorganic Chemistry Mechanism 
Mechanic Arts 101 2 0 Mechanic Arts 102 . . . . 0 2 
Steam and Gas Power Steam and Gas 
Mechanic Arts 103 0 4 Mechanic Arts 104 . . . . 0 3 
Drawing Descriptive Geometry 
Mechanic Arts 105 0 3 Mechanic Arts 106 . . . . 0 3 
Wood W ork Forging 
Science 102 . . . . 3 2 
Inorganic Chemistry 
14 9 15 10 
SOPHOMORE 
3 2 3 2 
College Physics College Physics 
0 Mathematics 201 3 0 Mathematics 201 . . . .  3  
Plane Analytis Geometry Calculus 
3 0 History 202 3 0 
Industrial History Industrial History 
3 4 0 4 
Analyeical Chemistry Mechanical Drawing 
Mechanic Arts 203 . 0 4 Mechanic Arts 204 . . . .  0  6 
Shades, Shadows Perspective Surveying 
Mechanic Arts 205 . 0 3 Mechanic Arts 206 . . . . . . . .  0  4 
Forging Machine Shop 
12 13 9 16 
JUNIOR 
Mathematics 301 3 0 Mechanic Arts 302 . . . . 3 0. 
Calculus Hydraulic 
Mechanic Arts 303 5 0 Mechanic Arts 304 . . . . 4 0 
Applied Mechanics Applied Mechanics 
Mechanic Arts 305 . . 3 0 Mechanic Arts 306 . . . 3 2 
Thermodynamics Thermodynamics 
Mechanic Arts 307 3 2 Mechanic Arts 308 .. . 3 2 
Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering 
Mechanic Arts 309 0 3 Mechanic Arts 310 . . . 0 3 
Mechanical Drawing Machine Design 
Mechanic Arts 311 0 3 Mechanic Arts 312 . . . 0 3 
Machine Shop Machine Shop 
R R __ 
14 8 13 10 







Mechanic Arts 3 0 
El. of Reinforced Concrete 
Mechanic Arts 403 0 4 
Graphic Statistics 
Mechanic Arts 405 








. .  0  6  Mechanic Arts 
Working Drawings 
Mechanic Arts 404 ;. 1 
Estimating 
Mechanic Arts 406 







The above are required subjects in the Senior year. The students may 
elect any of the following subjects to the amount of fifteen hours per 
semester: 
Mechanic Arts 407 . . .  0  8 Mechanic Arts 408 . . .  0  8 
Architectural Design Architecturel Design 
0 Mechanic Arts 409 . . .  2  0 Mechanic Arts 4 1 0  . . . .  .. . 2 
History of Architecture History of Architecture 
Mechanic Arts 411 . . .  3  3 Mechanic Arts 412 . . .  0  6 
Surveying Surveving 
. .. 3 3 Mechanic Arts 414 . . .  2  H 
Geology Railroad Engineering 
Mechanic Arts 425 . . .  0  4 Mechanic Arts 424 .. . 2 0 
Cartography Drainage and Irrigation _ _ 
Mechanic Arts 415 3 
Direct Current Machines 
Mechanic Arts 417 3 
Commercial Engineering 
Mechanic Arts 416 4 4 
A. C. Machines 
Mechanic Arts 418 3 0 
Communication Engineering 
Mechanic Arts 415 3 6 Mechanic Arts 416 4 2 
Direct Current Machines A. C. Machines 
Mechanic Arts 419 0 6 Mechanic Arts 420 0 4 
Machine Design Machine Design 
Mechanic Arts 420 2 0 
Shop Management and Shop 
Records 
17 32 19 27 
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V. COURSE IN NURSE TRAINING 
JUNIOR 
Hours per 
First Semester week 
Th. Pr. 
Anatomy and Physiology 101 2 7 
Chem. and Toxiology 107....2 2 
Hygiene and Sanitation 101 2 7 
Dietetics 101 2 0 
Ethics, History of Nursing. 3 7 
Hours per 
Second Semester week 
Th. Pr. 
Anatomy and Physiology 102 2 7 
Chem. and Toxiology 108... 2 2 
Nursing Procedures 102... 2 7 
Hospital Housekeeping 102. 2 7 
Diet in Disease 102.. 2 7 
MIDDLE YEAR 
Materia Medica 201 2 7 
Medical Nursing 201 2 7 
Surgical Nursing 201 2 7 
Obstetrics 201 2 p.r.n. 
Bacteriology 201 2 3 
Urinalysis, Hydrotherapy 
202 2 2 
Medical Nursing 202 2 7 
Surgical Nursing 202 2 7 
Diet in Disease 202 2 7 
SENIOR 
Diseases of Children 301.... 3 7 
Gynecology 301 2 7 
Psychiatry 301 3 7 
Occupational Therapy 301 . 2 3 
Emergency Nursing 302 ... 2 3 
Modern Social Conditions 
302 3 2 
Infant Feeding 302 3 7 
Public Health Nursing, Pro­
fessional Problems 2 3 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES BY DEPARTMENTS 
The courses of instruction are described on the following 
pages in the departments in which they are offered. In the Col­
lege Department courses are numbered as follows: from 101 to 
199 Freshman, 201 to 299 Sophomores, 301 to 399 Juniors, 401 
to 499 Seniors. In the Academy the numbers are as follows: 
from 11 to 19 are for the First Year, 21 to 29 for Second Year, 
31 to 39 for Juniors, 41 to 49 for Seniors. 
First semester courses are given odd numbers and second 
semester courses, even numbers. 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
R. B. Atwood, Director. 
E. B. Evans, Co-director and Professor of Veterinary Science. 
H. G. Divkerson, Itinerant Teacher Trainer and Professor of Rural 
Education. 
J. L. Lockett, Professor of Farm Crops and Soils. 
I. S. Lane, Professor of Animal Husbandry. 
J. M. Alexander, Instructor in Vocational Agriculture. 
C. C. Carrington, Instructor in Vocational Agriculture. 
R. B. Bridgeman, Superintendent of Farm and Grounds. 
Kathlyn Thomas, Clerk and Stenographer. 
AIM OF THE DIVISION 
The aim of the curriculum in Agriculture is to prapare young 
men technically and practically to become good farmers and good 
citizens, to place them on an educational plane where they will 
be the peers of the best citizens engaged in productive, mer­
cantile or professional pursuits, and to give them an understand­
ing and appreciation of the natural laws with which they will 
come in contact in their life work. The curriculum is also de­
signed to prepare young men to take up work as farm superin­
tendents and farm managers. They are qualified to teach agri­
cultural subjects in colleges or high schools, to do agricultural 
extension work and to compete successfully in other lines of 
agricultural activities. The work of the Division is carried on 
under the following heads: 
1. Department of College Instruction. 
2. Department of High School Instruction. 
3. Summer Session. 
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DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGE INSTRUCTION 
This department offers a four-year course leading to the de­
gree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. The entrance re­
quirements for this course are the same as for the other college 
courses. The work in this department centers around the in­
struction and practice animal husbandry, crops and soils, horti­
culture, rural engineering, rural economics and sociology, vet­
erinary practices, rural education and extension service. In ad­
dition to subjects purely agricultural the student is given bal­
anced instruction in professional and avocational subjects and 
the sciences closely related to agriculture. 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTION 
This department offers a four-year course in Vocational 
Agriculture based upon the project method of instruction and 
conducted according to the standards set by the State Board for 
Vocational Education. This course aims to meet the needs of 
students who find it beyond their desire or means to enter the 
four-year college course, but who desire nevertheless to inrease 
their efficiency on the farm. Its aim is to develop good citizen­
ship, including as one great factor in good citizenship efficiency 
in some specific vocational pursuit. The work is designed for stu­
dents of fourteen years and olded. The applicant must have com­
pleted at least a seventh grade education and must have a def­
inite interest in agricultural activities. 
SUMMER SESSION 
The courses in the summer session are offered for a period 
of six weeks and are planned to meet the needs of men engaged 
in teaching and those planning to teach Vocational Agriculture. 
Special attention is given to methods of teaching Vocational Ag­
riculture as well as to equipping the student with a thorough 
knowledge of agricultural subject matter. The courses offered 
are of a collegiate grade and can be applied toward the degree 
of B. S. in Agriculture. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
THE COLLEGE 
201 Agronomy (2-4). (Field Crops). 
Adaptability, distribution, uses, seed selection, preparation 
of seed bed, cotton classing, cultural methods and other factors 
affecting the successful development of the outstanding field 
crops of Texas and the Southwest. 
202 Agronomy (2-4). _ (Soil Fertility). 
Formation of soils and the general principles of fertility 
including the physical, chemical and bacteriological factors af­
fecting crop production and plant nutrients; depletion, main­
tenance and methods of perfecting a system of permanent agri­
culture. 
203 Agronomy (2-4). (Soil Management). 
Productiveness of particular types or classes of soils; utili­
zation ; soil conservation and special soils. The student will be 
required to do both research and laboratory work. Prereq­
uisite Agronomy 202. 
101 Animal Husbandry (2-2). (Types and Breeds). 
The history, characteristics, adaptability, scoring and uses 
of the important breeds of farm animals. 
102 Animal Husbandry (3-0). (Principles of Feeding). 
Composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs; physiology; 
preparation; feeding standards and calculation of rations. 
301 Animal Husbandry (2-2). (Farm Dairying). 
Secretion, composition, testing, and separation of milk; the 
farm manufacture of butter, ice cream and cheese. 
302 Animal Husbandry (2-2). (Poultry). 
The scope of the industry, breeds, feeding, housing, sani­
tation, culling, incubation, brooding, marketing, caponizing, par­
asites and diseases. 
402 Animal Husbandry (2-2). (Livestock Management). 
Feeding, care, management and marketing of cattle, horses 
swme and poultry. The course also includes practice in pre­
paring different classes of animals for show. 
403 Animal Husbandry (3-0). (Breeding Livestock) 
. .. Physiology of reproduction; growth and development; var­
iation and heredity in their relation to livestock improvement-
breeding; cross breeding, and grading; prepotency, pedi-
•-4cience 304 n'' P ice in tracin£ pedigree. Prerequisite 
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201 Horticulture (2-2). (Fruit Growing). 
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special ref­
erence to Texas conditions, including locations, varieties, soils, 
fertilizers, planting and cultural methods, pruning, spraying, 
harvesting and storing. 
202 Horticulture (2-2). (Vegetable Gardening). 
A study of the fundamental principles of successful vege­
table gardening in the South, with special reference to home 
gardening and canning. 
401 Rural Economics (3-0). (Marketing). 
Principles underlying the successful marketing of farm pro­
ducts, including a careful study of marketing agencies, legal 
rights and obligations arising out of marketing transactions, 
the middleman, special marketing problems and the present 
marketing systems. 
402 Rural Economics (4-0). (Farm Management). 
Qualifications of farmers, choosing a farm, the advantages 
and disadvantages of different types of farms; planning the 
farm, farm labor and equipment, farm tenantry, cropping and 
feeding systems and law for the farmer. 
402 Agricultural Education (3-0). (Methods of Teaching Vo­
cational Agriculture). 
Courses of study; lesson plans, equipment, text books, yearly 
outlines, and observations; at least one week will be devoted to 
extension methods. 
301 Rural Engineering (1-3). (Farm Mechanics). 
A general study of farm machinery, farm power, electricity 
on the farm, farm structures, etc. 
410 Rural Sociology (3-0) . 
Forces and factors in rural social progress; the develop­
ment and adaptation of rural institutions and organizations. 
101 Veterinary Science (1-4). (Animal Anatomy and Physi­
ology). 
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure of the 
horse, ox, pig, sheep and chicken. The digestive, respiratory and 
genito-urinary organs will be studied in detail. 
102 Veterinary Science (1-4). (Diseases of Farm Animals). 
A study of the more common diseases of farm animals; their 
prevention and treatment; common unsoundness of horse and 
pathological shoeing. 
302 Veterinary Science (2-2). (Parasitology). 
Classification, life history, and economic importance of ex­
ternal and internal parasites of domestic animals in the South. 
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402 Veterinary Science (2-2). (Obstetrics). 
A study of the genital apparatus, reproduction, sterility, 
hygiene of pregnant animals and care of the new born. 
HIGH SCHOOL 
22 Science (4-0). (General Agriculture). 
,, ^ course in general agriculture given primarily to acquaint 
the student with typical rural problems, farm practices, crop­
ping systems, breeds of livestock, etc. Special emphasis will be 
placed upon the growing of vegetables in the home garden, 
caring for the home poultry flock and beautifying the home 
grounds with flowers and shrubs. 
31, 32. Vocational Agriculture. (Plant Production), 
j, . course in plant production based on the project method 
of teaching and conducted according to the standards set by the 
State Board for Vocational Education. All the principal farm 
crops of Texas and the Southwest are studied and each student 
conducts a productive project of the most important crop in his 
community. The student is required to keep careful records and 
all profits derived from the undertaking belong to the student, 
the student will also receive training in making such appli­
ances and devices as are needed in carrying on his projects. 
41, 42. Vocational Agriculture. (Animal Production). 
r 4. course in animal production based on the project method, 
of teaching and conducted according to the standards set by the 
State Board for Vocational Education. Each boy carries a pro­
ject relating to some phase of livestock production. The student 
is required to keep careful records and all profits derived from 
the Project belong to the student. In this course the student re­
ceives both training and experience in the management and care 
,Le;ssops in dairying and poultry are given the stu­
dent , the student will also receive training in repairing farm im­
plements and in making appliances and handy devices needed in 
carrying on his projects. n 
DIVISION OF EDUCATION 
Ta6 ai^ of,tbis division is to correlate the work of the 
othei departments, selecting those things which will help in the 
preparation of educational leaders. 
.fQ.JeacherS Su?uLd have a broad and liberal education: under-
knowledgTof Uhiman0rnaatu™bknrowf sSgl' XatTonal 
tio^ofS^ima^d^n^n<society.C°U11^r'eS' °f the plaCe and f™-
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
fB. K. Armstrong, A. B„ M. A.; Ethel C. Ellison, B. S.; *Birneisis 
I. Motte, A. B. 
32, 42. Elementary Education. 
Methods of teaching the elementary subjects. Lectures on 
making programs, school management and school incentives are 
given Thirty-six hours of elementary education are required 
to obtain a certificate from the Academy department. 
101, 102. Elementary Education. Methods of teaching in the 
elementary grades. The purpose of this course is to give train­
ing in the teaching of arithmetic, grammar, geography, history 
and other elementary subjects. Lectures on school management 
are given with special reference to the teacher of the rural 
schools with one or two teachers. Observation of teaching Elec­
tive for those desiring to secure elementary certificates. 
103, 104- High School Education. 
Methods of teaching high school subjects. Lectures and re­
quired readings, observations, discussions. The object is to 
give suggestions and methods that meet the immediate needs of 
the young teacher. Elective for those desiring to obtain high 
school certificates. 
201, 202. Advanced Methods of Elementary Teaching 
This course is designed to give the student an advanced 
course in teaching elementary subjects so as to better fit him 
for the problems which he is to meet in the school room. Elec­
tive for those applying for certificates of an elementary grade 
in the second year college class. 
203, 204. High School Methods. 
,, Advanced courses in high school teaching so as to enable 
the student to handle skillfully the every day problems to be met 
in high school subjects and classes. Elective for those desiring 
certificates of high school grade in the second year college class. 
301. Principles of Education. 
Ib this course such topics are discussed as the meaning of 
infancy, the relation of psychology to education, the relation of 
physical and mental and physical development, the doctrine of 
intei est and effort, the doctrine of formal discipline, the ad­
justment of educational procedure to social demands, self activity 
and mental development, the educational value of the various 
elements of the curriculum. 
*Part Year. 
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302. Educational Psychology. 
An advanced course in the application of psychology to the 
development of the mind. A study in the various mental pro­
cesses with reference to learning. 
401, 402. High School Administration. 
This subject is to prepare teachers to be principals as re­
gards the colored public schools of Texas. Special regard will 
be given to the city high school and the rural high school. Im­
portant topics that will be discussed are: How is the principal 
to find out the real conditions in the school? What is the most 
efficient way to supervise instruction? How can the principal 
improve the instruction in the school? What is pupil guidance? 
Ways of securing and expending funds. 
403. History of American Education. 
A brief survey of the origin and development of the ele­
mentary and secondary school in the United States with par­
ticular emphasis on the development of the vital problems con­
fronting American schools today. Types of school systems such 
as the Gary Plan and others will be given special attention. 
This course is designed to give special help to principals of 
schools, supervisors, Jeanes' teachers and social Workers. Elec­
tive. 
404• Rural School Administration. 
This course is especially designed for teachers of rural 
schools, community workers, rural supervisors. Following' are 
some of the topics treated: Rural School Plan, curriculum in 
rural schools, consolidations, social centers, standardized schools 
and community activities. Elective. 
105, 106, 205, 206, 305, 306, 405, 406. Practice Teaching. 
Practical experience in the handling of classes, teaching 
of subject matter and making of programs. Lectures and dis­
cussions on educational progress at the present time. Under 
direct supervision of critic teacher. Thirty-six hours of prac­
tice teaching and observation required in the Education course. 
THE TRAINING SCHOOL 
Ethel C. Elison, B. S., Superintendent and Critic Teacher; 
Evalyn L. Johnson, Assistant. 
The Training School serves a two-fold purpose: it prepares 
the student teacher to enter into his life's work with some real 
experience along with his theory. He has had on opportunity to 
study different types of pupils. He has had to solve problem* 
in class-room management by actually taking charge of classes 
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and class-rooms. He has also learned how to cooperate with 
other teachers. It is in the Training School that a real love for 
the work of teaching is developed. The thought of making a 
passing credit is soon forgotten and the student teacher works 
with all his forces centered on attaining good teaching results. 
Each student teacher is held responsible for his daily lesson plans 
which are submitted to the supervisors for approval. 
The Training School offers an opportunity for school ad­
vantages, for the children of the campus and community from 
the kindergarten through the seventh grade. Model classes in 
the different grades are conducted in the weekly teachers' meet­
ing and new projects are introduced for different subjects from 
time to time. 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
J. W. Beverly, Ph. B., Litt. D.; J. A. Green; Inez C. Scott; 
P. B. Johnson, A. B 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
The instruction offered by the Department of English is 
designed to give students acquaintance with the origin and de­
velopment of the English language and literature, and to have 
the students acquire proficiency in the use of the English lan­
guage, and in public speaking, These objects are considered in 
courses classified to the information and special training required 
in each group. The study of literature forms a part of most 
courses in English composition; and practice in composition 
forms a part of many of the courses in English literature. In 
all courses in English composition, abundant provision is made 
for personal conferences between students and Instructors. 
11, 12. Practical English Composition. 
Book No. 1, by Edwin L. Miller. Required readings: First 
semester—Julius Caesar, Shakespeare; Silas Marner, Elliot; The 
Ancient Mariner, Coleridge. Second semester—Merchant of 
Venice, Shakespeare; Idylls of the King, Coming of Arthur, 
Lancelot, Elaine and Passing of Arthur, Tennyson. 
21, 22. Practical English Composition. 
Book No. 2, by Edwin L. Miller. Required readings: First 
semester—Hamlet, Shakespeare; Essay on Johnson, Macaulay. 
Second semester—Sketch Book, Irving; Gettysburg Oration, 
Lincoln. 
31, 32. Practical English Composition. 
Book No. 3, by Edwin L. Miller. Century Vocabulary 
Builder. Required readings: First semester—Dr. Jeykll and 
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Mr. Hyde, Stevenson; First Bunker Hill Oration, Webster; Vis­
ion of Sir Launfal, Lowell. Second semester—Short stories, 
150 pages—Hawthorne. Snow Bound, Whittier. Evangeline, 
Longfellow. 
41, 42. Practical English Corn-position. 
Book No. 4, by Edwin L. Miller. Handbook of Composition, 
Wooley. Required readings: First semester—Selections from 
the Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, Lowell; Compensation, 
Emerson. Second semester—Review of English Grammar. (To 
be studied in connection with regular text). 
101,102. Rhetoric and English Composition. 
Oral and written themes. Conferences, recitations, and lec­
tures. Text: Slater's Freshman Rhetoric and Century Hand­
book of writing. Short stories. 
201, 202. History and Development of English Literature in 
Outline. 
Text: Century Readings in English Literature. Familiar 
quotations memorized. Note books required. 
301, 302. Public Speaking. 
Students in this course shall be required to analyze these 
addresses and deliver in class and in public, addresses modeled 
in the various forms. Prerequisite, English 101 and 102. Funda­
mentals of Public Speaking, by Winans. Text: Model Speech 
Composition, by O'neill. 
401. Review of English Grammar. 
ELECTIVES 
103. Business English. Text: 
204, 205. A course in Argumentation and Debating. 
Text: Argumentation and Debating. 
303. A course in Exposition and Argumentation. 
By Foster. 
804. Text: Essentials of Exposition and Argumentation. 
By Foster. Public debates. 
4-02. Course in American Literature. 
Text: Century Readings in American Literature. The 
ports course will consist of lectures, readings, and re-
403. Shakespeare. 
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
M. P. Carmichael, A. B.; Mattie E. Beverly, A. B.; Marie J. Davis, B. S. 
11,12. World History. 
The aim in this course is to acquaint the students with the 
leading facts in universal history. The principle of continuity 
will be duly emphasized. Text: West's World Progress. 
21, 22. Community Life. 
This course attempts to give instruction relative to the 
basic facts of living together in the community group. While 
preparing for the immediate life, it also plans to furnish a foun­
dation for further study in more complex phases of social living. 
31. The Negro in American History. 
The course will connect the movements in American History 
with such factors as slavery, abolition, colonization and com­
promises leading up to the conflict between the North and South. 
Also the status of the free Negro, the civil war reconstruction 
and efforts at radical adjustment will be studied. Text: Negro 
in American History, Woodson. 
32. English History. 
A short course on the leading facts in the history of Eng­
land, preparatory for the course in American History and also 
for a better understanding of English Literature. Text: An­
drew's Short History of England. 
41. American History. 
A study of European backgrounds of American History, the 
chief political events, the development of a national conscious­
ness, the economic and industrial questions in American life. 
Emphasis will be placed on American institutions. Text: Muz-
zey's American History. 
42. Civil Government. 
A study of the machinery of city, state and national gov­
ernment, and practical problems in our governmental life. The 
effort will be put forth to instill principles of good citizenship. 
Text: Ashley's Civics. 
101, 102. History of Western Europe. 
This course begins with the invasion of the barbarians. In­
stitutions under which Europe has lived for centuries will be 
fully discussed. The life and work of a few men of first rate 
importance in the various fields of human endeavor will be treat­
ed with care proportionate to their significance for the world. 
Text: History of Western Europe, Robinson. 
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201, 202. American History. 
This course will deal largely with social forces in Ameri­
can History. 
302. Elementary Principles of Economics. 
Text: Ely and Wicker's Elementary Principles. 
A01, 1^02. Sociology. 
This course aims to give a foundation for the scientific study 
of human society. Practical problems will be studied. Text: 
Principles of Sociology, Blackmar and Gillin. 
U07. Ethics. 
An introductory study of the moral life by reference to the 
most important theories concerning the nature of goodness as 
the avenues of moral knowledge and the fundamental human 
virtues. Text: Dewey and Tufts. 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL SCIENCE 
P. W. McCree, B. A.; *M. C. Colvin, A. B.; P. E. Bledsoe, B. S., Ph. B. 
Emma E. Byais, B. S. 
This department embraces Biology, Chemistry, Geology and 
Physics. The department aims to present, in so far as time per­
mits, both the practical and the important theoretical sides of 
the above named subjects. It makes special effort to give good 
training in the sciences to students who specialize in Agriculture, 
Home Economics, or Mechanics, since in these courses a broad 
and practical knowledge of the sciences is indispensable. The 
department is temporarily housed in the Agricultural Building 
awaiting completion of the new Science building. This build­
ing will be thoroughly equipped with all apparatus required for 
the general and special work of the various departments. The 
libiary of the department contains many of the best reference 
books and periodicals in the English language. 
11,12. General Science. 
, The purpose of this course is two-fold: 1. To lead the 
student into the habit of observing and studying carefully the 
elements of physical science as applied to every day life* 2. To 
furnish him with clearer conceptions of those physical prin­
ciples which underlie the study of Physics, Chemistry, Geology 
and Biology. The course in a simple but practical way embraces 
such topics as the following: elementary meteorology, lighting 
TPart Year. 
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systems of the past and present, water systems, soil physics, 
ventilation, sanitation of home and school surroundings, etc. 
Experimental work deals with evaporation, condensation, an 
weight, combustion and oxidation, heat. etc. Complete and sys­
tematic notes are required. Four hours per week. Text: Every-
Day Science, by Snyder. 
21. Physical Geography. 
The subject is presented according to the following out­
line- 1. The earth as a whole: shape and size; motions of the 
earth and their effect; latitude, longitude, time 2. The land; 
weathering agents and soil, rivers, mountains, glaciers, etc. 6. 
The atmosphere: composition, motions, storms 4. ifie sea. 
depth and temperatures, tides, waves, currents, etc. I he 1®y" 
tions between physical features and life are continually kept in 
mind. Collateral reading is required and field trips are made to 
add interest and practical experience. Four hours per week. 
Text: Physical and Commercial Geography by Gregory and 
others. 
22. General Agriculture. . , 
This course is given to acquaint the student with typical 
rural problems, farm practices, cropping systems, breeds of live­
stock, etc. Special emphasis will be placed upon the growing 
of vegetables in the home garden, caring for the home Poultry 
flock, and beautifying the home grounds with flowers and shrubs. 
31, 32. Elementary Biology. 
This course runs through the entire year, the work of the 
two semesters being unified so far as possible The first part 
of the course will be devoted to the subject-matter and method 
of Biology; the second part to Human Anatomy, Physiology and 
Hygiene, and the last part to Botany. It is desired that the stu­
dent shall obtain from this course an increased ability to ob­
serve, to interpret and to express. Original notes and drawings 
of materials studied are essential to this end. Text: Lecture anc 
laboratory methods are combined. Text: Biology for Begin­
ners, by Moon. 
103' Th^course is developed from the broadly biological point of 
view dealing with the structures, activities, distribution, be­
havior, habits, life histories and economic importance of ani­
mals. In the laboratory representative types of animals are 
dissected and studied. The greater part of the year is devoted 
to the invertebrates. The course is adapted to the needs of the 
student who is specializing in Agriculture or Home Economics. 
For the general student it affords training in the inductive 
methods. Lectures and laboratory seven times a week. Text. 
College Zoology, by Hegner. 
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104. General Botany. 
This is a course in general botany dealing with flowerine-
fJrmr^hSr^sfahbih"48' The SiU+-y iS begUn with the lower aLS throulh tht fln ^ Sn ,ev?lutl®nary sequence from the ™ +L 1 g the flowering plants. Special emphasis is placed 
J f economic forms, viz., the yeasts, molds, and bacteria. 
Chief topics: the relation of the plant to soil, air, and light-
the relations of the flowers to insects, the processes of photo' 
pYiSe+S-IS' refpi5a on' transpiration, food storage and digestion. 
Recitations, lectures and laboratory seven hours per week Text 
General Botany, by Densmore. 
301. Human Physiology. 
, t^he structure and functions of the human body. The first 
fbn JvL 7° 15,largely Physiological chemistry, the study of 
of the'hfond ^nstituents of the body and foods, the chemistrv 
the blood, digestion and absorption, secretion and excretion 
Next is considered the topics of respiration and animal heat and 
the physiology of muscles and nerves and special sense organs 
The course is designed for the general student and is Ispedallv 
recommended for those taking Home Economics Lectures and 
laboratory six hours per week. Text: Human Body, by Martim 
302. General Geology. 
A study of geologic processes usually treated in physical 
geography, followed by historical geology which deals with the 
more important events of geological history. Lectures and lab 
bySLeCounte S ^ TeXt"b0°k: of £& 
303. Plant Physiology. 
This course consists of a detailed study of the various nhvsi 
sological processes of plants, such as nutrition growth 
Hons are topics which receive attention. LectuieTand lawl 
tory six hours per week. Text: Plant Physiology by Say a" 
304. Genetics. 
of t frtamcn^is 
quired in the course in Agriculture ' benetlCS' hy Walter. Re_ 
307. Entomology. 
ing with tL^mrSogy,1 physio&rSogv Ea^mi°l08& de-al~ 
of insects. Laboratory work consist's of classification 
the larger insects, of ex^rimeXon.ornl^^v!0118, of some of 
sect behavior, students are expected to mSk coLrtE ol 
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sects and learn how to classify them. The economic phase of 
the subject is stressed. Lectures and laboratory five hours per 
week. Text: Elementary Entomology, by Sanderson and Jack­
son. 
401. General Bacteriology. 
This is a general laboratory course in bacteriology. Bac­
teria are considered in their relations to soil fertility, to food 
preservation and to animal diseases, including human diseases. 
Culture studies of some typical forms are made and the general 
technique of the subject is mastered. Lectures and laboratory 
five hours per week. Text: Bacteriology, by Morey. 
CHEMISTRY 
403. Plant Pathology. 
This course consists of a study of the more important plant 
diseases which are caused by fungi, bacteria, and slime molds. 
Part of the time is spent in collecting diseased pltns and learning 
to identify the different diseases. The rest of the time is spent 
in discussing preventive and curative measures. Lectures and 
laboratory five hourse per week. Text: Plant Diseases by 
Duggar. 
101, 102. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. 
These courses include a year's work in general chemistry 
and qualitative analysis. All of the first semester and six weeks 
of the second semester are devoted to the study of general chem­
istry and the rest of the second semester is given to the study of 
qualitative analysis. The work is based upon McCoy and Ter­
ry's Introduction to General Chemistry and Test and McLaugh­
lin's Notes on Qualitative Analysis. Recitations, lectures and 
laboratory notes seven hours per week. 
201. Organic Chemistry. 
A systematic study of the hydrocarbons and their deriv­
atives, including typical representatives of both the alipathic 
and aromatic series. This course is intended to give special prep­
aration for those who expect to take Agricultural Chemistry or 
Household Chemistry. Lectures and laboratory seven hours per 
week. First Semester. Text: Organic Chemistry, by Remsen. 
202. Quantitative Analysis. 
All Agricultural students are required to take this course. 
This course aims to give the student a thorough knowledge of the 
simpler operations in gravimetric and volumetric analysis and to 
lay the foundation for studies in which such knowledge is re­
quired. Agricultural products, including milk, butter, cheese, 
fertilizers, feeding stuffs, soils, and crop residues are examined. 
The analysis of solid and gaseous fuels in undertaken. The san­
itary analysis of air and water is done. Lectures and laboratory 
seven hours per week. Text: Quantitative Analysis, by Mahin. 
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20U- Household Chemistry. 
Lectures and laboratory work in examination and testing of 
food materials, including the quantitative determination of the 
food principles in some of the common typical foods. Lectures 
and laboratory seven hours per week. First Semester. Text: 
Chemistry of the Home and Community, by Beery. 
PHYSICS 
Ul, -42. Elementary Physics. 
This introductory course is required of all fourth year Acad­
emy students. It deals with the fundamental principles of me­
chanics, sounds, magnetism and electricity, heat and light. The 
aim of this course is to give a thorough grounding in the ele­
ments of this fundamental science; to give a general knowledge 
of the whys and hows of common every-day happenings, and to 
train the mind to habits of careful observation and reasonably 
accurate deduction. Recitations and laboratory seven hours per 
week. Text: Physics with Application, by Carhart and Chute. 
205, 206. College Physics. 
This course is given in the second year of college and is in­
tended primarily for those expecting to take further work along 
engineering lines. The subject is treated both experimentally 
and mathematically, with special attention both in lectures and 
laboratory, to the practical applications of the various branches. 
The experiments, while they cover the same ground as the ele­
mentary course, are much more advanced. The student's atten­
tion is directed to the study of possible sources of error. Prereq­
uisite : Trigonometry. Lectures and laboratory seven hours per 
week. Text: College Physics, by Kimball. 
207, 208. Household Physics. 
For students specializing in Home Economics. This course 
consists of lectures, recitations and laboratory work, in which 
the principles of physics are applied in such a way as to ex­
plain appliances of the household. The course includes a study 
of heat, light, electricity and mechanics as applied to the home 
Lectures and laboratory, six hours per week. 
LABORATORY FEES 
The following laboratory fees will be required of all stu­
dents taking sciences in the College Department. 
Chemistry $2.00 per course for each semester. 
Physics $1.50 per course for each semester. 
Biology $1.00 per course for each semester. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
A. W. Randall, B. S.; J. H. Rowe; J. R. Grigsby, B. S. 
As an institution of the industrial type, mathematics should 
occupy an important place. Training in this exact science is at 
the base of all personal efficiency, whether industrial or other­
wise, and satisfactory prpgress in the practical problems of 
every-day life. Mathematics is made practical as far as pos­
sible and special emphasis is placed on those sections which the 
student will find useful. 
11,12. Elementary Algebra. 
This course includes the four fundamental operations of 
Algebraic expressions: factoring, highest common factor, lowest 
common multiple, and fractions. Linear equations, both nu­
merical and literal, containing one or more unknown quantities; 
applications of linear equations to practical problems. Radicals, 
including the extraction of the square root of polynominals and 
numbers; exponents including the fractional and the negative. 
Four hours per week. Text: Wentworth and Smith. Book I. 
21.22. Algebra II. 
This course gives a review of courses 11 and 12, and includes 
quadratics, graphs of linear and quadratic equations, binominal 
theorem, logarithms and beyond. Four hours per week. Text: 
Wentworth and Smith, Book II. 
S I ,  3 2 .  P l a n e  G e o m e t r y .  
Emphasis is placed upon the original solution of problems 
and theorems. In this course it is aimed to correlate lagebra 
and geometry and to illustrate the application of geometry to 
constructive drawing and elementary physics. Four hours per 
week. Text: Plane Geometry, by Wentworth and Smith. 
U 1 .  S o l i d  G e o m e t r y .  
The study of the relations of planes and lines in space to the 
measurement of pyramids, prisms, cylinders and cones, and ap­
plications to practical problems, such as silos, bins, tanks, res­
ervoirs. Four hours per week. Text: Solid Geometry, by Went­
worth and Smith. 
U U -  F a r m  A r i t h m e t i c .  
This course is required of all agricultural students, and is 
designed primarily to teach general farm principles of arith­
metic. Four times per week. Text: Farm Arithmetic, by 
Burkett and Swartzel. 
101, 102. Trigonometry. 
This course includes the solution of right and obtuse tri-
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angles in both the plane and the sphere, the development of the 
necessary trigonometric formulas and the use of both logar­
ithmic and natural functions, and the solutions of trigonometric 
equations and identities. Three times per week. Text: Plane 
and Spherical Trigonometry by Wentworth and Smith. 
201. College Algebra. 
This course gives a rafud review of high school algebra and 
includes variation, progressions, simple indeterminate equations, 
undertermined coefficients, binominal theorem, determinants, 
theory of equations, mathematical induction, permutation and 
combination, partial fractions and complex numbers. Three 
hours per week. Text: College Algebra, by Hawkes. 
202. Analytic Geometry. 
This course gives a geometric interpretation to the algebraic 
equation, and includes plotting loci in rectangular and polar co-
ordinates, distances between points, division of line segments in 
a given ratio, equation of the straight line, applications of the 
methods of analytic geometry to the conics, transcendental curves 
and parametic equations, tangents and normals to curves, higher 
plane curves; and a brief course in analytic geometry of three 
dimensions. Text: Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry, by Ash-
ton. 
301. Differential Calculus. 
In this course introductory ideas are presented; the deriv­
ative is defined; formulas for differentiation of standard forms 
are learned; and applications of the derivative to geometric prob­
lems and to maxima and minima; the derivative as applied to 
rates; methods of evaluating indeterminate forms; partial dif­
ferentiation ; higher applications of the calculus to geometric 
problems and to maxima and minima; the infinite series and the 
expansion of functions are studied. Text: Differential and In­
tegral Calculus, by Granville. 
302. Integral Calculus. 
This course includes the integration of standard elementary 
torms; constant of integration; integration of rational fractions • 
integration by parts and application of the integrand to geom-
as 301 1CS H mechanics- Tllree hours per week. Text: Same 
DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES 
G. 0. Sanders, B. S.; Mattie E. Beverly, A. B. 
41, 42. Elementary Spanish. 
This course is to give a careful training in the principles 
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of the language. Sufficient grammar is given to enable the stu­
dent to analyze and understand expressions as they are learned. 
Constant drill in pronunciation, reading and easy conversation. 
101, 102. Intermediate Spanish. 
41, 42, or its equivalent, prerequisite for this course. Con­
tinuation of 41, 42. Spanish. A careful study of Spanish gram­
mar is taken up in this course. The irregular verbs, idiomatic 
expressions, and the different parts of speech are taught in log­
ical order. 
201, 202. Advanced Spanish. 
Spanish composition with a review of grammar. Reading 
with comprehension and practice in self expression. Study of 
literature and short stories also newspapers and magazines. 
Practice writing from dictation. 
301, 401. Advanced Spanish Course. 
Methods of teaching. Open to those who are preparing to 
teach this subject. 
Latin—College Latin—Electives Only. 
Such advanced work as is needed for teachers of Latin in 
high schools. 
El Circulo Literario is a club organized for the purpose of 
encouraging and developing literary expressions among its mem­
bers and also to study the progress, art, literature, customs and 
manners, etc., of the Spanish speaking countries of the world. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
Mabel L. Eason, Bessie H. Coleman 
Piano Lessons Taught $3.00 per month 
Vocal Lessons Taught $3.00 per month 
Two lessons taught per week; practice hour every day. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Rote singing and sight reading specialty. 
FIRST YEAR MUSIC 
Rote songs for kindergarten. 
Music language. 
Breathing. 
First steps in music. 
How to teach rote singing. 
Presentation of rote song. 
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The Latin syllables. 
Musical history. 
VOICE CULTURE 
Each vocal student should have completed the first two years 
ot piano music or show they have had work equivalent before 
entering the study of voice culture. The method being taught, bv 
fundamentals, scientific and technic. 
. One hundred select voices receive additional choral work 
twice a week, rehearsals coming on Monday and Thursday nights 
11 . each week. Such students are expected to 




Matthew's Standard Graded Course, Book 1 and 2. Finger 
exercise major scale Czerny Studies Book 1. Sonatinas, Kohler 
composition suitable for first year's work. 
SECOND YEAR 
Touch and Technic Standard Graded Course, Mathew, Book 
d and 4. Major and minor scales Czerny studies Book 1 and 2. 
Sonatinas by Kohler, composition suitable for second year's 
work. 
THIRD YEAR 
Touch and Technic Standard graded course, Mathew, Book 
5 and 7, major and minor scales in different intervals and in con­
trary motion (back two parts) nocturnes, preludes, and com­
position. 
FOURTH YEAR 
Touch and Technic Standard graded courses, Mathew, Book 
» and 9. Scales, octave studies (two and three parts). Inven­
tions by Bach Fugrs composition, impromptu music by the best 
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Head Tones Enunciation 
Articulation Pronunciation 
Interpretation Imagination 
The Senior Class of each year is given a teachers' course in 
Public School Music. Class is taught by divisions including ap­
propriate musical training for pupils from the first through the 
eight grades, each member of the class will be required to rnake 
outline of special work of the course and teach practice school 
before finishing. 
BAND AND ORCHESTRA 
Major Louis M. Gray, Director 
BEGINNERS" BAND 
The Beginners' Band is organized to develop players for the 
First Band, also to have students prepared to fill vacancies when 
they occur in the First Band. They are taught the rudiments 
of music and scale building, as well as how to play the instru­
ments, and are dealt with very carefully. They are under direct 
supervision of the Director. The course is absolutely free, and 
the class meets three times per week. The beginners are also 
given private lessons during their vacant periods of the day. 
Each beginner is given two lessons a week. These lessons stress 
how to play the instrument and interpret the music. 
FIRST BAND 
This Band is composed of twenty pieces. Some of the play­
ers of this group have had three or four years' training, others 
more. It plays for all military parades, also for military retreat 
once a week. The Band gives concerts twice a month on the 
College lawn. Students in the Band are taught to play solos 
with band accompaniment and piano accompaniment. Re­
hearsals, twice a week. 
ORCHESTRA 
The Orchestra is composed of ten pieces, selected from the 
advanced players in the Band. They play for all features of en­
tertainments and for chapel on special occasions. They 8^ve 
concerts in chapel once per month, with the Glee Club. Re­
hearsals, twice a week. 
ADVANCED CLASSES 
Advanced classes are taught in: 
Musical Appreciation. 
Musical History. 
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Band Conducting. 
Transposing. 
Study of Instrumentation. 
Musical Interpretation. 
How to tune instruments of different pitch. 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
ROSTER OF OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1923-24 
Mills, Benjamin H., Sergeant U. S. Army, 1st Lieutenant of Infantry 
O. R. C., Commandant of Cadets and Professor of Military Sci-
ence and Tactics. 
Brown, James T., Cadet Major, Battalion Commander 
Minton, E. T., Cadet Captain, Unit Adjutant. 
Harrison, Ira T., Cadet Captain, Battalion Supply Officer. 
Marshall, Lonnie, Cadet Captain, Commanding Co. No. 1. 
Brown, Willard, Cadet Captain, Commanding Co. No. 4. 
Mathews, Theo., Cadet Captain, Commanding Co. No. 2. 
Roberts, Fred, Cadet 1st Lieutenant, attached to and commanding Co 
No. 3. 
Rowe, Powdrill, Cadet 1st Lieutenant, duty with Co. 2. 
Joshua, Brooks, Cadet 1st Lieutenant, duty with Co. 4. 
Daigle, Stanley, Cadet 1st Lieutenant, duty with Co. 4. 
Butler, Jesse, Cadet 2nd Lieutenant, duty with Co. 3. 
Simpson, Frank, Cadet 2nd Lieutenant, duty with Co. 1. 
OFFICERS OF THE BAND 
Gray, Louis M., Major, Director. 
Collins, Care, Cadet Captain, Commanding. 
Isaacs, Ralph, Cadet 1st Lieutenant, duty with Band. 
Kirkpatrick, Leroy, Cadet 2nd Lieutenant, duty with Band. 
imdoT tu ^iIltarJ. Department and all military instructions are 
under the immediate charge and supervision of the Professor of 
Military Science and Tactics who is detailed from the Regular 
U.S. Army to teach military subjects. 
OBJECT OF MILITARY TRAINING 
, ,  ̂k.e object of military instruction and training is as follows • 
?deSP tfe student physically through drill and other eSl 
combined should give us vonnf r by,ln®ls,tln« upon the 
carriage, strong character, wit? the /rop̂ Sj S'̂ rTof 
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'constituted authority. The strictest army discipline is main­
tained at all times. 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND PASSES 
Cadets are not allowed to leave the campus or visit nearby 
towns without a written pass from the Commandant of Cadets 
or proper authority. 
BRANCH OF SERVICE 
Our training is in the Infantry branch to which the stu­
dent may, after completion of the College course, make appli­
cation for a commission in the grade of 2nd Lieutenant of In­
fantry, Officers' Reserve Corps, U. S. Army. 
Musketry is taught with the use of the gallery rifle, and we 
hope in the future to have a target range where ball cartridges 
are used for instruction in shooting. This, in itself, will add 
much to the interest of the Department and training at this In­
stitution when completed. 
THE APPOINTMENT OF CADET OFFICERS AND NON-COMMISSIONED 
OFFICERS O THE CORPS 
The offiffcers and non-commissioned officers of the Cadet 
Corps, when practicable, are selected from the Senior and Jun­
ior Classes. Their appointments are dependent upon the 
actively and soldierly performance of their duties, their sense 
of duty and responsibility, their general good conduct and class 
standing. 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
C. H. Waller, State Leader; H. S. Estelle, District Agent; Mrs. M. E. V. 
Hunter, District Agent; R. H. Hines, District Agent 
Since the inauguration of extension work among the Ne­
groes of Texas, we have tried to carry out the law as laid down by 
the Smith-Lever Act, and signed by the President May 18, 1924, 
which consists of "the giving of instruction and practical dem­
onstration in Agriculture and Home Economics to persons not 
attending or resident in colleges," in several communities, and 
imparting to such persons information on said subjects through 
field demonstrations, publications, etc. 
The force of forty workers, working in twenty-seven coun­
ties, is striving to make the rural population better satisfied by 
diversification of crops, community canning, better schools, and 
a systematic plan of farming. 
The boy and girl club workers are organized into their 
clubs, and special attention given them along the lines of various 
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projects, that will develop in them a love for the farm and out­
door life. 
Extension workers are now pursuing courses of study out­
lined by the college, and we are adding to our force well pre­
pared agents, with such personality and courage to enable them 
to put over a real program of work wherever they are placed. 
Our service to the public is free, and at all times we render what­
ever asistance we can to any community, church, or fraternal 
order. Political influences have no part in the work we are all 
striving to accomplish in the State of Texas. We are directly 
under the supervision of A. and M. College, of which our work is 
a branch. 
The agents' meeting in February is for the sole purpose of 
getting a grip on the problems met in the field, and the working 
out of a solution for the same. The Summer meeting, which is 
held in August, is to bring the boys and girls together in a sum­
mer encampment for instructions, where the School of Agricul­
ture gives use of their equipment and instructions, both to club 
members and agents. 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Elizabeth C. May, B. S. ill H. E., Supervisor of Home Economics and 
Itinerant Teacher Trainer in Vocational Home Economics. 
*Mattie V. Frazier, B. S., Teacher Trainer in Vocational Home Eco­
nomics. 
Diana S. Dent, Associate Professor of Domestic Art. 
Mae Bell Arlington, Associate Professor of Domestic Science. 
Nellie B. Dillon, Assistant Professor of Domestic Science. 
G'oldie E. Mitchell, Instructor in Domestic Science. 
Elcena F. Martin, Instructor in Domestic Art. 
Amanda E. Johnson, Instructor in Millinery. 
The -value of technical training to the individual has been 
recognized, because of the vast amount of research in sciences 
and the present day development of the industries, arts and pro­
fessions. It is no longer enough that one have only a knowledge 
of the general subjects, for an educational system which com­
bines industrial, technical and scientific subjects, has been found 
to bring to the student power to express, in every day life, ideas 
learend in the class room. 
The aim of this college course in Home Economics is to in­
spire and stimulate interest in continued study, to train in ac­
curacy, to help the student find her place in the social and eco­
nomic worlds, and to increase the student's stock of information 
*Part Year. 
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The course as outlined below is designed to meet the needs 
of the following groups of persons: those who plan to teach, 
those who wish to enter graduate courses leading to technical 
and professional work, those who wish to use such training in 
solving home problems. 
The training is as varied as it is broad. It includes knowl­
edge of health laws, and understanding of sanitation; wise ex­
penditure of time, labor, and money; selection and preparation 
of food; proper care of children; selection and making or pur­
chasing of clothing. Experience teaches that such training leads 
to contentment, industry, order, and cleanliness and fosters 
woman's independence, and feeling of responsibility. 
The work in Home Economics includes: A four-year cur­
riculum leading to the degree of B. S. A one-year curriculum 
in dressmaking, millinery, or cookery. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Foods 101-102. 
Course in food study, based on the high school background 
for this work. It is therefore planned for the college girls' more 
mature viewpoint. Study of food materials and foodstuffs, prep­
aration and service to meet the dietary needs of individuals and 
family groups in normal health. 
Text-books: Sherman, Food Products; Lucy G. Allen, Table 
Service; Farmer, Boston Cooking School Cook Book. 
Foods 103—Laundering. 
The course in laundering will cover such subjects as meth­
ods of softening of water, making soap, choice of commercial 
soaps, use of simple laundry reagents, removing stains, setting 
colors, securing simple laundry equipment, washing of fabrics, 
and management of the family wash. 
Text-book: To be selected. 
Foods 201-202. 
This course gives an intensive study of the general prin­
ciples underlying food preparation. The course includes a study 
of nutritive food values, manufacture, cost and control of foods, 
also food service as an adjunct to social occasions and test cook­
ery. 
Texts: Sherman, Food Products; Lucy G. Allen, Table 
Service; Farmer, Boston Cooking School Cook Book. 
Foods 203—Household Management. 
A study of household activities and their organization, ap­
plying scientific and economic principles to the problems of the 
modern homemaker. 
Foods 20U—Home Nursing. 
Problems of the sick and convalescent, involving the use of 
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tre°aPtmentUiPment a"d materials for Preventive and first aid 
Foods 301—Dietetics. 
manTnutSi'0netni?if„t? aSP'y ,f""Rental principles of hu-
varviricr ntmini • feeding of individuals and groups under varying physiological, economical and social conditions A 
study of malnutrition and special diets in dSe. 
Foods 401—Practice House. 
inite^erio^of^r111 Hve in the Practice Apartment for a def-penod of time, managing according to best methods. 
Foods 402—Child Care. 
a Dhv^ioSc^fnn^a11 childTen fnd infants will be studied from a Physiological and recreational standpoint. 
Foods 403—Human Nutrition. 
Elective for Senior Home Economics. 
and nutXUerfnn^oPriSer *Jtn?ythe special characteristics 
and lilu functions of the food constituents; the digestive 
relations • nitro)r°CeSS^iS a" pr,oducts> with emphasis on energy 
in f aud mineral balances; comparative economv 
in nutrition and growth of different types of food materials ^ 
CLOTHING 
Clothing 101-102. 
wardmbe budget makin&' plana for personal Make washable dress, care and repair of such. Dress 
jUSKSfc-dSSfi? materi!"' study of texti,es and of ho™ 
Text: Laura Baldt, Clothing for Women. 
Clothing 201-202—Dressmaking. 
tnn 'f !f c?urs€; ia Planned to add to the clothing experience r,-f 
the student and to correlate with Clothing 203 fdesS rJ 
aims to develop independence and originali?y and speeT } " 
Clothing 203—Designing 
as a StfiaSl'-T ?"d <"» signing. ispiration tor much of the work m costume de-
C'OtT/J4/J02~cidvan-ced 
and wool garments, and^oMehXMSraishings"8'™^0" °f Silk 
Clothing—402Millinery. 
appreciation! °f ^ coulse ls to develop design, technique, and 
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Home Economic Education 202. 
Special methods and observation special problems in Home 
Economic Education. Content and methods of courses in grades 
and junior high school. Study of community activities con­
tributing to teaching of Home Economics. Observation required. 
Home Economic Education 402. 
Special methods. Special problems in Home Economic Ed­
ucation. Content and methods of courses in junior and senior 
high school and state aided high schools. Applies to prin­
ciples of sound teaching to the selection and development of the 
subject matter of Home Economics in lessons for high school 
pupils and to the conduct of laboratory and classroom exer­
cises. To be taken with Education 406. 
Education 406. 
Practice in class management and in teaching homemaking 
is provided in the Academy. 
ACADEMY 
Foods and Clothing 11-12 and 21-22. 
The beginnings of foods and clothings are taught to the 
first and second year Academy. A thorough foundation is laid 
for more intensive study of the subjects. 
Text-book: Mathews, Elementary Home Economics. 
Foods 31-32 and 41-42. 
The third and fourth year Academy student is given a less 
elemental text for the food work. A beginning is made in the 
preparation of simple dishes and meal preparation. Note book 
required. 
Text-book: Greer, School and Home Cooking. 
Clothing 31-32 and 41-42. 
The student in the third and fourth year academy learns to 
make simple and becoming garments, such as underwear, chil­
dren's garments and simple dresses for herself. 
Text: Shelter and Clothing, Kinne and Cooley. 
DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS 
J. J. Abernethy, B. S. in M. E„ Director. 
Win. H. Robinson, B. S. in E. E., Associate Professor in Mechanic Arts. 
Thos. L. Holley, Teacher Trainer in Industries. 
James W. Pryor, B. S. in M. E., Instructor in Machine Shop Practice. 
Romeo Henderson, Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
R. F. Johnson, Instructor in Shoemaking. 
Wm. Cook, Instructor in Printing. 
A. O. Branch, Editor and Publicity Agent. 
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Wm. Muckelroy, Instructor in Plumbing and Steam Fitting. 
D. F. Dailey, Instructor in Blacksmithing and Wheelwrighting. 
A. J. Wallace, Instructor in Practical Carpentry. 
Alonza Wallace, Instructor in Tailoring. 
F. G. Rhone, Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
Sadie Allen Johnson, Assistant in Printing. 
M. H. Blackshear, Assistant in Shoemaking. 
Warner Kennedy, Repairman, 
L. E. Fry, Night Engineer. 
Lillie M. Frederick, Stenographer, Clerk. 
A. H. Bledsoe, Elementary. 
C. E. McMillian, Assistant in Elementary. 
G. B. Miller, Instructor in Carpentry. 
N. A. Jones, Chief Engineer and Instructor in Stationary Engineering 
Weldon Williams, Instructor in Hatmaking and Laundering. 
Henrietta Farrell, Assistant in Laundering and Dry Cleaning. 
Millie Williams, Assistant in Laundering and Dry Cleaning. 
James R. Tapscott, Assistant Driving Instructor. 
D. W. Martin, Assistant Engineer. 
Ethel M. Phillips, Stenographer. 
Alice Shields, Telephone Operator. 
D. L. Wayne, Storekeeper. 
A. T. Rucker, Assistant in Tailoring. 
Alice V. Muckelroy, Acting Assistant in Tailoring. 
R. B. Bridgeman, Landscape Gardener. 
J. S. Tate, Student Telephone Operator. 
COURSE IN MECHANIC ARTS 
The course in Mechanic Arts is designed to give a thorough 
training in the fundamental principles of engineering and in­
dustry. The instruction is given by the means of lectures, reci­
tations and practice work in the shop and laboratory. It is not 
possible in the short time to give the student skill in trades tha~ 
comes from long practice, but his work may be deemed as ar 
apprenticeship, and since his mind is trained his advancement 
in any branch will be rapid. The main object is to have him s 
trained that it will give him a broader view of the whole indus­
trial system. 
Training is given in technical subjects such as mechanic-
drawing, electricity and hydraulics. This training will still be 1 
ter fit them for any work related to the trades, as each subie 
is given in such a way as to show its industrial application. 
4. j cultural side is not neglected. English Literature "H 
AArtv,an^ Economnjs are offered. Strong courses in Science ar 
Mathematics are offered on account of the close relation th 
these two branches bear to modern industry and engineer! re­
courses in Education are offered in order that tb^ „ + § 
ifay be able to understand the principle" and p̂ foŝ û eS 
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ing this branch. The study of human mind as applied to edu­
cational and industrial life is carried on. The educational pro­
gress of this and other countries is studied. Methods, School 
Administration and Vocational Guidance are also studied. 
The whole course is outlined so as to make not only an in­
telligent leader in the industrial lines, but also a man that will be 
able to take an active part in the development of the community 
in which he lives. 
The graduate of this course will be equipped to become a 
teacher of related subjects, such as physics, chemistry, mathe­
matics, and drawing, in a vocational school, and with a few 
months of outside experience in one of the trades, teacher of 
that trade or field worker in industrial education. There is a 
growing demand for teachers of this class. 
The graduate will also be fitted to become a leader in the 
trade he wishes to follow. He may become a carpenter, plumber, 
blacksmith, auto mechanic, and finally a director of these various 
enterprises, such as a garage owner. 
In addition, he has the proper foundation for further engi­
neering studies. 
The student on satisfactorily completing this course will be 
awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
For description of cultural subjects see announcement of the 
department in which they are taught. 
101, 102. Steam and Gas Power. 
Freshman year, both semesters. An elementary study is 
made of steam and engines, gas engines and the elements of 
automotive engineering. 
103. Mechanical Drawing. 
Freshman year, first semester. Part of the semester is de­
voted to freehand drawing from geometrical solids, common ob­
jects and still life. Special attention is given to measuring, di­
mensioning and describing machines. Orthographic projection 
is included. 
10U- Descriptive Geometry. 
Freshman year, second semester. Class room and lectures 
on general and special problems relating to points, lines, planes 
and solids. 
105. Woodwork. 
Freshman year, first semester. Shop practice in the use of 
common bench tools and power machinery for working in wood, 
as applied to joinery, elements of construction and cabinet. 
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106, 205. Forging. 
Fieshman year, second semester, and sophomore year, first 
semester. Shop practice in the use of blacksmith and general 
toi ge tools m the working of iron and steel. Proper methods of 
tempering, annealing, welding, case hardening, etc., are taught. 
108. Mechanism. 
t ., Fr„esh"lan year, second semester. A careful study is made 
ot the fundamental elements of machinery with reference to the 
tiansmission of motion and force, and to their forms and ar­
rangement in actual machines. 
110. Materials of Construction. 
• Fieshman year, second semester. A study of various ma­
terials of engineering, where obtained or how manufactured. 
202. 309. Mechanical Drawing. 
Sophomore year, second semester, and junior year, first 
semester. Detail drawing of parts of machines and making of 
assembly drawings from the detail drawings. 
203. Shades and Shadows and Perspective. 
Sophomore year, first semester. The application of the 
Puir^Cip descriptive geometry in casting architectural 
shadows. The principles of rendering is also taught. In this 
course the study and practical application of the theory of per­
spective will be given. 
204. Surveying. 
Sophomore year, second semester. This is a brief course in 
the use and care of surveying instruments. 
206, 311, 312. Machine Shop. 
Sophomore year, second semester, and junior year, both 
jesters. Work is given in chipping, filing, shaper, scraping 
drilling and turning on the lathe. 
503, 504. Applied Machines. 
Junior year, both semesters. A study is made of analytical 
and giaphical composition, resolution and conditions of equi­
librium of concurrent and non-concurrent forces: center of 
gravity, frictmn moments of inertia, relation between forces 
acting on rapid bodies and resulting motions of work, energy 
and power and of the resistance of material on pipes riveted 
joints, beams, columning, etc. ecea 
305, 306. Thermodynamics. 
Junior year, both semesters. A study of heat power- en 
gineering, including steam engineering, steam turbines o-ao o 
^ines, compressed air and refrigerating machinery g en~ 
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307, 308. Electrical Engineering. 
Junior year, both semesters. The study of the principles of 
electricity and magnetism, simple electric circuits, primary and 
secondary batteries, battery charging, simple telephone circuits, 
the magnetic circuit, inductance and capacity. 
310. Machine Design. 
Junior year, second semester. Designing of an engineering 
structure. 
401. Elements of Reinforced Concrete. 
Senior year, first semester. The theories of stress distribu­
tion and the various systems of reinforcing. Elementary de­
sign is taken up. 
402. Working Drawing. 
Senior year, second semester. Various details of buildings 
are drawn to scale. One complete set of plans for a small build­
ing is required to be drawn. 
402. Graphic Statics. 
Senior Year, first semester. Use of the force and equilib­
rium polygons in determining resultants, reactions, centers of 
gravity, bending moments, practical applications are made. 
404- Estimating. 
Senior year, second semester. Practice is given in esti­
mating quantities of material needed in a small dwelling and a 
fireproof building. 
405. Industrial Education. Vocational Education. 
Senior year, first semester. The purpose of this course is 
to give a clear understanding of the growth and importance of 
trade industrial education. Vocational guidance is considered. 
The various provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act is also studied. 
406. Industrial Education—Job Analysis. 
Senior year, second semester. The course as outlined by 
Charles Allen is closely studied. 
407. 408. Architectural Design. 
Senior year, both semesters. Simple problems involving 
the use of the orders and more advanced problems in planning. 
Composition and presentation. Rendering in India and water 
colors. 
409, 410. History of Architecture. 
Senior year, both semesters. Study is made of the Egyptian, 
Western, Asiatic, Grecian, Roman, early Christian, Byzantine, 
Romanesque and Gothic styles. 
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411, 412. Surveying. 
Senior Year, both semesters. The making of land, top­
ographical and triangulation surveys. 
414- Railroad Engineering. 
Senior year, second semester. The theory and practice of 
simple course is taught in both class room and field. 
424- Drainage and Irrigation. 
Senior year, second semester. A study is made of the ap­
plication of engineering principles to the design and construc­
tion of drainage and irrigation works. 
415. Direct Current Machines. 
Senior year, first semester. A detailed study of the funda­
mental principles underlying the various types of direct cur­
rent machines with laboratory work. 
416. Alternating Current Machines. 
Senior year, second semester. A detailed study of alternat­
ing current principles as applied to generators, motors and trans­
formers, with laboratory work. 
417. 418. Communication Engineering. 
Senior year, both semesters. Study is made of magneto and 
central battery circuit, alternating current, telegraphy, tele­
phone cable construction, poles, towers, insulators, radio com­
munication. 
419, 420. Machie Design. 
Senior year, both semesters. Design of machine elements 
will be given in this course. The object is to enable the student 
to design ordinary machines and to be able to make proper draw­
ings for the manufacturer of the machine. 
422. Shop Management and Shop Records. 
Senior year, second semester. The object of this course is 
to give the student the fundamental principles underlying the 
arrangement of machinery, production and keeping of records. 
425. Cartography. 
Conventional methods of plotting, surveys, and drawing 
maps. 
SHOP TEACHERS 
In order to meet the demand for shop teachers a short course 
will be offered. 
This course offers an opportunity for men already skilled 
in their trade to prepare themselves as teachers so as to qualif v 
for work under the Smith-Hughes Law. Shop teachers are 
needed not only in the cities but also in the rural schools to give 
instructions in farm mechanics. 
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The applicant for this course shall have completed the work 
of the elementary school or its equivalent. He shall have two 
years' trade experience beyond the period of learning the trade. 
He shall be at least twenty-one years old possess good health, and 
character. 
The course will be arranged according to shop in which 
the work is taken. 
General Methods 30 
Practice Methods 30 
Related Mathematics 20 
Drawing 60 
Science 60 
Observation and Practice Teaching 60 
220 
Trade contract twenty weeks in at least two of the above 
trades. 
Not more than ten weeks in one trade can be taken during 
the summer vacation or after graduation. 960 hours. 
TRADE COURSES 
Trade or vocational courses are offered for the benefit of 
two classes of students: (1) Those who cannot afford the time 
or expense of taking a longer course and who desire to apply 
their limited time directly to acquiring more skill in some one 
industry with a view to following it as a trade; and (2) for the 
benefit of those who are engaged in some industry but who 
feel the need of acquiring more skill and efficiency in the work 
in which they are at present engaged. 
LENGTH OF CORSES 
All trade courses except four are planned to extend through 
one academic year. The courses in Printing, Cabinet Making, 
House Building, and Tailoring, are outlined for two years. It 
may be possible, however, for those who have had some practi­
cal experience in a trade to complete the course in a shorter 
time. However, no certificate will be granted until a full year 
has been devoted to the work. An applicant who has had some 
experience in a trade may be admitted to advanced standing 
provided that satisfactory evidence is shown of his ability to do 
the work. It is recommended that those who have had some ex­
perience in a trade endeavor to enroll at the beginning of one 
of the regular terms of the College year. 
Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, 
Plumbing, and Auto Mechanics, Tractor Repair and Operation, 
will be organized upon the application of five in each branch. 
These courses will be more in the nature of extension work. The 
practicing carpenter may wish to be able to read blue prints or 
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learn plumbing; the blacksmith may wish to know automobile 
electna y or automobile repairing. The object of these courses 
wiii be to fill this need. These courses are primarily for per­
sons of mature age. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE 
In order to enter a trade or vocational course, the appli­
cant must be at least sixteen years of age, and must have com­
pleted the seventh grade, but in all cases admission is granted 
on the approval of the Principal. 
EXPENSES 
Trade or vocational students must pay the regular entrance 
tees, including maintenance, cost of uniform, etc. They will 
also be under the same regulations as the students taking the 
regular courses. All students are expected to do willingly, at 
all times, what appears to be to the best interest of the College 
community. An opportunity is offered for the students taking a 
trade or vocational course to earn all or a part of their College 
expenses. A laboratory fee is charged in Auto Mechanics. 
TRADE COURSE CERTIFICATES 
Upon the satisfactory completion of a trade or vocational 
coui se a special Industrial Certificate of Proficiency will be 
awarded. As previously stated above, a certificate will not be 
issued unless the applicant has spent the full year in attendance 
and completed the required course. 
AUTO MECHANICS 
, . Purpose of this course is to enable the student to ob-
flTini_a •rou£b training in the fundamental principles of Auto 
Mechanics and its related subjects so as to form a sound founda­
tion upon which to build future experience by the practical ap­
plication of the knowledge thus gained. 
TUITION FEE 
Each student is required to pay upon registration » 
v (Te.n Dollars), to cover cost of materials 
! "? ^ instruction in addition to regular entrance fees, 
i also be required to purchase individual tool kits 
and text books which will be kept on hand at the College Ex-
apm-fximate no"6?!' ^ C°St °1 text-books and tools will 
the student become the permanent property of 
/en ^"be regular ?°urse is scheduled to cover a period of nine 
(9) months; this is divided into what is known as first and sec 
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Automotive Science. 
The underlying principles governing the operation of the 
Internal Combustion Engine, the study of the function of other 
units of automotive equipment, together with the auxiliary elec­
trical equipment is known as Automotive Science. I he prin­
ciples and functions of each unit are covered m this subject. 
Two double periods weekly are devoted to this subject. 
Text-books: Wright's Automotive Repair, Vol. I and 11. 
Shop Mathematics. . „ . . , . . 
Mathematics is such a bisic subject m all mechanical trades 
that no student can hope to successfully compete with other 
trained men unless he possesses sufficient knowledge ot the 
everyday mathematics used in his work. In order to pipperly 
stress this subject, one period daily is devoted to the review ot 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Common and 
Decimal Fractions, Ratio and Proportion, Square Root, Percent­
age and Interest, together with the study of Algebraic Symbols, 
some Practical Geometry and many short methods of shop cal­
culation pertaining to Auto Mechanics. (Hale Practical Shop 
Mathematics is used as text-book). 
Automotive Drafting. 
Three double periods weekly will be devoted to freehand 
perspective and isometric sketching of automobile parts. Prac­
tice in the reading of various blue prints relative to automobile 
electrical systems, etc., will be given. 
Elementary Automotive Physics. 
Two periods weekly will be given to the study of physical 
principles often encountered in the functions of the different 
units of the automobile. The subject embraces laboratory work 
which attempts to prove by experimentations, some of the state­
ments made relative to matter and energy. Matter, Fluid Pres­
sure, Motion and Force, Heat and Energy, Sound, Light, Gases, 
Electricity and some chemical actions are covered. (Milligen 
& Gale Practical Physics is used for reference book). 
Shop Practice. 
Sufficient equipment is available to enable euch student to 
receive ample practice in the dissembly, reassembly, and the re­
pair of all chassis units such as the motor, clutch, transmission, 
final drive, and steering assembly on pleasure cars, commercial 
cars, and tractors. Sixteen periods weekly are devoted to this 
subject during the first semester. (Text-book: Wright's Auto­
motive Repair, Vols. I and II.) 
Automotive Blacksmithing. 
It is not infrequent that the auto mechanic has a type of 
work to do in which he finds it necessary to apply to a blacksmith 
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for aid. In Automotive Blacksmithing, the student acquires 
sufficient knowledge of blacksmithing to enable him to handle 
jobs of this type. One double period weekly will be devoted to 
this subject which will include the care of the forge, making 
a fire, heating, drawing, pointing, bending, upsetting, temper­
ing, and making simple tools such as chisels, punches valve 
lifters, etc. 
Elementary Machine Shop Practice. 
The auto mechanic should have sufficient knowledge of the 
machine shop practice related to his work as well as the care of 
the tools used therein. One double period weekly is devoted to 
this subject during the first semester, which covers bench work, 
vice work, chipping, filing, arbor press work, power hack saw 
work, drilling, tapping, threading, grinding, etc. 
Electrical Repairs. 
Enough electrical practice is given to enable the student to 
apply the principles learned in automotive science to practical 
electrical repair work. Two hours daily will be devoted to this 
work during the second semester which will give the student 
practice in the repair of the various types of ignition systems, 
magnetoes, starting motors, generators, electrical control de­
vices as well as sufficient road work in trouble shooting inci­
dental to same. 
Text-book: Wright's Automotive Electrical Repair, Vol. 
III. 
Vulcanizing. 
Present day motor vehicles require the highest degree of 
protection to their delicate mechanism from vibrations pro­
duced by excessive road shocks. The use of pneumatic tires is 
one of the greatest factors in pleasure, comfort, speed, in pleas­
ure vehicles, and less vibration, greater speed, and low gaso­
line consumption in commercial vehicles. 
But few drivers fully realize the value of properly caring for 
their tire equipment. The component parts of the tire (rubber 
fabric) are often called upon to do the work of steel. And under 
such severe stress, their lives are very short unless properly 
cared for. This subject aims principally to enable the student 
to care for his tire equipment, and to make intelligent recom­
mendations when he is not in a position to do the work himself 
The subject covers tire conservation, prevention of injuries, 
diagnosing tire and tube troubles, repairing of punctures, blow­
outs, splicing, etc., on tubes, all types of repair on fabric cord 
and giant truck pneumatic tires including fabric breaks rim 
cuts, all types of sectional repair and some retreading. 
Two hours daily will be devoted to this subject during- tho 
second semester. Ine 
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(Text-books: Goodyear Tire Repair Manual and Wright's 
Manual for Tire Service Men, Vol. IV). 
Oxy-Acetylene Welding. 
A knowledge of joining metals by the hot flame of the oxy-
acetylene torch is indispensable to a successful repairman. We 
reserve a scrap pile of parts of automobiles that are liable to 
become broken and require welding. During some part of the 
last semester, each student will be taught the fundamental prin­
ciple of oxy-acetylene welding, as well as given sufficient prac­
tice in welding light cast, heavy cast, steel, brass, copper and 
aluminum, as to form the foundation of future specialization. 
Soldering will be included in this subject. 
A student successfully completing the above course will be 
awarded a certificate pronouncing him a General Automotive 
Repairman. He will then be able to hold a position in a shop 
as general repairman or helper, and those who are always on 
the alert to apply the principles here gained, under the watch­
ful eye of the master mechanic, ought have little difficulty, after 
a time, in qualifying for a higher position. 
Students other than the specials may pursue the course as an 
industry, receiving credit for same, but they will be required to 
devote the same number of hours, altogether through a longer 
period, before receiving full credit. 
OBSERVATION TRIPS 
The student's success depends to a great extent upon his 
power of observation. The student is given an opportunity to 
study actual conditions in a commercial shop. Two trips will be 
made to Houston, (the largest industrial city in the near vi­
cinity of Prairie View), for the purpose of visiting kindred 
mechanical industries. We are endeavoring to make permanent 
arrangements to include the Ford Assembling Plant and South­
ern Motor Co., Houston. 
STORAGE BATTERY WORK. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
The object of this course is to train expert Battery Repair­
men and Battery Service Station Operators. The student is 
taught the fundamental principles of battery repair and bat­
tery construction. The course is outlined to cover a period of 
nine months. 
Commercial methods of generating electric current. 
Simple electrical circuits. 
Electrical conventions and wiring diagrams. 
Chemical action and development of E. M. F. 
Primary and secondary cells. 
Function of storage cell parts. 
Plates, acid, jars and cases. 
Assembling plates. 
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Gas and electric lead burning. 
Methods of sealing. 
Charging and charging equipment. 
Phenomena accompanying charging and discharging. 
Testing; Cadmium, watee-hour, specific gravity. 
Storing the completed battery. 
The modern storage battery station. 
Organization, equipment and purchasing of materials. 
Analysis of costs and setting retail price. 
The battery manufacturer and the battery station. 
Advertising and the newspaper. 
Policy. 
Text: The Automobile Storage Battery, Its Care and 
Repair, Ambu Electrical Co., Chicago, 111. 
GENERAL BLACKSMITHING 
One Year 
The aim of this course is to impart to the student the 
knoAvledge of the principles of general blacksmithing, and to 
give a thorough training in the practice of same. 
Blacksmithing Practice. 
This course will include the following: care of shop, making 
of fires, selection of tools, forging, heating, drawing out, form­
ing, bending, twisting, upsetting, welding, chain making. Steel: 
drawing, forming, refining, tempering, spring and tool making. 
Horseshoeing and Wheelwrighting. 
The work of this course will be extremely practical, as all 
general blacksmithing for the college is done in this department. 
Shop Machinery and Management. 
This course will include study of the various types of ma­
chines used in blacksmith shops, together with the proper method 
of carrying on work in shops. 
Drawing. 
This course includes the use of instruments, lettering, ortho­
graphic projection and elementary drawing and working draw­
ings of wagons and buggies. 
Shop Mathematics. 
Review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, common 
and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, measures 
and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry. 
Science. 
This course includes the elements of mechanics, of metals 
and veterinary science as applied to anatomy of a horse's foot 
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English. 
This course includes grammar, composition and rhetoric as 
given to students in the first year of the Academic department. 
The aim is to have the workman prepare to express himself 
clearly. 
Bookkeeping. 
The bookeeping as taught here will apply especially to the 
needs of accounting in the blacksmith sho pand will also include 
cost finding and purchasing. 
CARPENTRY 
The course in Carpentry will be divided in two sections: 




The student will be given orthographic and exonometric 
projection, blue printing and elementary furniture design. 
Practice. 
In practice will be given bench work, wood turning, mill 
work and cabinet and furniture making. 
Finishing. 




Sketching orthographic projection and the drawing of a 
complete set of plans for a two-story frame building. 
Practice. 
Foundation, framing, putting on siding, sheeting, shing­
ling, setting window frames, interior finish, stair building. 
PLUMBING 
One Year 
The object of this course is to prepare young men as plumb­
ers and steamfitters. 
Plumbing. 
Names and care of tools, cutting and threading pipe, tap­
ping water mains, running sewer pipe, running soil, calking, 
wiping joints, soldering, roughing in bathroom and toilet fix­
tures, setting bathroom and toilet fixtures, connecting boilers, 
engines and pumps to water and steam lines, repair work of all 
kinds, steam heat and hot water connections, study of plumb­
ing laws and city ordinances. 
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Drawing. 
This course includes the use of instruments, lettering and 
sketching, orthographic projection, floor plans and sections of 
buildings with the putting in of complete plumbing layouts. 
Shop Mathematics. 
Review of the fundamental operations of arithmetic, com­
mon and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, meas­
ures and weights, fundamental concept of geometry, estimat­
ing costs. 
Science. 
Elementary principles of physics and sanitation. 
English. 
This course includes grammar, composition and rhetoric as 
given to students in the first year of the Academic department. 




The purpose of this course is to prepare the students who 
not only will be competent printers, but will also be able to take 
complete charge of a small shop. This course is designed to run 
two years. 
English. 
Grammar, composition, rhetoric, spelling, punctuation, cap­
italization, paragraphing, proof reading, are related to the print 
shop. 
Shop Hygiene. 
Health, sanitation, and safety as applied to groups as well 
as to individuals. 
Shop Mathematics. 
Calculation of materials, weights and size. 
Printing. 
Exercises in composition involving all the operations used 
in setting book pages and in publishing the school paper. 
Design. 
Effective arrangement of type and matter as to color, har­
monizing, balance, proportion and emphasis. 
History of Printing. 
A general history course of the printing art from its be 
ginning to date. 
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Science. 
The chemistry of printing as it relates to the industry, law 
of physics and elementary application of mechanism used about 
the shop. 
Accounting. 
Bookkeeping, cost finding and estimating. 
COURSE IN MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 
One Year 
Machine Shop Practice. 
Thirty-six weeks. This course aims to provide the thorough 
training required of a competent all-round mechinist. The in­
struction consists of shop work and lectures. Students work 
from drawings and blue prints throughout. Construction and 
use of common tools, laying out, chipping, filing, tapping, and 
threading with dies, etc. Use of measuring instruments. Drill 
press work, simple forging. Lathe, shapes and milling work; 
leveling and aligning shafting, babbiting bearings. Grinding 
tools. Forging and hardening various kinds of chisels and 
punches. 
Shop Mathematics. 
The instruction in all cases is by concrete examples and 
problems relating to the trade. Arithmetic, fractions, decimals, 
discount, elementary geometry chiefly the measurements of an­
gles, chords, and arcs, areas of triangles, rectangles, circles, and 
cubic contents of tanks, bins, cylinders, cones, and other bodies. 
English and metric system of weights and measures: formulae. 
Simple fundamental processes applied to solution of shop prob­
lems. 
Science. 
This course consists of problems involving the laws of the 
lever, wheel and axle, inclined plane, screw, wedge, etc., ex­
pansion and contraction of solids, liquids and gases, water pres­
sure; horse power of pumps and engines. Physical properties 
of machinery materials; metals, their scource, weight, strength, 
color, hardness, malleability, ductility and use, chief alloys, brass, 
bronze, babbitt, etc., and uses. Cast iron, wrought iron" and steel 
manufacture, use and strength. Special steels in automobile and 
tool construction, expansion and shrinkage in metals and cast­
ings, compositions and properties of mouldings and slage. 
Mechanical Drawing. 
In drafting, the aim is to give the student familiarity with 
working drawings so that he may read a drawing intelligently 
and work from it and make when necessary his own working 
drawings. Attention is given to rough freehand dimensions and 
sketching. General use and care of drawing instruments. Free-
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hand lettering, proper placing of views, dimensions and titles. 
Drafting conventions, pencil drawings of machine parts, prac­
tical drill in projections and revaluations of solids. Conven­
tions in pipe sizes. Drawing from sketches and data. Mak­
ing detail from layout or assembly drawings. 
English. 
The chief aim of this course is to train the student to think 
clearly about his work and to be able to express himself in the 




The object of this course is to prepare the student to become 
a practical shoemaker in order that he may be able to take care 
of the class or work found in the average town or in the city. 
Shoemaking Practice. 
This course includes sole nailing, the use of tools, leather­
ing of old shoes, fitting half soles for nail work, fitting soles 
for sewed work, the proper method of applying the nailed soles 
to the welt bottom and to a McKay bottom, stitching on half 
soles on welt and turn sole bottoms, finishing bottoms and edges 
by hand and machinery, putting on patches by hand stitch and 
machine stitch, cementing, revamping old shoes, building up 
last when not large enough for measurement, cutting soles and 
channels by hand method and machine method, lasting the up­
pers over a wood last after the counter and toe box have been 
fitted and pasted in, sewing welt on welt-bottom shoes, putting 
on shanks on bottom filler, putting on bottom soles, making new 
shoes and boots complete. 
Drawing. 
This C0U.TS includes the use of instruments, lettering and 
sectkms^ or^ographic projection, and development of inter-
Grade and Pattern Making. 
course is a continuation of drawing and its nractinni 
?ngP ofnaTternff6 US6 in shoemakî  win fnclude themak­ing ot patterns from measurements and fitting. 
Shop Mathematics. 
Leather Manufacture and Uses. 
is course will not only include the manufacture of the dif­
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ferent kinds of leather, but will also give the student a thorough 
knowledge of the kinds and uses of the different leathers. 
Bookkeeping. 
The proper shoe shop accounting is taught in this course. 
Estimating, cost finding and purchase are also given in order 
that the student may be able to conduct his trade on sound busi­
ness principles. 
,English. 
Grammar, composition, and rhetoric as given to students in 
the first year of academic work will be given to these students in 
order that they may be able to express themselves clearly. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 
One Year 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to ope­
rate and to make ordinary repairs necessary around in the steam 
plant of a small town, and act as assistant engineer m plants 
of larger cities. 
Boiler Room. , , . , ,, 
Practice in firing both the return tubular boiler and the 
water tube boiler, together with the operation and maintenance 
of boiler feed water pumps and feed water heaters. 
Engine Room. 
Practice in engine and dynamo attendance and maintenance 
on various types of machinery, including the Corliss engine, high 
speed cut-off engines, air compressors and turbines. 
Ic6 PLSCTFYLT* 
Practice in operation and the maintenance of ice making and 
refrigerating machinery. 
Forging. . , , ... ,, 
Practice in heating, drawing out, bending, upsetting, weld­
ing, tempering and hardening of iron and steel, and making of 
small tools. 
Machine Shop Practice. 
Practice in shaping, filing, babbiting, soldering, drilling, 
and turning. 
Pipe Fitting. . „ 
Practice in cutting and threading pipe, connecting boilers, 
engines and pumps to water and steam lines. 
DTCLWITIQS. 
This course includes the use of instruments, sketching, or­
thographic projection, and pipe drawing. 
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Steam Power. 
This course includes the study of the various types of boi­
lers, steam engines, and auxiliaries. 
Essentials of Electricity. 
In this course fundamental principles underlying alternate 
and direct current, and a few industrial applications will be 
given. 
Shop Mathematics. 
Review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, common 
and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, measures 
and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry. 
English. 
Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in the 
regular academic course. It is the plan to develop within the 
student the proper method of expression. 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING 
One Year 
The object of this course is to fit the student for work in 
either the hand or steam laundries in our larger cities and also 
to prepare him to take complete charge of this class of work in 
the small towns throughout the State. 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning. 
Practice work will be given in all phases of laundering and 
dry cleaning, and will include work with cylinder washers, ex­
tractors, shirt starching, starch cookers, flat work ironers, col­
lar and shirt ironers, pressing machines, collar shapers, and 
other machinery found in first class laundries. Since all of 
the work of the College and the students is done in our College 
laundry, this work will be extremely practical. 
Hat Making. 
fimsh™\nSSdtog!Ude PreSSing' SiZing' P0™™*' Wooing, 
Science. 
course will include the study of the effect soft and hard 
f n!lv r,f ^, en1r cIeaning preparations and uses of each; the 
study of and experiments with common bluing and dyeing. 
Shop Mathematics. 
Of J,,XwCf°Urse includes the review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roofs 
of geomefr'v Ta?d and f^danren7aiafdonrc°e0pta 
laundiy machinery? WI" be glVGn °n princiPles underlying 
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B°0/Laumlty accounting office records will be given in this 
course as it applies to either steam laundry of hand laundry. 
Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in reg­
ular academic work will be given to these students in order to 
develop the proper methods of expression. 
The manufacture of cotton, linen, silk, and woolen gar­
ments will be given in order that the structure will be under­
stood and that the proper method of laundering will be taken in 
each case. TAILORING 
Two Years 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to be­
come a practical tailor and garment repairer. Students com­
pleting this course will be enabled to enter the tailoring trad 
and to do creditable work. 
Tall°pTacticeam hand needle work, basting and making different 
kinds of stitches; measurements; practicem^ 
trousers; Prince Alberts; cut-aways, and double-breasted coats. 
^?a^The drafting includes uses of instruments, lettering and 
sketching, orthographic projection, and development. 
^^^Consfte^dfafting and cutting of trousers, coats and vests. 
Te.' tdes. various materials such as serge, woreteds both 
as to their manufacture and use, and the proper method for 
working up into garments. 
Tail°kl\osQ study^?the various types of machines used in tailor­
ing. 
BUSI A^study of repairing, cleaning and pressing of men's and 
women's clothing in general. 
^°°^Accounting as applicable to tailor shop practice will be 
given so that the student will be able to keep accounts piopei y. 
^Grammar composition and rhetoric as given students in 
the rSulTShege bourse. The aim is to have the workman pre­
pare to express himself cleaily. 
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SCHOOL OF NURSE TRAINING 
J. M. Franklin, M. D„ Resident Physician. 
E. B. Evans, D. V. M., Bacteriology 
L. M. Mitchell, D. D. S„ Dentist . 
Marie^ SlickRRNM' ^ ^ SuPerintendent of Nurses. 
Marie A. Slack, R. N., Assistant Superintendent of Nurses 
M Princess Alexander, R. N„ Head Nurse. 
Elizabeth C. May, B. S., Dietetics. 
Emma E. Byias, B. S., Chemistry. 
training forSproL^ionto,^lveto. y°ung women 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
to give evidence of moral character mnlt ^ vi u able 
niat?fVefcScte°rf fromVmŜ  » hysic" an' ™ d 
Kffint̂ Tb̂ M 
tmthe SuperfntJndent^f'the Schfocfl request *£& 
taining rules and regulations Si b)f Cursing, a pamphlet con-
admitted at the beginning of «IL 6 fu™lshed- Students are 
in January. De£lnni^ 0f each semester m September and 
TERMS OF ACCEPTANCE 
months, T wS Tim?tK'S001 fis °n Probation for three 
Nursing decides as to her apparent^itnesqT1 +n the Scho°l of 
advisability of retaining or dLsSsfnv her mJ6 WOr,k> and the 
nod is included in the time ne™eSrv fn fin wf°bation Pe-
accepted, the nurse must a vree + u • finish the course, if 
the Hospital and TrSg School The the rules of 
School of Nursing controls evonifv,- Superintendent of the 
ciphne and duties of the nurses A nimilPektaming to the dis-
been satisfactory, and who has dono whose deportment has 
WMt' »"« — ^Sfred exaStiSl 
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diploma of the School at the completion of the regular three 
years course. 
EXPENSES 
There is no fee for tuition, but on arrival each pupil nurse 
must deposit at the office of the Treasurer the amount of $20.00. 
This does not cover the cost of text-books required, for which 
the additional sum of $15.00 is necessary. If the pupil nurse is 
accepted, aftre her probation period has expired, uniforms are 
furnished out of the deposit of the first year for the uniforms of 
that year alone. It consists of three dresses, three or more aprons, 
collars and cuffs. The uniform of the probation period is brought 
by the pupil nurse with her. Samples of the goods and patterns 
by which the uniforms are made are furnished when notice is 
given on the date on which the applicant is requested to report 
for duty. Each candidate must bring with her a sufficient num­
ber of sheets, pillow case, blankets and white spreads to make 
the necessary changes for her bed. She must also bring the fol­
lowing articles: four hand towels, pocket tape measure, thimble, 
umbrella, raincoat, and overshoes. 
Black commonsense shoes with rubber heels must be worn 
when on duty. No other colors or kinds will be allowed to be 
worn on duty. Each pupil must provide herself with a common 
cheap watch which has a second hand. 
A vacation will be allowed each nurse during the summer 
between the regular session and the summer session or between 
the summer session and the fall session. Examinations are held 
at the end of each semester. Requirements for promotion and 
passing are the same as those which obtain in other divisions of 
the College. Our hospital is equipped with all the facilities 
necessary to be used in any modern hospital. The service sof 
skilled surgeons are employed in all operative cases. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
101, 102. Anatomy and Physiology. 
Seventy-two hours are given to these subjects. The aim is 
to give a working knowledge of the human body in its mech­
anism and the functioning of its organs. Text: Williams. 
107, 108. Chemistry, Toxicology. 
The object is to serve as a basis for the more intelligent 
study of physiology, dietetics, household economy, materia med-
ica, to make the pupil more observant of the chemical phenom­
ena of every day life, especially those things of practical and 
economical importance as pertains to nursing and hospital life. 
101. Hygiene and Sanitation. 
Emphasis is laid upon prsonal hygiene of the nurse that 
she may be physically, mentally and socially fit to adminitser to 
the needs of others. This is best accomplished when she is an 
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example of the health which she wishes to recommend to others. 
The teaching of community and municipal hygiene naturally 
follow personal hygiene. In this field the trained nurse becomes 
the valued asistant of the health officials. 
101. Dietetics. 
This work embraces the following: Physiology of digestion, 
classes of foods; the part they play in nutrition; preparation of 
foods; feeding the sick; rectal alimentation; diet lists. Text: 
Friedenwald and Ruhrah. 
102. Diet in Disease. 
So much attention is now being paid to the importance of 
diet in many diseases that the work of a semester in the Junior 
and Middle years is given to impress upon the mind of the pupil 
nurse that her application of her knowledge of the chemistry and 
physiology of digestion may make her the asistant of the phy­
sician. Text: Proudfit. 
101. Ethics, Nursing History. 
The basis of the instruction in ethics is the Florence 
Nightingale Pledge, the teachings of the Bible, altruism, and 
frugality. The history of nursing is given that the pupil nurse 
may understand her responsibility which she has taken on her­
self when she decided to enter the oldest of professions, the 
present day requirements and the opportunities of the calling. 
Text: Aikens, Goodnow. 
101. Nursing Procedures. 
This embraces the technic of all treatments given to pa­
tients. Sanders' Modern Nursing, Jamme's Nursing Procedures, 
Frederick's Outlines, are the authorities which are used. 
102. Hospital Housekeeping. 
The object is to impress the pupil nurse with the importance 
of good housekeeping in the hospital, to teach her to use in­
telligence and economy in the care of hospital supplies, to or­
ganize her work and to attain a degree of efficiency in her 
technic. 
201. Materia Medica. 
Classification of drugs, their action, and administration is 
the work first given. Just enough of this is given to render the 
nurse an assistant to the physician in noting the effects of the 
medicines, and in detecting when the drugs has reached its 
therapeutic limit. Text: Paul. 
201. Bacteriology. 
A general study of the morphology, physiology, and classi­
fication of bacteria; the production of enzymes, toxins, and vac 
cmes, sterilization, purification of water, etc. Text: Eisenburg. 
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201, 202. Medical Nursing. 
Fevers in general, the acute infection fevers, their causes, 
signs, courses, stages, symptoms, prognosis, care and manage­
ment are given due attention in this course. Text: Paul. 
201, 202. Surgical Nursing. 
The work of this course takes up in detail a review of anti­
septics, disinfectants, deodorants. It stresses the importance of 
properly prepared dressings, instruments, administration of 
anesthesia, the care before and after operations. Text: Stoney. 
201. Obstetrics. 
In this subject the structure and function of the female 
organs of reproduction, care during pregnancy, duties of the 
nurse during labor, care during the puerperal period are 
thoroughly taught. Each pupil must care for at least three 
labor cases before graduation. Text: De Lee. 
202. Urinalysis. 
A urinalysis is made for every patient who enters the hos­
pital for treatment. This is done daily as long as it is deemed 
necessary. Laboratory work is done by the pupils and findings 
are recorded with a view to arriving at the state of the urinary 
tract and reaching a proper diagnosis of the case. Text: Mar-
quardt. 
202. Hydrotherapy. 
The uses of water in the alleviation of symptoms and in 
the treatment of diseases are given in the forms of baths, packs, 
enemata, douches and in all cases where water may be em­
ployed in therapy. 
301. Diseases of Children. 
A survey of the diseases of children as distinguished from 
diseases of adults is taken up as to onset, course, prognosis, 
care and treatment. The diseases of the various tracts and 
organs of special sensation, and nutritional diseases receive due 
emphasis. 
301. Gynecology. 
The points emphasized are the location of the organs of gen­
eration, their functions, diseases, positions for examination, 
proper draping of patients, and palliative treatments which are 
in province of the nurse. 
301. Massage. 
The anatomy and physiology of the muscular, nervous and 
circulatory systems are given a thorough review as a basis for 
the manipulations of the bones and soft tissues. In order to ef­
fect the circulation or respiration, the excretions or the secre-
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tions the nurse must be intelligent in her work so that she may 
know when massage is indicated and when it is contra-indicated. 
301. Psychiatry. 
On account of the intimate connection between mental and 
physical disorders a review of the mechanism of the nervous 
system is given. The nurse is instructed to note habits of 
thought and action and to endeavor to change them into the 
proper channel by the power of pursuasion and suggesion. This 
work is begun in the care of children and is continued in the 
care of adults. 
302. Public Health Nursing. 
An effort is made to acquaint the pupil nurse with those 
phases of hygiene which will qualify her for the work of school 
nurse, factory nurse, dispensary work, the work in milk sta­
tions, and work for insurance companies. 
301. Occupational Therapy. 
The object here is to acquaint the nurse with the out­
standing features o fthe particular disease that she may intelli­
gently care for the patient, to help her to appreciate the social 
and economical significance, and to secure her interest and co­
operation in removing the causes which produced the diseases. 
302. Emergency Nursing. 
The object of this course is to give the nurse the oppor­
tunity to prove her resourcefulness and adaptability in the mat­
ter of improvising ways and means of securing results in an 
emergency when hospital facilities are not at hand and when she 
is thrown on her own responsibility. 
302. Modern Social Conditions. 
Poverty, Philanthropy, crime, delinquency, education, rec­
reation, social hygiene, alcohol, drugs, immigration, methods of 
relief and prevention are the subjects which are discussed in 
this course. 
302. Professional Problems. 
Social and civic status of nurse, professional ethics, nurs­
ing economics, legal problems, nursing education, nursing leg­
islation, nursing organizations and publications are the sub­
jects of this course. 
302. Infant Feeding. 
Milk modification, feeding in the second year, diet of school 
children, and the feeding of sick children are taken up in de­
tail. Text: Hess, McCombs, Griffith, Holt. 
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REGULAR SESSION 1923-24 
SENIOR COLLEGE 
NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Abernethy, Mrs. Grace H. E Prairie View 
Allen, Vera Estelle Edu Waco 
Artis, Chauncey D Edu Gonzales 
Bell, Thelma E H. E Palestine 
Bledsoe, P. E Edu Prairie View 
Brown, James T Edu Houston 
Carter, W. P Ag Houston 
Chamberlain, Alice Edu Houston 
Collier, Madie N Edu Prairie View 
Collins, Mrs. G. W Edu Prairie View 
Daigle, L. Stanley Edu Brusley, La. 
Davis, Mrs. Marie J Edu Hempstead 
Edwards, Mary G Edu Houston 
Estelle, Jeanetta 0 H. E Waco 
Ewell, Costromer T Edu Houston 
Howard, Henrietta H. E College Station 
Jingles, Charles Edu Hempstead 
Jones, Mary L Edu Houston 
Keyes, Mattie Louise H. E Denison 
Laudd, Ada Edu Madisonville 
Marshall, Lonnie Ag Houston 
Martin, S. M Ag Wharton 
Middleton, Bessie B. - .H. E Dallas 
Minton, E. T Ag Nacogdoches 
Osborne, Leontine N H. E Prairie View 
Parrish, Steve Edu Cuero 
Reid, Bessie Lois H. E Hearne 
Richardson, Obadiah Edu Houston 
Reynolds, Theresa H. E Houston 
Sanders, Prof. G. O Edu Prairie View 
Staton, Luda B H. E Calvert 
Walker, James W Edu Austin 
*Williams, John H Ag Houstoon 
Williams, Mrs. Wylma M Edu Dallas 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Alexander, Mrs. Josephine Edu Prairie View 
Alexander, Prof. J. M Ag Prairie View 
Arnold, Frank Ag Manor 
Arthur, Bettie Edu Victoria 
Black, Ella Mae . .Edu Austin 
Bledsoe, Mrs. A. H Edu Prairie View 
Boozer, Irene Edu Corsicana 
Brown, Oneita Edu. Austin 
Buchanan, Odissa Edu. . Prairie View 
Collins, Cairo Edu _ Temple 
Collins, Marjorie Edu Prairie View 
Crouch, Geneva P H. E Tyler 
Gerald, Willie R Edu Marlin 
•Federal Trainees. 
ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Grigsby, Mrs. L. Hankins Edu Prairie View 
• ; Ag Waled' S™- ie s s e  L  Ag! ;;;;;;;;.. Smithvill(! 
Howard;j^aisy :Elu. ':::::::::;;:;;;;; Beaumont 
Henderson George .'i^Edu. Taylor 
Hendricks, George Edu T V 
Hill, Ulysses G. Ag " Dallas 
Joshua, Brooks E M A v 
Leffall, LaSalle Ag Fi™ J"™ 
Later, Tomye J, Edu; AnSS 
Matthews^ Theodore M. A. '. Bryai 
f f i f e - r ; ; ; : : : ; ; ; ; ; f  : ' •  ' •  ' •  ' •  ' •  ' •  ' •  ' •  :  
ft BenelLee'!!!!!!!!!!;;;! • •• it Ft-
™'cAngie B -W A  ' * '• '• '* '• • '* *• • *• '• * '• '• • • • Houston 
ReTv^s, ^Frances' " .*! .* .*!!.'!!!.' .*!!! !&*• —/.V. ****£& 
Reid, Mable Edu Rea„™„,?t 
Scott^I Frer M' ^ ' Chicago," 111. 
 C Edu Prairie View 
s S  &  b v :  ; ^ E ;  ;  •  •  J a c k s K *  
IKS; STS:Sf-E;::::::::::::::, 
Spears, L. Rohelia Edu Pittsburg 
Steward, Bessie Edu Austin 
Steward, Thelma L H. E Calvert 
K Ed„ -An^rson 
Thorne, Bercha Edu. . . Rastrnn 
Williams, Ara Mae Edu. Bastrop 
Williams, John W Ag. 





Alton, Irving W M A 
Anderson, Granville .... M A Kendleton 
Archie, Allene fdU Montgomery 
Archio, Christine Edu Hempstead 
Arthur, William Ag ' 
Barrens, Grady Edu. 
Hempstead 
ElderviUe 
Bremby, B. T." . ... ] A^" 
Britton, Velma p5' "' T Matador 
Brown, Ruth V. .. Frln Lamarque 
Burch, Ruby y?,, Beaumont 
Butler, Jesse PH„ Houston 
Cantley, Ethel King Edu ir Winona 
Curtis, Jonathan " pu,, Frankston 
Daniels, Walter M A •; • • • • • ; Rockdale 
Derry, G. C pj„ Ft- Huachuca, Ariz. 
Dixon, Roy Houston 
Durden, Thelma .' pS,, Hempstead 
Else, Odell M '. .... Edu Beaumont 
Houston 
* Federal Trainees. 
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NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Evans, Naomi Edu V.V.*.*.".Marshal" 
Fisher, Bertha ^au Mpxia 
Foreman Rochelle ...*., Edu "'.''''''''' '• '• '•' Beaumont 
Gentry, Robbie E Edu. Beaumont 
Gentry, Ruby Eau. Hnero 
Grimes, Zelema Mae H. E g' Cjty 
Hayes, Grace Edu Prairie View 
Henderson, Willie Mrs • • Galveston 
Huff, Thelma Edu Prairie view 
Hunter, Ira T Edu TataS 
J S ^ n i e - : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : e L ' 0 ^ ^  
Johnson Rosa Bell Edu .V.;;;.'.' Corpus Christi 
Jones, Joshua ™ ™ Prairip View 
Kilpatrick, Cleopatra ^ Corpus Christi 
Leathers, Vesta Edu Jefferson 
Lemmoms, Zettie M • • Jacksonville 
Lewis, Ezekiel • Beaumont 
Ligons, Willie • ''''" ' Stoneham 
Mason, Otis A. £• Houston 
Matthews, Minnie B Eau Worth 
Miller, Mabel M. Edu 
Morgan, Johnnie Mae Edu Hearne 
Nutall, Helen , 
- .Edu _ . 
Edu Beaumont prT' Averta Parker, Vmera Eau Dallas 
Patton, Leslie Edu. ••••/. Danas 
„ . , '"Frio Beaumont Porter, Gladys Edu. Victoria 
Enc?' ? ? Edu* Beaumont Reed, Minnie J. Edu Beaumont 
Patton, Marguerite H. E Brookshire 
Pierson, F. R Edu ^rooKsn._: 
Pri e, Algie E 
. -
Reed, Mrs. Rebecca M Edu n Ci 
Richardson, Levester Edu Augtin 
Roberts, Ursuhne Edu • Mineral Wells 
Robinson, Judson Edu Prairie View 
Rowe, Powdnll Ag Prairie View 
Sanders, Gaston Ag. . Prairie View 
Sanders. Malvina H. E Houston 
SeHs, Hallowav Edu ht 
Simpson, Frank Edu Calvert 
Solomon, Ophelia Edu Houston 
£yk?S' wT® Fdn Dallas Taylor, Walter Edu Lockhart 
Thomas, Walter Edu. ^ Victoria 
Townsend. Ruby H. Victoria 
Turner, Ernestine _ Austin 
Walker, Piccola V. H. E • • ^ Wilcox 
Walton. Gedar 8* Huntsville 
Watkins, Mark H Edu Par's 
Williams, Geneva • -Edu "Dallas 
Williams Hollis Edu Kosse 
Wright, Snodie Edu Jefferson 
Young, Mabel .Edu 
1 ?0  ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
FRESHMAN COLLEGE 
NAME 
Adam* Prankie , SIT® 
Adkins, Bessie B. 'A' H E Beaumont 
Alton, Arthur ... TA Jefferson 
Anderson, Lillie M. ££', Kendleton 
Anderson, Tallie . LaGrange 
Arline, Polly V '. Ed,, Montgomery 
Arwir<l-«r.v,». rti Snnrcrrr Armstrong, AClaudi's' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Edu! Sl>Cu?po 
Lerman 
raelder 
Barnes, Hattie Ed," • Beaumont 
HT 
Arteberry, Augustus -MA 0, 
Bailey, DeWitt Ed„ Sherma  
Banks, Hazel . . ... .!!!!;;''' * £$? W  
Rn w»nr. TT „ J.L." _ • • • iiJUU, 
Belfield, Mrs. Cora . Edu San Augustine 
Blair, Addie M ] E£, Houston 
Bluitt, Edward lA Houston 
R ONNO A T> * * ®". Boone, Anita B.'.'T .'11'.h.E. Caldwell 
Bradford, Geo. AT .".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Edu Beaumont 
Bowen, Jesse Sj.f Sweeney 
•a„ n..ii T Edu Navasota Bower, Rutha Lee ' pj..' 
 Edu m , 
Bradley, Maxine .' T! T" Edu Ta^?r 
Bremby, Maybelle ' h e ,V Alto 
Brown, Annie Ed„ Matador 
g™- ;Edu:::;:;;;;;;;; • • • -A; Brown, Ruby Vergil .. H E Prairie View 
Brown, Timothy . . A' Beaumont 
Buchanan, Cleo. . Ed,', -• • • Calvert rn xt -EiUU. Burton, Tom Henry Edu Prairie View 
— T—, ...Jiau Brenham 
Overton 
Cameron, Julius . ......'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' Edu Houston 
Butler, Jonnie B .' Edu r>„— T Edu rt  , L -  • • • • • • • ' •  • '  • '  • ' . E d u . '  
Campbell, Joe Lee Ed,, mTyler 
Carter, Rendie Edu TT " TaVlor 
Chapin, Nina M Edu Hempstead 
Clark, Barbara Ed,, Houston 
Cleveland, Geo. E. Ed,, Ferris 
Collins, Idell V Edu A, Houston 
Cooper, Irma M Edu Chapel Hill 
Crooms, Martha . . E£, Brenham 
Crosby, Bessie Mae Edu Houston 
Cunningham, Elnoea . Ed,, Hitchcock 
Davis, Alma G Edu Waco 
Davis, Edith O Edu Templa 
Davis, Fred Edu Mansfield rioTrio TV/r:ij .1 z~v Davis, Mildred Edu • G'oree 
Davis, Roy L Ed,, Prairie View 
Davis, William Edgar ... Clarksville 
Dees. TZILLION A TT^AI,-~ „ 
Dorsey, Gerald !.A"A Edu Hallettsvilll 
SSE fey ' .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 ,7 .  "  
F.rri™' D,a,i ; g» ::: • Beau„?S 
£ & . »  : : : : : : : : : : : 1 £  « S  Fortson, Murray ' ' " ?^.u Mrrrlin 
Franks, William J Edu Centerville § ¥ . » :  y A  
Segum 
op 
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NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Gonzales, Cleo Edu Seguin 
Graves, Mrs. Willie Edu Calvert 
Green, Beulah J Edu Elmo 
Gregg, Leola Edu Fodice 
Gregg, Lorraine S Edu Marshall 
Hann, Mrs. Pearl Hicks Edu . Dallas 
Harkey, Eliza J H. E Waco 
Harkey, Henrietta C H. E Waco 
Harrison, Ira Edu Prairie View 
Hawkins, Augusta R Edu Beaumont 
Henderson, Mamie L ..Edu Waco 
Hicks, Geo. W Ag Grapeland 
Hillsman, James ..Edu Houston 
Hodges, I. Jas M. A Gonzales 
Holland, Gertrude .Edu Prairie View 
Hollins, Auzelda Edu Carmine 
Hoskin, Therecia H. E Snook 
Houston, Lucille Edu Sherman 
Hunter, Lena Edu Ennis 
Jameson, Johnie Mae Edu Independence 
Jennings, Lillian E Edu Los Angeles, Cal. 
Johnson, A. B Edu Taylor 
Johnson Compton Edu Calvert 
Johnson, J. Catherine Edu Brenham 
Johnston, Leila D Edu Seguin 
Johnson, Veora E Edu Navasota 
Jones, Gus Ag Midway 
Jones, Mabel •• Edu Waco 
Jones, Olga N Edu Beaumont 
Justice, Thelma Edu Houston 
Jennedy, Norman Edu Kilgore 
Kirkpatrick, Leroy • Edu Sherman 
Kyles, Alam Rosa Edu Hallettsville 
Lawson, Ira T Edu Sour Lake 
Lee, Escar Ag Prairie View 
Leigh, L. E Edu Elgin 
Lomax, Minnie Edu Buda 
Lorant, Annie L H. E Port Arthur 
Lumpkin, Eunice L Edu Houston 
Lyons, Nat N Ag Livingston 
Manley, Caulie M Edu Emory 
Martin, Gussie C Edu Warrenton 
Martin, Juanita Edu 
Mason, Pauline H. E Giddings 
Matthew, Lorine H. E Parsons, Kans. 
Menogan, Bessie B Edu Ft. Worth 
Mitchell, Mamie K Edu Corpus Christi 
Molden, Minnie B Edu Houston 
Moore, Autrie Lee Ag Beaumont 
Moore, Cleophus Edu Beaumont 
Moore, Susie Edu Houston 
Mullen, Bonnie B ...Edu ,< Paris 
Murray, Jessie Edu Austin 
MIyers, Cleopatra Edu Wharton 
Myers, Saora E Edu Galveston 
McG'autha, Alma Edu Houston 
McKinney, Hiram Ag Sommerville 
Nash, Melvage E H. E Fort Worth 
122 ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Neal, Kate C Edu Houston 
Nobles, Otto Edu Cuero 
Nolbert, Wilder Mae H. E Port Arthur 
O'Niel, Leida Edu Houston 
Owens, Victor Hugo Edu Gonzales 
Page, Kate N Edu Elmo 
Penn, Lillie E H. E Winchester 
Perry, Eunice V H. E Houston 
Pier son, Lovie Ag Jefferson 
Pollard, Willie Edu Sour Lake 
Proeella, Bertha Edu Nacogdoches 
Pryor, Myria L Edu Palestine 
Richards, Stanley E Edu Cuero 
Richardson, Ella M Edu Alto 
Richie, Helen Edu Queen City 
Robinson, Elizabeth A Beaumont 
Robinson, Hortense Edu Ennis 
Ross, W. J .Edu Corsicana 
Sanders, Pennsylvania Edu Texarkana 
Scott, Cordelia A Edu Brenham 
Shepherd, Henry F Edu Seguin 
Simpson, Majorie Edu Victoria 
Sims, Olean Edu Sherman 
Speaker, Inez B Edu Wharton 
Stevens, Nola Ag Hallettsville 
Tackwood, Almeta P Edu Port Arthur 
Tatum, Beatrice Edu Carthage 
Taylor, Cecil M. A Charloette, N. C. 
Taylor, Leola Carr H. E Winchester 
Taylor, Lois Agnes H. E Longview 
Terrell, Edna Edu Yorktown 
Terrell, Elizabeth Edu San Marcos 
Terrel, Ella F Edu Anderson 
Thomas, Bnejamin Ag Trawick 
Thomas, Guy W Ag San Augustine 
Thomas, Irene F Edu Alto 
Thompson, Sam Ag Bryan 
Titus, K. H Edu i Fairfield 
Toney, Seth Ag Austin 
Toliver, Ella J Edu Brenham 
Turner, Frederick Ag Caldwell 
Vick, Tyler Mae Edu Wallis 
Waldon, Selma O Edu Ennis 
Weaver, Vivian Edu Houston 
Whiting, Ida S Edu Washington 
Williams, Alfreda Edu Seguin 
Williams, Bernice M Edu Austin 
Williams, Evadell Edu Beaumont 
Williams, Juanita Edu Dallas 
Williams, Willie H. E Seguin 
Willis, Willie Mae Edu Tyler 
Worrels, Willie Edu Corpus'Christi 
Wortham, John L Edu Valley Mills 
ya ' Geo- B Ag Gilmer 
SENIOR ACADEMY 
Albrittian, Eugenia • Edu n 
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NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Alexander, Willie Edu Calvert 
Allen, Jocie . .Edu Mt. Pleasant 
Allen, Norman Edu Kendleton 
Anderson, Ida Edu Houston 
Anderson, Isaac Edu Bedias 
Anderson, James H Edu Huntsville 
Arthur, Dehelia Edu Weimar 
Ashford, Lela A Edu Navasota 
Atkins, Ellen M Edu Elmo 
Battle, Mordecai Edu Cuney 
Baxter, Bessie L Edu Kerens 
Beal, Perry W Edu Calvert . 
Bell, Lucile A Edu Sour Lake 
Benson, Mary J Edu Jacksonville 
Berry, J. D Edu Trinity 
Betters, Ionia Edu Cameron 
Blakey, Ethel E Edu Nacogdoches 
Bolden, Zelma, Edu Alleyton 
Boiling, Ola Edu Rusk 
Boney, David Edu Calvert 
Bookman, Anderson Edu Shiro 
Boone, Janie C Edu Huntsville 
Boone, Nordell Edu Huntsville 
Bowens, Mattie B. .. ... .Edu Navasota 
Bradley, Willie Edu Tyler 
Brock, Virginia Edu Clay 
Brothers, Seth E Edu San Antonio 
Brown, Exar Mae Edu Ennis 
Brown, Mae Ella Edu Kendleton 
Brown, May Reba Edu Navasota 
Brooks, Gertrude R Edu Nacogdoches 
Bryant, W. R Edu Alleyton 
Bundy, Mabel M Edu Yoakum 
Burton, Pinkie Edu Sunny Side 
Byais, Ernestine Edu Prairie View 
Byars, Arthur Edu San Antonio 
Byrd, Gertrude Edu Rosenburg 
Byrd, Samuel Edu Madisonville 
Callahan, Avis M Edu Ennis 
Canada, Dock Edu Nigton 
Carpenter, Pearl Lee Edu Terrell 
Carey, Dorothy Edu Houston 
Clark, Roxie Edu Sunny Side 
Chambers, Florida Edu Huntsville 
Clayton, Gladys Edu Columbus 
Cockrell, Thelma A Edu .Temple 
Collins, Tomye Edu Prairie View 
Cooper, Espanola / Edu Crockett 
Cooper, Johnnie L Edu Jefferson 
Correthers, Magnolia Edu Richard 
Crawford, Bertha O Edu Sunset Heights 
Crenshaw, Blanche A Edu Dale 
Cross, Maythie H Edu Nacogdoches 
Crouch, C. B Edu . Tyler 
Crutcher, Clarence Edu ^ Forney 
Curtis, Henry Edu Rockdale 
Daniel, Icreacy ..Edu _.^exla 
Dansby, Cuney Edu Kilgore 
124 ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Dansby Nona Edu Kilgore 
David, Alice L Edu Mexia 
Davis, Carl Ag Fodice 
£?av!s> 5?ze*. Edu Schulenburg 
Davis, Timmie Edu Bryan 
Deadmond, Tommie J Edu Navasota 
Delane, Ruth L. Edu Huntsville 
Earl, Willie Dell Edu *. Houston 
Denmon, Leona Edu Crockett 
Douglas Julia L Edu Caldwell 
Duley, Harmolene Edu Tyler 
Edwards, John D Edu Long Branch 
Ekells, Mary O Edu Waxahachie 
English, Addie Edu Trinity 
Evans, Doretha Edu Brookshire 
Evans, Newell Edu Rosenberg 
Evans, O. L Edu Houson 
Everage, Daniel Ag Caldwell 
Ewell, Si Edu Houston 
Fields, Robert F Edu Yoakum 
Fisher, Willie Edu Jasper 
Fitch, Blossom T Edu Houston 
Fitch, Raymond Edu Wallis 
Flanagan, F. E Edu Washington 
Fleeks, Edward Edu Crockett 
Fobbs, Martha Edu Crockett 
Foley, Cornelius Edu Clodine 
Franks, I. C. V Edu Loekhart 
Franklin, Johnnie L Edu La Grange 
Frazier, Estella Edu Calvert 
Frazier, Lady Mae Edu Kountz 
Frazier, Mamie Edu Calvert 
Fuller, Lula Mae Edu Nacogdoches 
Galloway, Mabel Edu Shiro 
Garth Cornelia B Edu Dekalb 
Gonzales, J W Edu Hamlin 
Gorman, Verdeau Edu Mexia 
Granger Katherine Edu Weimar 
Grant, Robert Maceo Edu Hallettsville 
Graves, Adelle Edu Somerville 
rlTU' t^u- Ur Edu Manning 
Lilhan Edu Huntsvilll 
Edu Huntsville 
S&SF 
Edu Sour Lake 
Halt°Derrana.: JC W " SUsbee 
Han, Frankie p.:1S: :::::::::::;;:::;:.BroXyTor 
Hall, Noma 
Hammons, August Edu r ̂ stin 
Handy, Ethel S Edn Gonzales 
Haney, Elmer "E(lu Huntsville 
Hardeway, Ellen L Edn Stamford 
Hardin, Lodis E Ponta 
Harper, A. Idella Edu Elmo 
Harnesberry, H. K . Edu Cuero 
Harris, Booker T Edu ' " Gau.se 
Taylor 
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NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Harris, Clara Edu Jacksonville 
Harris, Elmo Edu Somerville 
Harris, Genvea Edu New Waverly 
Harris, Lorenza Edu New Waverly 
Harris, Marcellus Edu Weldon 
Harris, Tommie Lee Edu Timpson 
Harrison, Bertha Lee Edu Chreisman 
Hart, Delia M Edu Clarksville 
Hart, Wayman Edu Milford 
Hawthorne, Arzitta Ag Josserand 
Hawthorne, Rosanna Edu Josserand 
Haynes, Geneva V Edu Columbus 
Henderson, Willie L Edu Terrell 
Herron, Bessie Edu Rice 
Hicks, Emma Lee Edu Hallettsville 
Hicks, George Edu Stephenville 
Hightower, Eulalia Edu . Huntsville 
Hilliard, Inez F Edu Shreveport 
Hilliard, Ivory Y Edu Weimar 
Hines, Odessa Edu Plantersville 
Hodges, Ethel Mae Edu Dilworth 
Holland, • Flonnie Mae Edu Calvert 
Houston, Izlee Edu Kingsville 
Huckaby, Selena Edu _ Ennis 
Humphrey, Clara V Edu Gididngs 
Hunt, Ollie M Edu Cuero 
Hunter, Selemon Edu Ennis 
Hutchins, Josephine Edu Lovelady 
Isaacs, Ralph Edu Houston 
Jackson, Blanche M Edu Crockett 
Jackson, Lucille Edu Seguin 
Jackson, Mildred Edu Hearne 
James, Laura B Edu Ennis 
Johnson, Jas. Iva Edu Navasota 
Johnson, John R Edu Navasota 
Johnson, Lena E Edu Hillsboro 
Johnson, Mary L Edu Bedias 
Johnson, Verna E Edu Huntsville 
Jones, Iowa D Edu Huntsville 
Kelley, Lure C Edu Sour Lake 
Kelley, Myrtle B Edu Waelder 
Kennedy, W. H Edu Overton 
King, Mae Bechie Edu Crockett 
King, Rachel Edu Crockett 
King, Richard Edu Lovelady 
Kingsberry, Roosevelt Edu Richard 
Lamkin, Artie Edu San Antonio 
Lampkin, Edgar Edu Chireno 
Latimer, Louise M Edu Clarksville 
Lawson, Clytie E Edu Sour Lake 
Leonard, Maggie Edu Chapel Hill 
Lewis, Irene Edu Stoneham 
Lewis, Minnie Edu Somerville 
Littleton, Irene Edu Hearne 
Lyons, Maurice Edu Bullard 
Madison, Ethel Edu Crockett 
Marsh, Mardie M Edu Stamford 
Armster, Martin Ag Alto 
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NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Wilson, Lodesta Edu Clarksville 
Wilson, Robert Edu Seguin 
Wilson, Vergie Lee Edu Huntsville 
Woodfork, Harriett Edu Hallettsville 
Wooten, Ollie L Edu Fodice 
Yarborough, Ruby G Edu Navasota 
JUNIOR ACADEMY 
Alexander, Artelia Edu Marietta 
Alexander, Edward Edu Timpson 
Baker, Clethus Edu Augustus 
Battles, Venora Edu Cuney 
Baxter, Theo Edu Silsbee 
Beasley, Thomas Edu Mt. Sylvester 
Billups, Ora Lee Edu Breckenridge 
Bremby Edna Edu Weimar 
Brown, Frankie Edu Henderson 
Brown, Maggie .Edu 
Browning, Lula Edu Muldon 
Brutton, Jessie L Edu Timpson 
Buchanan, Lillie Edu Pittsburg 
Calhoun, Jinrmie Edu • • Alto 
Cockrell, Rosa Edu Simonton 
Cotton, Derrie Edu 
Elridge, Jas. Daily Edu yLellborn 
Davis, Mable Edu Giddings 
Davis, Raymond Edu Hearne 
Denmore, Ruby Edu Oakwood 
Dorsey, Wallace Edu. yaco 
Doty, Virgil E Edu McKinney 
Edwards, Elizabeth Edu •••• Muldoon 
Ellison, Henry Edu Corpus Cliristi 
Evans, Elsie Edu McKinney 
Evans, Earlena Edu • • • Bryan 
Evans, Millie G Edu Rosenberg 
Foward, Roverta Edu Newton 
Franklin, Arthur C Edu Montgomery 
Garner, Ruth Edu La Marque 
Gibson, Homer Edu Oakwood 
Gipson, Verona Lee Edu Oakwood 
Graves, Manvell Edu Independence 
Graves, Shedrick Edu Independence 
Hadnot, Inez Edu Groveton 
Hanna, Amanda J Edu Kennard 
Harris, Affie Edu Velasco 
Henry, Leola Edu Oakwood 
Hickman, Jas. David Edu Bremond 
Hicks, Essie B Edu Marietta 
Hinton, Todd Edu Dickinson 
Horne, Juanita Edu Hicksbaugh. 
Hyder, Lydia Edu White House 
Jnman, Cahnnie B Edu Seguin 
Jefferson, Annie Edu Georgetown 
Johnson, Annie Edu Silsbee 
Johnson, Gladys Edu Willie. 
Johnson, Helen Edu Marlin 
Johnson, Irene Edu San Antonio 
Johnson, Jessie L Edu Willis 
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Johnson, Lizzie Edu Houston 
Johnson, Susie D Edu Gonzales 
Jones, Brady Edu Ledbetter 
Jones, Eliza Edu Caldwell 
Jones, Francis M Edu Hawkins 
Jones, Grace Edu Corpus Christi 
King, Grace V Edu Naples 
Lacey, Emma Edu Dime Box 
Lee, Alberta Edu Athens 
Lee, Nellie B Edu C'uero 
Lee, Roger W Edu Oakland 
Lock, Lena Mae Edu Wolf City 
Mark, Jesse J Edu Negton 
Mays, Axclain Edu Corpus Christi 
Miller, Napoleon Edu Prairie View 
McAdam, Alberta Edu Center 
McColister, Merty Edu Center 
McDaniel, Angelina Edu Grapeland 
McWashington, Louie Edu Navasota 
Nash, Laura B Edu Wheelock 
Newman, B. A Edu Rosenberg 
Oldham, Alma R Edu Caldwell 
Patterson, Beulah M Edu Forney 
Pedescleaux, Olivia Edu Eagle Lake 
Perry, Jimmie L Edu Melissa 
Prince, Walter Edu Oakland 
Rand, Dollie Edu Jefferson 
Rand, Erva Edu ' Jefferson 
Ransom, Nettie Edu Granger 
Reddick, Doris L Edu Smithville 
Reid, Gertrude Edu Humble 
Rheams, Alice . Edu Troup 
Rhone, Theresa Edu LaGrange 
Richard, Maude Edu Hempstead 
Richards, Roby Edu Hempstead 
Roberts, Ollie K Edu Center 
Rutledge, Sam Louis Edu Bishop 
Sams, Ruby Lee Edu Chriesman 
Shelton, Jewel M Edu Jacksboro 
Sims, Gether Lee Edu Winchester 
Sims, Leslie Edu Winchester 
Simmons, Fred Edu Jasksonville 
Simmons, Lillie Mae Edu Weirgate 
Singleton, Johnnie R Edu Bremond 
Smith, Willie L Edu Lexington 
Smoots, Beatrice Edu Brenham 
Smoots, Mary E Edu Brenham 
Stevens, Margie M Edu Winchester 
Stevens, Myrtle Lee Edu Winchester 
Sweeney, Jimmie , ....Edu Hubbard 
Tarver, Maudie B Edu Grapeland 
Thomas, Lawrence Edu Bryan 
Thompson, Lusine Edu Crockett 
Tompkins, George Edu Hempstead 
Toran, Ada B Edu Hankamer 
Turner, Andrew J Edu Schulenberg 
Vaughn, James Edu Brookshire 
Vaughns, Virgie L Edu Dekalb 
ISO ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
Walker, Floyd W Edu Hempstead 
Ward, Barbara Edu Sweeney 
Waring, Otelia Edu Marietta 
Waring, Winifred Edu Marietta 
Warren, Samuel Edu Forney 
Washington, Theo Edu Ledbetter 
White, Benj Edu Manor 
Williams, Josephine Edu Kerens 
Williams, Louisa Edu Cedar Lane 
Williams, Mrs. Mary E Edu Eagle Lake 
Williams, Nora Lee Edu Stoneham 
Wimbish Juanita Edu Cuero 
Word, Iva J Edu BeeviUe 
Wright, Leo Edu Stephensville 
Young, Inez, Edu Corpus Christi 
SECOND YEAR 
Abernethy, Ray Edu 
Barrett, Walter Edu Liberty 
Bass, Lubby Edu Houston 
Berry, Sam B Edu Groveton 
Bozeman, Rebecca Edu Brookshire 
Brooks, Lenora Edu Brennam 
Brown, John Edu Stoneham 
Buchanan, Lister Edu Pr^irJe 
Burnette, Beatrice Edu Point Elans 
Bush, Mamie J .* Edu Bellville 
Cleaver, Laura Edu A' ' ' Troupe 
Coffee, Lhivid Edu Board House 
Davis, Abner Edu \\ harton 
Davis, Napoleon Edu Benchley 
Deere, Frankie L Edu Chriesman 
Bix, Eugene Edu Steele Store 
Franklin, Susie Edu Washington 
Ford, Vera Lee Edu Harrisburg 
Garcia, Eural Edu Hempstead 
Givens, Evester Edu Athens 
Griffin, H. G Edu Ledbetter 
Grimes, Pearl Edu. Goodrich 
Hackney, Alzena Edu. . . .' Rusk 
Henry, Booker T Edu Stoneham 
Hodge, Dee Edu Gause 
Hutchinson, Eulah Edu Piano 
Irvine, P. J Edu Newton 
Jackson, Carrie Edu Houston 
Jackson, Leila D Edu Chriesman 
Jacobs, Mozella Edu Smithville 
Johnson, Lillie Edu Hearne 
Jones, Lillie Mae Edu Caldwell 
Lawson, Willie E Edu Houston 
Lincoln, Gladys Edu Queen City 
Mason, Daniel Edu Stoneham 
Miles, Earlie Lee Edu Willis 
McWhorter, Waldo Edu Queen City 
Owens, Corilla Edu Caldwell 
Parkinson, Robt Edu Overton 
Reddick, Doris Lee Edu Smithville 
Revis, Jessie Edu Bay City 
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Riley, Ina M Edu Teague 
Roberts, Lacy Edu Washington 
Ross, William P Edu. Stephenville 
Sadler, Hazel Edu Valley Mills 
Sanders, Gregory Edu Prairie View 
Scott, Erma Edu Navasota 
Scott, Sylvester Edu Segum 
Seidel, Maurice Edu Brenham 
Taylor, Victoria Edu Cedar Bayou 
Thomas, Delia Edu «.,^-an0 
Truitt, George Edu Giddings 
Walker, Vance Edu Milford 
Wallace, Lizzie L Edu Carthage 
Watson, Charles L Edu Su"ny Slde 
Weaver, Inez Edu Jefferson 
Wells, Madie Edu Hempstead 
White, Dessa M Edu Burleson 
Williams, Frankie E Edu Harwood 
Woods, Alabama Edu • • Kilgore 
Woodard, Frances Edu Cedar Lake 
Wysong, Corine Edu Hempstead 
FIRST YEAR 
Bolton, Tom L Edu Chapel Hill 
Carter, Azalean Edu Simonton 
Conley, Sarah Lee Edu. 
Davis, Malinda Edu Wharton 
Dunn, Minerva Edu Wheelock 
Edwards, Robert Edu . Naples 
Ellison, Ethel R Edu Prairie View 
Ford, Lola M Edu Galveston 
*Goff, Willis Edu Hope 
Green, Alcie Mae Edu Cedar Lane 
Harris, Joel Edu ,yac.° 
Hodges, J. Anna Edu Highbank 
Jones, Bertha Edu Cedar Lane 
Jones, Dorris Edu Rockwall 
Leonard, Ester M Edu Brookshire 
Lightfoot, Velma S Edu Tyler 
Little, Epstein Edu Independence 
Mays, Herbert Edu Robstown 
Montgomery, Theophilus Edu New Baden 
Mulkey, Ethel L Edu Ganado 
McCowan, Annie L Edu Houston 
McKeever, Inez Edu , J 
McKeller, Lewis Edu Bal1,, 
MeShann, Earnest Edu Dallas 
Patterson, Azline Edu Clark 
Ratcliffe, Agusta Edu Patroon 
Robertson, Gladys Edu Prairie View 
Robinson, Sylvester Edu Naples 
Rushing, Annie Belle Edu Clodine 
Stewart, Carl Edu Corsicana 
Tapscott, Luetta .....Edu Prairie View 





Waller, C. Walton 
Walls, Maudest . . . 
Washington, Cora . 
White, Annie B. . . 
White, Charlotte . . 
Williams, Jno. W. . 











Ball, Willie M 
Burns, Nadi 
Curl, Mayme 
Fields, Cora Lee . . 
Franklin, Mrs. F. M 
Gaines, Ora Lee . . 





. . .Mid Manor 
Sen Nacogdoches 
'.Jun! Seguin 
. Mid Prairie View 
. . . . J u n  N a v a s o + a  
. . . . Mid San Antonio 
.  . ^ M i d  H o u s t o n  
Hunt," Cornelia . Mid r^w, 
Jones, Christie Mid Biastrop 
Krushall, Gladys Mid Eagle Lake 
Lockett, Leila Mid Houston 
Montgomery, Willie M Jun 
Moor!, Sarah Belle Jun ^Talue 
Ransom, Melvira Mid 
Sanders, Reba Mid Eldeirflle 
Shields, Gladys P Jun H™^: 
Slack, Ezzie Mae Mid 
Taylor, Inez A Mid • Buda 
Thompson, Annie M Mid J"™.'j,' 
Tolliver, Ella Louise Jun • jiousto . 
Wilson, Sedalia Mid Brenharn 
SPECIAL UNCLASSIFIED 
Agent, Fred L A. M \ j 
Allen, Lawson A. M • • Anderson 
* Anderson, Babe Ag Prairie View 
* Armstrong, Isaac Ag Luther, Okla. 
Arnold, Clarence Print Mexij 
•Bass, Stanley Tailor Prairie View 
•Bell, Edward Tailor Prairie View 
Bennett, Roosevelt A. M Washington 
Bishop, James Print Plan 
•Broadnax, James B Tailor Prairie View 
•Broussard, Isom Shoe Prairie View 
Browning, John A. M _ Muldoor, 
•Bryant, Julius Tailor Prairie View 
•Butler, David Tailor Prairie View 
•Coleman, Sam Tailor Sherman 
Collier, Israel Carp New Orleans 
•Cook, Benjamin Tailor Prairie View 
* Federal Trainees. 
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n , .. a,™ Prairie View * Crenshaw, Goldie . Ag Prairie View 
•Davis, Andrew Ag Marshall 
Davis, Irving »hoe ... Crockett 
Denman, Oscar A. ... Kennard 
Denmon, Royal A. • • PRAIRIE YISW 
•Dickson, Carl ^hoe Prairie yiew 
•Dillon, Mozeal Graw Wheelock 
K, Sf e . . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  ̂  • • •  •  •  • • . . . .  ( > r» s  
IfiS: £25 « 
Ellis, B. S. Shoe ... Pardon 
Evans' Fn"i '• •»» ArfcCook Hempslood 
Evans, Tailor Prairie View •Ewing, Jesse tailor ^ Belville 
•Fedford, Ayria A Ag. V.".'.'.'.' Douglas 
Ferguson, C. E. tanor ... Washington 
Fielder, Robt. M AM Washington 
Finley, Herbert A. ffJ Greenville 
Fitch, Willie L -hoe Utility 
•Fitchen, George Ag. Kennard 
Freeman, Norberry A. M Augtin 
Gilbert, Allen L. A. Hamlin 
Gonzales, Marshall A. m. Midway 
Grace, Cero ™ Prairie View 
Grayson, Rogers tauor Prairie View 
Green, Mrs. E. M • Prairie View 
Green, Mrs. J. A Edu Chilton 
Hailey, Willie A. Winchester 
Hall, T. A . . .. . A. M plano 
Hannibal, Lafayette T a i l o r  •••• Josserand 
Hawthorne, Vivian tanor Houston 
•Hollins, Max R. Ag ^ Stroud 
•Humphrey, William Trade Hempstead 
Jackson, Frances traae Alexandra 
•James, Edward Houston 
•Joe, Robert Horn Sci Prairie View 
Johnosn, Mrs. Amanda TaiW Prairie View 
•Johnson, Artie ta or Round Top 
•Jones, Earl Dallas 
•Jones, Anderson Tailor-Hat-Mak! • • Wichita Falls 
Jones, Samuel Music • Garden Valley 
Jonigan, Columbus ^ic Prairie View 
•Lindsey, Felix tailor Houston 
•Marshall, Chester tauo Prairie View 
•Milligan, Berry ^noe ;; Prairie view 
•Martin, Ernest tan Prairie View 
•Mask, Carter ^hoe Mexia 
Means, Elgin Elec. Eng Houston 
•Miles, John »a°e . . Bonham 
Miles, Willie A C»b.-Mak Giddings 
Mills, Glenn ^aU° " Marshall 
Moon, T. -Sci Prairie View 
Motte, B. I. Tailor Hallettsville 
McDaniel, Marcus tauor Prairie View 
•McGruder, Aaron Ag 
• Federal Trainees. 
1 3 4  ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
NAME COURSE ADDRESS 
McMullan, Hazel Trade . . . Itas 
•Newsome, Elbe Shoe Prairie \ 
•Nobles, Chas. A Ag. ..... Center 
*Oakes, Kakes Tailor Prairie View 
*01er, Chas. G Print . . .  H o u s t o n  
•Pickens, D. R. L Shoe Prairie 'View 
Parchman, Elton Tailor Hallettsville 
•Presley, Moses Tailor Prair,e \ .-
•Pruitt, Willie Tailor Prairien,V*/! 
•Robertson, Jessie Tailoi ' ' 
•Russell, John K Ag M n 
landers Hardv ' '!!!!! Shoe Prairie View 
J Tailor Prairie View ''Sanders, Lee .A. M Groveton 
* Stewart, J ohn Shoe Houston 
Se°rge Ag Little Rock, Ark 
Tapscott,'Luetta Edu. •• wB«?ne 
Taylor, Henry Elee. Eng todto 
.Tailor Prairie View 
Taylor, Jesse Tailor Prairie View 
•Tavlor' Oscar L ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . . . . . A n  Hempstead 
•Tavlor' Praot Tailor Beaumont 
•Taylor! Willie E Ag 
•Terry, Henry Carp Mexia 
Thomas, Clarence rS!3!}01 Kiiwlpnv 
Thomas, Henry Tailor 
•Thomas, Oscar Ag^ . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • prairie view 
•Thomas, Pete ?"°e „ rAmn 
Turman, Alcie Mill.-Sew Como 
Turner 'Archie L Carp Grapeland 
if "'i'SS 
•Wiley, Mose .Shoe Prairie View 
Warren, Osby . Tailor Bishop 
Washington, Leon Tailor Hallettsville 
Watson, F. 0 Mam Tr ... Powed 
Wesley, Cecil Music Prame View 
•White, Fred Shoe Prairie View 
Whitfield, Daniel Shoe Piano 
•Wright, Guy Shoe Prairie View 
Wyatt, Willie Tailor Piano 
TRAINING SCHOOL 
Allen, Mollie 3rd Prairie View-
Ames, Winnie 7th Hempstead 
Bennett, Geo 5th Hempstead 
Bennett, Harry 7th Hempstead 
Bennett, Isaac 3rd Hempstea 1 
Bennett, Juanita 1st Hempstead 
Bennett, Walter 1st Hempstead 
Bennett, Wilbur 3rd Hempstead 
Caldwell, Marion E 7th. Houston 
Ellis, Louraine 7th Mexia 
Ellison, Francis Prairie View-
Evans, Joe 3rd Hempsteat 
Evans, John G 5th Hempstead 
^Federal Trainees. 
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Evans, W. H 1st Prairie View 
Franklin, Annie 3rd Prairie View 
Franklin, John 1st Prairie View 
Garcia, Ercy 3rd Hempstead 
Garcia, Frankie 4th Hempstead 
Garcia, Leon 5th Hempstead 
Garcia, Roy 7th Hempstead 
Grant, Emma 7th Buda 
Grimsby, Richard 1st Prairie View 
Holland, Johnny Boy 6th Prairie View 
Jones, Bernice 6th Hempstead 
Jones, Grace 7th Prairie View 
Jones, Sadie 3rd Prairie View 
Jordan, Fannie 7th Beaumont 
Kilpatrick, Elizabeth 6th Prairie View 
Kneeland, Douglas 2nd Prairie View 
Mulkey, Dillie 7th Hempstead 
McChree, Hazel 1st Prairie View 
McChree, Marion 1st Prairie Vievf 
McMillan, Arthur 2nd Prairie View 
McMillan, Melba 5th Prairie View 
Osburne, J. G. Jr 7th Prairie View 
Owens, Claudia 5th Waller 
Owens, Cornelia 7th Waller 
Owens, John 2nd Waller 
Owens, Mattie 7th Waller 
Owens ,R. L 1st Waller 
Owens, Sarah 5th Waller 
Pendleton, Alma 7th Hempstead 
Ragston, Cornelia 7th Hempstead 
Ragston, Hattie 5th Hempstead 
Ragston, James 5th Hempstead 
Ragston, John 4th Hempstead 
Reynolds, L. E 7th Prairie View 
Richards, Annie 1st Hempstead 
Richards, Dink 7th Hempstead 
Richards, Cecil 2nd Hempstead 
Richards, Herbert 5th Hempstead 
Richards, Ivory 3rd Hempstead 
Roberts, Lloyd 5th Hempstead 
Sanders, Doris 6th Prairie View 
Sanders, Pearl 7th Prairie View 
Terrell, Wendell 3rd Prairie View 
Thomas, Lonie 4th Hempstead 
Warren, Osby 7th Hempstead 
Williams, Beatrice 1st Waller 
Williams, Dora 4th Hempstead 
Williams, Essie 1st . Waller 
Williams, Fannie 1st Prairie View 
Williams, Mamie 4th Hempstead 
Williams, Philistine 1st Prairie View 
Wysong, Shelline 7th Prairie View 
136 ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
Ag Agriculture 
Blk. Smth Blacksmith 
Carp Carpentry 
Cab. Mak . Cabinet Making 
Dom. Sci Domestic Science 
Dom. Art Sewing 
Draw Drawing 
Edu Education 
Elec. Eng ; Electrical Engineering 
Hat. Mak Hat Making 
Jun Junior 




Shoe Shoe Making 
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT, REGULAR SESSION, 1923-24 
College Department: 
Edu. H. Eco. Agri. Mech. Total. 
125 22 21 3 171 
52 8 10 3 73 
26 7 9 4 46 
21 10 5 36 
224 47 45 10 326 Total 326 
Academy Department: 
First Year 41 41 
Second Year 62 62 
Junior 113 io 123 
Senior 276 16 292 
Total 492 26 518 
Special Unclassified: 
Agriculture 19 
Auto Mechanics 18 
Home Economics 8 
Literary 1 
Mechanic Arts 72 
Music 2 
Nurse Training 24 
Training School 65 
Federal Trainees (already counted above) 62 
Total (excluding duplicates) 209 
GRAND TOTAL (Regular Session 1923-24) 
SUMMER SESSION 1923 
Freshman College 260 
Sophomore College ' qo 
Junior College qi 
Senior College ' " * 
518 
209 
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Junior Academy 82 
Senior Academy 179 
Special Unclassified 110 
Summer Normal . 93 
GRAND TOTAL (Summer Session 1923) 861 861 
SUMMARY OF CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS GRANTED 
Summer 
1922-23 1923 
Degrees Conferred 22 
High School Diplomas . ! 115 41 
Permanent Certificates 28 5 
First Grade Certificates 221 150 
Second Grade Certificates 61 35 
Trade Certificates 29 12 
CO-EDUCATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 1923-24 
Education H. Ec. Agri. Mech. 
Boys Girls Girls Boys Boys Total 
College Department: 
Freshman 30 95 22 21 3 171 
Sophomore 18 34 8 10 3 73 
Junior \. 7 19 7 9 4 46 
Senior 12 9 10 5 36 
Total 67 157 47 45 10 326 
Academy Department: 
First Year 15 26 41 
Second Year 29 33 62 
Junior 29 84 10 123 
Senior 76 200 16 292 





Training School 65 
COMPARATIVE ATTENDANCE FOR PAST SEVEN YEARS 
Reg. Session Sum. Session 
1917-18 988 518 
1918-19 798 551 
1919-20 928 575 
1920-21 820 623 
1921-22 635 517 
1922-23 748 861 
1923-24 1053 
STATEMENT OF COLLEGE GRADUATES 
The College course was instituted in September 1919 and the first Col­
lege class to graduate was in May 1921. The number of College graduates 
for the past four years is as follows: 
192 1 5 
192 2 14 
192 3 22 
192 4 32 
